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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
'SUMMER SCHEDULE WILL SANDFORD LEAD AGAIN? THE PRESIDENTIAL VISIT
Subscriptions 83.00 per year payable ln 
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula­
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HI8TORT 
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab­
lished and consolidated with the Oazette 
In 1882 The Free Press was established 
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to 
the Tribune. These papers consolidated 
March 17. 1897.
♦
•* It Is not success which creates 
morale but morale which creates *••
— success. —Karl T. Compton. *•*♦ »
PERMANENTS
Becoming styles—with choice of ma­
chine wave or the new form of 
machineless permanent.
KATHARINE’S BEAUTY SHOP 
18 Gay St Rockland Tel. 270-W 
Katharine Small, Prop.
83’lt
Congregational Church Will 
Have a Number Of Guest 
Preachers
The preaching schedule at the Con­
gregational Church for the balance of 
the summer follows:
July 12, 19 and 26, the pastor, Rev. 
C. H. Olds, will preach.
Aug. 2 and 9, Rev. Walter 8. 
Rounds of Cambridge, Mass., (former 
pastor of this church).
Aug. 16, Rev. Corwin H. Olds.
Aug. 23, 30 and Sept. 6, Rev. 
Charles B. Tupper, pastor of Central 
Christian Church, Warren, Ohio.
Sept. 13 and 20, church closed.
Sept. 27, Rev. Rodney W. Roundy, 
Portland.
Oct. 4, Rev. Corwin H. Olds, resum­
ing services after vacation.
Unconfirmed Report That He Is To Take Up 
Work With Holy Ghost and Us Society
SUNDAY EXCURSIONS
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, 
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
1 > '>■ A
•g'T**..L,, 45?
* 11«11 b a *
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday 
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through 
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
77Stf
BREEZEMERE
On the Shores of Beautiful Lake Megunticook 
AT LINCOLNVILLE CENTER
Dancing Every Wednesday and Sat. Nights
Featuring the Best Dance Orchestras 
OVERNIGHT CABINS
BOATS TO LET BATHING
Free Parking Lunches Refreshments
81*&83*
TUTORING
In French, Spanish, Latin and German 
RICHARD I. THOMAS, M. A.
P. O. BOX 152 ROCKPORT, MAINE TEL, C AMDEN 2049 
77*883
Attention is being attracted anew 
to the Holy Ghost and Us Society 
by the report that its former leader 
Rev. Prank W. Sandford is alive and 
may resume charge of the colony at 
Shiloh.
The Portland Evening Express in 
a Durham dispatch says Frank W. 
Sandford, founder of the “Holy 
Ghost and Us" society, disbanded 
after his conviction, on a man­
slaughter charge In 1911, Is reported 
alive and calling his followers back 
to Shiloh.
The paper’s correspondent quotes 
Warren Kimball, caretaker of the old 
buildings at Shiloh, as saying there 
was “no doubt” but that the now 74- 
year-old "Elijah" is alive, despite the 
“hardships” he had undergone.
After his conviction Sandford 
served seven years in the Federal 
pentlentlary at Atlanta, which Kim­
ball described, the paper says, “per­
secutions of a world that did not un­
derstand and had no sympathy.”
Sandford disappeared after his re­
lease from prison.
In recent weeks from 100 to 200
Evangelization Crusade on Apostolic 
Principles.”
The magnificent estate at Shiloh 
was constructed. There were Shiloh 
churches in New York, Boston and 
the west. The society owned five 
ships.
The Barkentlne Kingdom sailed In 
1907 with 60 members of the colony 
for Jerusalem. On its second trip the « 
vessel was lost with 35 on board. 
Another ship, the Coronet, sailed for 
Greenland with members of the flock. 
Provisions gave out and the ship's 
company endured privation and 
hardship. Seven died before the ship 
made Portland.
Sandford and his ship's officers 
were arrested. He was convicted of 
manslaughter and sentenced to At­
lanta, where he organized Bible 
schools and baseball games during 
his incarceration.
Rev. Frank W. Sandford caught on 
Rockland's semi-professional base­
ball team many years ago, and 
through the instrumentality of the 
late C. F. Simmons, who played on 
the same team, a member of The ! 
Courier-Gazette became on terms | ! 
of intimate acquaintance with the, I 
Shiloh apostle. ' i
The Courier-Gazette representative j 
interviewed Mr. Sandford on the' j
THE AMERICAN’S CREED
I
persons have journeyed to Shiloh j barkentine Kingdom in Rockland 
each Sunday to hear Sandford's son, J harbor and was his guest on the 
John, preach his father's doctrines j yacht Coronet at South Freeport and 
of unity and truth. Young Sandford at Shiloh, dining with the Sand- 
now acts as the titular leader of the J ford family at Mt. Olivet cottage 
flock. | Later he was summoned to Portland,
It was in the early 1900 s that and given an extended interview 
the elder Sandford announced “the
divine voice had told him to go forth 
and build on the hilltop.” He formed 
an organization called the "World's
BELIEVE IN THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA AS A GOVERNMENT OF THE 
PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE 
PEOPLE; WHOSE JUST POWERS ARE DE­
RIVED FROM THE CONSENT OF THE GOV­
ERNED; A DEMOCRACY IN A REPUBLIC; 
A SOVEREIGN NATION OF MANY SOVER­
EIGN STATES; A PERFECT UNION, ONE 
AND INSEPARABLE; ESTABLISHED UP­
ON THOSE PRINCIPLES OF FREEDOM, 
EQUALITY, JUSTICE AND HUMANITY 
FOR WHICH AMERICAN PATRIOTS SAC­
RIFICED THEIR LIVES AND FORTUNES.
I THEREFORE BELIEVE FT IS MY DUTY 
TO MY COUNTRY TO LOVE IT; TO SUP­
PORT ITS CONSTITUTION; TO OBEY ITS 
LAWS; TO RESPECT ITS FLAG; AND TO 
DEFEND IT AGAINST ALL ENEMIES.
I Now Expected That Mr. Roosevelt Will Be Here 
At 8 O’clock Tuesday Morning
When is the President coming? | once continue the cruise along the 
That question was on everybody's M'ine coast to Campobello. N. B
,. . . . . .. , . “When a college man of Harvardlips yesterday, but there seemed to I . ...| the President first became acquainted 
be nobody who could answer with au- with pu,plt Harbor formed an at. 
thority. I tachment for this snug and quiet
It has been assumed all along that haven. He has always remembered 
he would arrive here next Monday j It and chooses it as his anchorage 
but the latest report is that it will' in his pleasure trips along the coast.” 
more likely be on Tuesday and that The President’s sons find plenty
he will come some time during that 
day by special train. Color is lent
to attract their attention in beauti­
ful Penobscot Bay. Last night they
to that theory by the Washington were guests at the Dark Harbor sum-
AT FORT WILLIAMS BORAH STANDS FIRM
his release on bail. This friend- : Our Correspondent Tells Has No Intention Of Boltingafter !
ship continued while Mr. Sandford 
was at Atlanta, and until the latter 
disappeared.
What Knox County Boys' 
Are Doing There
announcement that he ’“will sail" 
July 14. This is taken to mean that 
the President will come here by rail, 
and be taken, in some manner, to 
Pulpit Harbor. North Haven, to join 
the schooner yacht Sewanna, which 
arrived at North Haven Thursday 
forenoon with the President's three 
sons—James, Franklin, Jr., and 
John on board.
Capt. A. E. Colbeth. commander of 
the vacht went at once to his home 
at Swan’s Island for a few days' va­
cation pending the arrival of the 
distinguished guest.
Thursday our North Haven corre­
spondent wrote:
I "Thursday morning the schooner 
Sewanna with the President's three 
j sons, James, Pranklin Jr. and John 
on board appeared in the Thorough­
fare and anchored off the Casino. 
Coming ashore the President's sons 
j visited the postoffice, bought a few 
supplies at one of the stores, and then 
lunched at Haven Inn, guests of the 
proprietor Herman Crockett. Their 
names were enrolled In the Inn's his­
toric registry which contans the
Republican Ticket He Tells names of President u. S. Grant, and 
also that of President Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt.
„ . . “The Sewanna left in the earlvSenator William E. Borah pledged „ , _ ,. „ u u ,afternoon for Bucks Harbor but re­
allegiance Tuesday to the Republican turns t0 Pulpit Harbor SaturdavDON’T FORGET
DANCING
Every Tuesday Night
SOUTH CUSHING 
GRANGE HALL 
Doug Vinal’s Orchestra
COME AND HAVE A GOOD TIME
83*lt
Fort Williams, July 9.
Batters E and F fired sub-calibre 
shots Monday. The aviators arrived 
Tuesday from Massachusetts and the 
truck detachment was at the airport 
on guard of the two planes during 
the afternoon. I had the honor of 
flying with Captain Beck who is in 
charge of the machines.
Here are a few statistics on the
cord with the views of Rodney E ,pianes: size 0( tjres 36x8. 60 pounds 
Feyler, Commissioner of Sea and , air pressure; fuel. 14614 gallons gas;
weight, 879 pounds; 20 gallons oil. 
weight, 75 pounds; weight empty.
A REARING STATION
Only Salvation Of the Lob­
ster Industry, Commis­
sioner Feyler Believes
A communication in "hearty ac-
Shore Fisheries on the advisability of 
a lobster rearing station for Maine 
has been received irom Charles E. 
Jackson, acting Commissioner of 
Fisheries of the United States. "The 
Maine coast has been noted for its 
lobsters and it is regretahle that they 
cannot be maintained or the supply 
increased. Next year the Bureau of 
( Fisheries in co-operation with the 
State of Massachusetts will under­
take the incubation of lobsters’ eggs 
at its Gloucester station. I feel, how­
ever, that the mere incubation ol 
j lobster eggs is not sufficient and that 
, the process should be carried further 
j and the young lobsters reared to at 
| least the fourth stage,” said Mr. 
Jackson.
3032 pounds; crew weight, 400 
pounds; U. S. Army Air Corps type; 
No. 5 plane radio equipped; Pratt and 
Whitney motors.
From Boston to Scarboro Airport, 
Where they make their headquarters 
is a run of 55 minutes. Our flight 
was a 20-minute test flight at an alti­
tude of 1800 feet and speed ranging 
from 90 to 110 miles an hour. A 
northwest wind made the ride quite 
bumpy, something like the hill at 
Glendon used to be.
I have been appointed manager of 
the baseball team, with Almon Day 
as assistant manager. We have had 
no practice as yet but it looks as if 
we had fine material—two catchers.
He stated that he did not believe two pitchers ’three if necessary); and 
that the present system of stamp- ■ flve substitutes. We hope to go 
ing or marking the seed lobsters is J places!
sufficient and advocated that the j mucjj better showing has been 
various States co-ordinate their work made on our work than I have ever
the Press
ticket and platform.
mer home of Mrs. Ronald T. Lyman 
of Boston, while the schooner yacht 
Sewanna, on which they have been 
enjoying a cruise to the eastward, 
is anchored off the Charles Dana 
Gibson private landing at Seven- 
Hundred-Acre Island.
The Sewanna arrived at Dark Har­
bor at 7 o’clock p. m. in the midst of 
one of the thickest fogs enveloping 
sea and land this year, and with no 
indication that the fog would lift 
for several hours, the prediction was 
made that the yacht might have to 
remain there through Saturday.
Just how President Roosevelt Is to 
be taken to North Haven has not 
been announced. Hie USS. Poto­
mac arrived yesterday, and it is un­
derstood that an airplane and a de­
stroyer will be part part of the show. 
Secret service men are understood to 
have arrived here with the Potomac.
Plans for the local greeting to be 
extended by the Chamber of Com­
merce and the City are in abeyance 
until the announcement of the Presi­
dent's coming Is more definite. Mayor 
Leforest A. Thurston, declines the 
honor conferred upon him when it 
was stated that he was a "committee 
of one.” The aldermen will co-op­
erate with him.
An unconfirmed report says that 
the President's special train will ar­
rive at 8 a. m., daylight time. Don’t 
blame us if it is earlier or later.
j where it will remain until the Presi- 
I have no intention of bolting the dent will board the schooner and at 
ticket.” said the veteran Republican.------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------
embezzlement is charged
platform from the beginning.”
Thus, in a long-awaited clarifica­
tion. Borah removed the expressed j 
doubts of many leaders regarding his 
stand in the campaign.
At Topeka, Kan., the Republican 
Presidential nominee. Gov. Alfred!
M. Landon, said: “I am happy to 
have the co-operation of Senator 
Borah in this campaign.”
Mr. Borah still withheld definite 
announcement of his intentions re-
Harold B. Kaler, Former Waldoboro Selectman, 
Held For November Term Of Superior CoHrt
Washington, pleaded not guilty to 
the embezzlement of town funds, but 
garding seeking a sixth term as U. S. | the defense withheld its testimony
Senator—but he did not deny a 
friend’s flat statement that he would 
run again.
WARREN EXCITED
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Service To: Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle Au Haut,
Swan's Island and Frenehboro
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20th to September 15th Inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. P M. P.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND, Ar. 11.45 7.00 5.50
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN, Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.50
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON, Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.40
J.50 11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND, Lv. 8.45 2.30
Readl'p
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Daily Ex- Sunday Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only cept Sunday Only
AJH. P.M. A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M.
i.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND. Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.45
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN, Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.30
With dozens of other 
marts and merchants 
Gregory’s is selling 
the cool suits
1 AYBR’S |
Summer goods are selling well these days. Never 
. before have we had such a good line at prices so |
reasonable. .
g MEN'S GOODS
9. SUMMER SHIRTS AND DRAWERS ............................. 50c and 75c A
SUMMER UNION SUITS ......................................................  75c, $1.00 g
7. POLO SHIRTS ........................................................................  50c. $1.00 g
8 SLIMMER SWEATERS ........._............................................  5100, $1.98 Z
g DRESS SHIRTS ................... -.............................................. $1.00, $1.50
g SUMMER PANTS (SLACKS) ............................................. $1.50, $1.98
g KHAKI PANTS .........   $100, $1.50
BOYS' GOODS
SHORT PANTS .........................................................................  59c. 79c
SLACKS ................................................................................ $1.00, $1.50 &
SHIRTS AND BLOUSES ...................................................-........... 79c g
DUNGAREES ......................................................................... 85c, $1.00 Z
SWEATERS ............................................................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98 Z
BATHING SHORTS ............................................................... 79c, $1.00 y
g ONE BIG LINE OF CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS 59c, 79c, $1.00, $1.50
9. All our goods are guaranteed and may be returned and money 
refunded if not satisfactory
WILLIS AYER gJ
Do you realize that every cus­
tomer of ours could, if he wanted 
to, be ln a Portland store in two 
hours?
And that there are dozens of 
other good clothing stores within 
five gallons of gasoline?
We're selling the cool suits of 
Knox County first, because we 
have the cool suits to sell and 
next, because our prices sound like 
a letter from home to the man 
who is between the devil of ex­
pense and the deep blue sea of a 
vacation.
to a greater extent in the line of pro­
pagation and rearing of lobsters.
The rearing station plan beirjg de­
veloped by Commissioner Feyler calls 
for lobsters to be reared to the sixth 
or seventh stage. The eggs are classi- 
j fled in stages according to age. The 
young seeds in the first and second 
stages are so small that they float 
and are easy prey for many natural 
enemies. Lobsters reared to the sev­
enth stage would sink and find a 
secure hiding place to await maturity.
Working on the rearing station 
I project is being advanced by Gov. 
: Brann and Commissioner Feyler and 
it is hoped that some definite action 
can be taken this year.
“A rearing station is the only sal- 
1 vation for our lobster industry,” said 
Feyler.
seen at camp. We are all looking 
forward to Visitors' Day next Sunday 
and hope for a large crowd.
Charles M. Lawry
FOREIGN AIR MAIL
Cool Suits, $16.50
Cool Shirts 
Cool Sox 
Cool Underwear 
Cool Sport Coats 
White Shoes
GREGORYS
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. James Roosevelt went Wed­
nesday morning to Campobello where 
she expects to remain five or six 
weeks.
• • • •
The first bridge party of the sea­
son was held Wednesday.
• • • •
Mrs. George Montgomery of Mil­
ford, Del., arrived Wednesday for the 
summer.
V • • V
Justice W. R. Riddell and Mrs. Rid­
dell of Osgoode Hall, Toronto, ar­
rived Wednesday for the season.
Uncle Sam Is Speeding Up This Im­
portant Branch of the Service
A materially expedited servce is be­
ing put into operation on foreign air­
mail routes 5, 6. 8. 9 and 1C under new 
schedules. Flights will be made 
through from Miami, Fla,, by Havana, 
Cuba, and Kingston, Jamaica, to Bar- 
ranquilla, Colombia, in 9% hours, and 
from Miami through to the Canal 
Zone in 24 'A hours. The mails will be 
carried through from Miami to 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, in approxi­
mately 4!4 days. Service by way of 
the east coast of South America to 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, is being in­
creased from once to twice a week, 
and flights will be made between 
Miami and Rio de Janeiro in five days, 
with one of the flights a week north­
bound in four days. Mails for all 
other points in the West Indies and 
South America will be corresponding­
ly expedited.
With this expedited service and the 
fast service on the domestic air-mail 
routes in this country connecting at 
Miami and Brownsville, a highly 
efficient service is maintained for the 
exchange of air-mail correspondence 
with Mexico and all countries of Cen­
tral America. South America, and the 
West Indies. A new Foreign Ail- 
Mail Service Leaflet showing the 
transit time to the countries served 
by the United States Foreign air-mail
Officer—I reckon that anybody who1 routes and the routes of other coun-
Intensive Search Made For 
Man Believed To Be the 
Escaped Convict
Warren was thrown into a state of 
excitement Thursday night by the 
intensive search in the triangular 
piece between Union and East Main 
streets for Solomon Volsine. one of 
two convicts who escaped from the 
State Prison a week ago.
Mrs. Marjorie Kenniston who lives 
in the lower flat of the Telephone Co. 
building in Warren village was called 
to the door at about 10 o’clock 
Thursday night. She found there a 
suspicious looking man of the same 
description as that of Voisine, who 
asked her for food in a hoarse voice, 
and who said he had not eaten in 
several days.
Becoming frightened, as she was 
alone, she notified Deputy Sheriff 
W H. Robinson, and a posse of 
townspeople, prison guards, headed 
by Warden Johnson and the captain 
of the guard. A. P. Chapman, imme­
diately instituted a search in the 
vicinity. Clarence Peabody driving 
into his yard a few minutes after the 
man asked for food at the Kenniston 
home saw a man skulk into the 
shadows at the rear of his barn.
The posse scoured the Peabody pas­
ture at the rear of the barn and the 
Jameson pasture, adjoining, with no 
results. Barns and outbuildings 
nearby were also searched. Friday 
morning, the posse visited the hunt­
ers’ camp on Rocky Hills, guided by 
Stanford B. Watts.
found.
In Municipal Court Thursday. Har- ■ debtedness to $2600, the State points
old B Kaler, a prominent resident of 1 out-
Town Treasurer H L. Turner said 
he had no knowledge of the note be­
ing given, and supposed that the 
$2000 received "by the town was the 
result of the Francis Crooker loan. 
Turner was treasurer while Kaler was 
selectman, and testified that he 
never received the $600 in any form.
Charles P. Hatch of the State 
Auditing Department, who has be<*n 
making a thorough examination of 
the town's affairs, testified as to cer­
tain records he had found. Mr. 
Hatch, by the way, was Maine's first 
Slate auditor, appointed by Governor 
William T. Cobb.
A verbal tilt between Mr. Hatch 
and Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., counsel for 
the respondent, enlivened the pre­
liminary hearing Thursday, but there 
were no casualties.
Kaler was arrested by Sheriff C. 
Earle Ludwick July 3. The case 
Thursday was heard before Judge Z. 
M. Dwinal, County Attorney Jerome 
C. Burrows, appearing for the State.
until the case is heard at the No­
vember term of Knox ^County Su­
perior Court for which he was held in 
the sum of $1000.
Kaler was first selectman of Wash­
ington for the years 1931 to 1934, in­
clusive. The specific charge in this 
case is that he converted to his own 
use $600 loaned to the town by Francis 
Crooker.
Mrs. Nellie V. Crooker testified 
Thursday that she delivered the loan, 
$2000 in all, to Selectman Kaler. A 
representative of the First National 
Bank of Damariscotta testified that 
on May 8, 1933, the date of the trans­
action, that Kaler deposited $1400 in 
that bank, and that four days later 
he gave to the bank the town’s note 
for $600, presumably making up tne 
balance, but increasing the town's in-
FOUR MEN NABBED
Local Officers Get Alleged 
Belfast Radio Thieves— 
Recover Property
Yesterday afternoon Sherifi C.
Earle Ludwick received a telephone 
message from Sheriff Hiram O. Bur­
gess of Belfast asking him to be on 
the lookout for men who stole radios
GOVERNOR MAY COME
Gov. Brann hopes to attend tho 
forthcoming dedication of the Science 
and Art Building at Knox Arboretum. 
Writing to Norman W. Lermond, 
curator, he says:
“I trust I may have the opportunity 
of attending the dedication of the 
Science and Art Building Aug. 21. I 
shall make every effort to be with
from two Belfast cars the previous|you' 1 want verV hlghly corn- 
night I pliment you upon your efforts ln mak-
One hour later Sheriff Ludwick ln« Knox Arboretum a great State 
had recovered one of the stolen ra-! institution.” 
dios and made two arrests Two
hours later he had recovered the YOUR FAVORITE POEM 
second radio and made two more ar-!
rests.
quick
If I had my life to lire a tain I woaldCo-operating With him on this ■ have made a rule to read some poetry
inh was Patrolman Dari Cl and listen to some music at least one*jod was patrol an carl O a wetk The ,oss of these tajtes u ,
Chrlstofferson. loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Philip Russell and Arthur Gray of
Belfast were arrested on Main street, ,1 Light of dim mornings; shield from heatNo trace was in this city, and are said to have im-1 and cold;
mediately acknowledged their guilt. Balm for aU allmenta: ’ubetitute for 
Warden Johnson is convinced that [ Accompanied by Deputy Sheriff Ralph
TO DfTY
drives as recklessly as recklessly as 
you shouldn't have a license.
Lady—That’s O, K. I haven't!
tries is being issued, and copies will 
be sent our local postoffice when 
available.
he was the Voisine who escaped las 
week, and says that the pair prob­
ably split.
“I say, dad, young Billy Bunker 
said his father could simply wipe the 
floor with you.”
"By Jove, I—I hope you didn’t let 
him get away with it, my son?”
“Rather not, I invited him to bring 
his father 'round this evening and
jolly well prove it." —Sheffield j ling matches held by the Rockland 
(Eng.) Weekly Telegraph Athletic Club.
Light of Belfast, Sheriff Ludwick 
later arrested Charles Leach of Rock­
land and Kenneth Pease of Warren, 
who denied any part in the robbery 
until they learned of the Belfast 
men's statement.
The four men were to be arraigned 
in Belfast this forenoon.
Gray and Pease are well known in 
sporting circles, both having ap­
peared numerous times at the spar-
praise;
Comrade of those who plod ln lonely
ways
(Ways that grow lonelier as the yearz
wax old);
Tonic for fears', check to the over-bald; 
Nurse, whose calm hand its strong re­
striction lays.
Kind but resistless, on our waywaad
days;
Mart, where high wisdom at vast price 
Is sold;
Gardener whose touch bids the rose- 
petals fall.
The thorns endure; surgeon, who hu­
man hearts
Searches! with probes, though tho 
death touch be given:
Spell that knits friends, but yearning 
lovers parts:
Tyrant relentless o'er our blisses all;—* 
Oh. ran It be. thine other name la
Heaven?
1 —Thomas W. Higginson
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The Lord is my porffon, saith my 
soul; therefore will I hope in him. 
—Lam. 3: 24.
For President
ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas
QUEER QUESTIONS 
—
The Man At the Gas Stand 
Surely Gets a Great Many 
Of Them i
EARLIER THIS YEAR
For Vice President
FRANK KNOX
of Illinois
THE USE OF GRANITE
Petitioners Believe That Now 
Is the Psychological Mo­
ment For Federal Aid
j Editor of Tlte Courier-Oazette:—
As acting man on the gas stand, I 
opened at 6 a. m.. recently, swept }
floors and washed. In the women’s i
I
) rest room I found that 16 paper 
towls and nine drinking cups had j 
been used; four cigarette butts and 
one empty powder puff box littered! 
the floor. Men patrons had made j 
use of nine paper towels and 11 
j drinking cups. An empty pint bottle 
was left as a souvenir.
The first customer called for four 
gallons of gas; next, "Just a little [ 
water”; third, a quart of oil, and so [ 
on through requests for air, dlrec- ! 
lions to local streets, distance to 
Bangor, etc. One streak of conver- I 
sation was amusing enough to re­
cord:
“I want ten gallons of gas. Say, do j 
you give two cents off?"
“Why should I give you two cents 
off?"
"Commercial prices."
“How much do you get for hauling 
that load of furniture you have? Do 
you get 2 per cent off your bill? If 
not. why should I?”
"Well, I use a lot of gas. There 
are eight In our family."
“Do you get two cents off your
Lincoln (County Fair 
Have Pari-Mutuel 
Other New Features
Will
and
14 LIMEROCK ST. AM. LEGION BLDG.
Within the last week decisions have 
been reached in both New York and 
Philadelphia to replace the electric 
car lines in those cities with modern 
bus lines. The old car tracks will be 
removed.
In New York it is estimated that 
200.000 square yards of granite blocks 
will be required to replace the car 
track area and in Philadelphia the 
track area to be replaced has been 
estimated at 500,000 square yards.
These areas provide a place where 
the granite blocks which are intended 
to be manufactured under govern­
ment contract in Maine could be 
paved, and officials of both of these
cities have signified their willingness, MU for that reason? why
to appropriate funds to pave all the lf gas & g^Qn you.d
SUITS
COATS
DRESSES
Except White
BEAUTIFULLY CLEANED AND PRESSED
SPECIAL!! 39c SPECIAL!
FORD Always Gives the Greatest Value!
STORES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES IN MAINE
'onb
granite paving blocks the Federal 
government will provide.
At the present time due to lack ot
be getting yours for nothing. You 
have no argument whatever. You
should pay more if anything, than 
funds New York is putting back old tbe man who rjdes jor pkasure as 
used granite blocks in the car track he earns nothing when he gQes Qut 
areas or filling the car track areas and yQU recelve money each time 
with asphalt paving. This unsatisfac- , yQU yQUr truck „
lory condition is the result of the right aU rlght ten
WPA ruling that the government will ga[lons -
not provide materials for construe- Among the next bat£h Qf lnquir,es 
tion. The present idea is that in, came such samples M these. what 
this car track repaving that the gov- lg toU over Buckspon bridge?. 
ernment is to reverse its usual pro
KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE
Camden Has Revenge—Keep An Eye On the 
Thomaston Terrors
Is there any way to get to Bar
Harbor without going over it?; How 
do I get to the Fish Hatchery; I want 
to steal a little water; Please wipe 
off my windshield; Where is there a 
good place to eat in this town?
Trying to locate a person by the 
name of Mary, a motorist supplied 
me with such hints as these: “She 
had a son in the Army. I think her 
husband is dead but he was a car­
penter. Quite a good looking 
woman.”
"Sorry. Mister. I can't help you
out much, but down at the Informa- 
merclal circles in Maine will present tion Bureau, can uu
the petition to Gov. Brann. | yQU He taows aU the gQOd looking
cedure and provide granite paving | 
blocks which will be paved by labor : 
paid for by the cities.
The petition which has been circu- j 
lated in all the quarry centers of i 
Maine by the Rockland Chamber of j 
Commerce has been accorded such j 
enthusiastic support that the office in ! 
Rockland has been literally deluged I 
with signed petitions.
A committee will present these pe- ' 
titions to Mayor Thurston within a 
few days and he and a committee I
representing all activities in the com- j
. |
Coming Games
This afternoon—St. George at 
Camden
Sunday—Thomaston at Rockland. 
Monday—Rockland at Camden 
Tuesday—St. George at Rockland
• • • •
The League Standing
Camden regained lost ground 
Tuesday night, while Thomaston's 
victory over St. George places the 
former within half a game of second 
place. The standing:
W L PC.
Camden ........._ 5 1 .833
Rockland ____... 3 2 .600
Thomaston ____ 3 3 .500
St. George  .......... 0 5 .000
pires, Fowler 
Winslow.
and Checl. Scorer
At St. George last night the Thom­
aston Terrors defeated St. George 11 
to 0, with "Doug" Walker in the box 
The detailed report of the game is 
unavoidably crowded over to the 
next issue.
CARNIVAL-REGATTA
The program for the 1936 Lincoln 
County Fair is nearing its final form. 
Many changes are being made to 
mark the 80th anniversary of this 
important institution. Probably the 
most noticeable change is the new 
dates, August 25-26-27. It is hoped 
that this will prove more convenient 
for the regular fair fans as well as 
giving the summer visitors a chance 
to see a good country fair.
A very important addition to the 
regular program is the horse show to 
be held Tuesday. It is expected that 
50 horses and ponies will be entered, 
as a great amount of interest is being 
shown by the owners of saddle and 
riding horses. This department is 
under the able direction of Joseph 
Kennedy of Aina.
After much consideration, the trus­
tees decided to have pari-mutuel 
betting, which has proven so popular 
with other fairs ln the state. This 
will be under the supervision of John 
Gilbody of Boston, and the Maine 
State Racing Commission.
The racing this year is certain to 
be the best ever seen on this track. 
Purses amounting to $2700 have been 
posted, assuring the entry of some of 
the fastest horses in the country. 
Frank Decker, racing secretary, who 
has charge of this department of the 
fair, says that there will be 75 or 100 
horses entered. Man}’ new horses 
from the South and Middle West 
will add to the sport.
As usual, .the cattle and horse 
pulling will be made an important 
number in the program. This de­
partment has grown -apidly under 
the supervision of Alvin Piper, as 
the contestants are sure of a well- 
managed contest. Increased purses 
have been provided.
The premium list has been revised 
fo care for the change of dates. Late 
vegetables and grains have been 
eliminated. Early vegetables and 
flowers have been added. A large 
increase in premiums has been made 
in order that ribbons may be re­
placed by cash awards.
A much larger and more interest­
ing show will be provided on the 
stage.
D . , . The evening show will be held
Rockport s Going 1 o Have a Wednesday as usual. In addition to
Better One Than Ever the show, the fireworks program will
This Year. Yes, Sir!
The very opportune visit of the 
President to this city next Tuesday 
may afford the Governor the so-called 
psychological moment to request aid 
from the President for the Maine 
Granite Industry. |
The need for Federal aid is very 
acute and the committee in charge 
are working night and day to get 
immediate assistance for the work­
men of the industry. Without Fed­
eral aid we hate to think of the con­
ditions which will exist next winter 
in the granite areas.
women."
Driving off, his place was takfen by 
further questioning ones who bar- 
raged me with wants, such as: Where 
is the ball ground?; Want a drink? 
11 have a quart that’s never been 
tapped; Where is Cedar street; How 
far is Portland?; Goin’ to rain?; 
O. K.
One Who Knows
Rockland, July 9
«t» i
t
♦
*..........................................................*
Timothy was first grown in this 
, country by John Herd of New 
Waldoboro Party Proved | Hampshire, about 1774. About the 
same time, Timothy Hansen intro­
duced the crop into Maryland. The 
crop has since carried his name.
CLIMBED KATAHDIN
A Three-Day Trip By North 
 
a Happy One
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A double automobile party, consist
Ing of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunning-
HOME-AG.-FAX
Ninety-five per cent of the rural
ham, their sons, Donald and Robert,' homes and farms in six counties in 
W. A. Palmer, Stewart Prescott and ! western Washington are powered by
sister, Miss Gertrude Prescott, went 
recently on a three-day trip to Mt.
Katahdin.
After passing through many towns 
and attractive villages, they arrived 
in Greenville at the foot of Moose­
head Lake. Thence to Lilly Bay,
Kokadjo, Grant Farm and on to 
Ripogenus Dam, a distance of 163 
miles. Next on the route was 
Sourdahunk. after which a new road 
to Millinocket was traveled, finally 
reaching the Hunt Camps and trail 
and then five miles more to the peak 
of “Katy.”
Camping here, the party spent the 
remainder of the day. After 24 
hours, Donald Cunningham. Robert 
Cunningham, Stewart Prescott and 
Miss Gertrude Prescott climbed to 
the top of the lofty mountain. The 
writer cannot express the beauty of 
the view which met their gaze when, 
after seven hours, the summit was
gained. Fine camping grounds are , known, and complete recovery rarely
electricity. The average rate paid 
by these farmers is 1% cents a kilo­
watt hour.
• • » •
“Beginning with Bees in Maine" 
is the title of a new bulletip offered 
to residents of Maine by the Exten­
sion Service, College of Agriculture, 
University of Maine, Orono. The 
number is 226. • • • •
Salt should be supplied to holies 
regularly. It is not good practice to 
put salt in the feed, but it is com­
mon practice to salt such roughage 
as straw.
• • • »
Properly cured timothy and sound 
oats are unexcelled for horse feed­
ing. No other hay is so palatable to 
the horse and no other grain so safe. 
Musty or new’ oats should not be fed, 
however.
• • • ■
No reliable cure for mastitis Is
free and there are also six cabins 
there which may be used without 
cost. But to be safe, one should have 
a tent.
Fish abound in this locality and 
one can easily catch the limit (10) in 
a short time. Trout is the most com­
mon.
T*he next day our party started for Daniel Webster's giant plow, 13 
home, visiting enroute the large vil- feet long and weighing 372 lbs., has 
lage of Millinocket—a wonderful been on display at the University of
Rockport, a picturesque town on 
the coast-of Maine is agog with prep-
Camden 11, Rockland 5 arations for lts llth annual Carni’
The Rockland Grays outbatted the val-Regatta, to be held Aug. 6, 7. 8. 
Camden Shells at Camden Thursday' Citlzens and civic organizations are 
night, but lost their vantage through i banded together to make this year's 
weird fielding. It was a tolerably carnival bigger and better than ever.
, „ , ... .. . .. ,___ , Through its years of activity it has al-close struggle until the sixth inning ’ , . . ,j ready become the largest out-of-door 
when Camden forged into a safe lead. event Eastern Malne and known 
Chummy Gray lacked his usual | practically all over the country, 
speed and control, but it was not, Thousands from distant points plan 
until the sixth inning that Camden , their vacations to take in the excel- 
1 £n the lent three-day program and at the
make this an outstanding attraction.
Lincoln County Fair has always 
been noted for its midway, and this 
year it will be larger than ever. Of 
course, the ever popular beano will i 
be operating, putting out valuable 
and numerous prizes.
The slogan of the fair seems to 
convey the new spirit of the trustees. 
“A good fair made better.”
'FREE COLD GAUGE
McLoon Sales & 
Offer a Very 
Home Gift
Service
Sensible
occurs. Segregation of diseased cows 
aids in preventing the spread of the 
disease. Full information on the 
disease is contained in a new Exten­
sion Service bulletin, No. 225, 
“Mastitis." Copies are available from 
the Extension Service, Orono, Maine.
place, built ln a wilderness. Over 
the Atlantic Highway we journeyed, 
through Mattawamkeag, down the 
line to Bangor. Belfast and home—a 
total of 381 miles. Roads W’ere rough 
In parts, but very good as a rule. The 
road from Sourdahunk to Hunts 
Camps boasts scenery sublime.
F. W. Cunningham 
North Waldoboro, July 9.
New Hampshire for 3 years. Pulled 
by eight oxen, the plow was designed 
to turn a furrow 12 to 14 inches deep. 
Webster wrote: “When I have hold 
of my big plow in a brush covered 
pasture and hear the roots crack, see 
the stumps go under the furrow out 
of sight ... I feel more enthusiasm 
than comes from my encounters in 
public life in Washington."
began to pound him hard, 
eighth he was succeeded by Lowell 
who would have retired the first three 
men but for faltering support. For 
Camden, Bennett was very nearly air­
tight except in two innings.
“Til" Thomas was back behind the 
plate in this game, and a fine exhi­
bition he gave, making two foul 
catches which were "big league stuff," 
and which were as vigorously applaud­
ed by the Rockland section as they 
were by the home fans. Two other 
changes in the Camden lineup—the 
restoration of Lord to third base, and 
Wadsworth to first, also made for the 
team's good.
The leading hitters in Thursday 
night's game were Daily and Dimick, 
who each tapped the sphere for four 
bases; and Gay and Gray who made 
three each. Timely hitting by Joe 
Leonard was another feature.
The score: •
Camden
ab r bh tb po a e
Plaisted. 2b ..... . 4 1 1 2 3 2 0
Daily, cf .......... 4 3 3 4 3 0 0
Lord, 3b .......... 4 1 2 3 1 2 0
Thomas, c ....... 4 1 1 1 8 0 0
Wadsworth, lb .. 4 1 0 0 7 0 0
Leonard, If ..... 4 1 2 3 0 0 0
Wheeler, ss ..... 4 1 1 1 2 1 0
Greenlaw, rf .... . 4 1 0 0 2 1 0
Bennett, p ..... . 4 1 0 0 1 3 0
36 11 10 14 27 9 0
Rockland
ab r bh tb PO a e
Gay, ss ............ . 5 3 3 3 3 1 2
Dimick. 3b, lb .. 5 1 3 4 2 3 1
Oney, 2b......... .. 3 0 0 0 2 C 1
Gray. p. rf..... .. 5 0 3 3 0 3 0
Welch, cf ....... .. 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gattl, 3b ....... .. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Lowell, rf, p ... 4 0 1 1 1 0 0
Ellis, lb, cf .... 4 0 1 1 7 0 0
Smith, c ......... 4 0 1 1 6 2 0
Mason, cf ..... .. 3 1 0 0 3 0 0
— — — — — —
36 5 12 13 24 10 4
Camden .......... 3 0 1 0 2 2 0 3 X—-11
Rockland ....... 0 0 202000 1- 5
Two-base hits, Plaisted, Daily,
Lord, Leonard, Dimick. Base on balls, 
off Bennett 2. off Gray 3, off Lowell 1. 
Struck out, by Bennett 6, by Gray 3. 
by Lowell 1. Sacrifice hit, Oney. 
Double play, IJennett and Lord. Um-
same time enjoy the scenic beauties 
of mountains, lakes, rivers, forests and 
sea which this locality offers. It is 
staged on Rockport's beautiful water­
front which is donated each year for 
the use of the Carnival through the 
generosity of Mrs. Mary^Louise Bok, 
of Philadelphia and Rockport.
The proceeds are used for two 
worthwhile purposes, to increase the 
High School Alumni Educational 
Fund which assists worthy graduates 
to attain a higher education and to 
defray the expenses of the senior class 
on an educational trip to Washing­
ton. D. C.
Important features of entertain­
ment this year will be Governor's 
night, at which time Louis J. Brann, 
Governor of Maine, will be guest 
speaker; presence of the UB.S. de­
stroyer Fox in the harbor for the en­
tire three days; boat races in which 
the famous KAJ boats of Camden, 
Tarratine Yacht Club of Dark Har­
bor. Kennebec River Club. Eoothbay
A device for accurately testing 
temperatures in food storage cham­
bers is being made available free to 
all users of refrigerators ln Rockland, 
according to announcement today by 
MoLoon Sales and Service, local 
Frigidaire dealers.
“This little tester,” said Mr. Mc­
Loon, "is called a cold gauge. Funda­
mentally. its design is based upon the 
principle of an accurate thermometer 
except that It is not burdened with 
scales of small figures representing 
degrees of temperature. Instead, it 
Is equipped with Just three basic 
zones of temperature drawn to fit 
the temperature conditions which af­
fect food, either beneficially or 
adversely.
“Foods recognized as perishable 
usually will be rendered unfit for 
human consumption if they are per­
mitted to remain for long in places 
that are too warm. Long experience 
and many laboratory experiments 
prove that the upper limit of warmth
Harbor Club, North Haven Club, and in a refrigerator is 50 degrees. Be
several others have been asked to I 
participate; canoeing, swimming and |
low this limit is the safety zone for 
food. Simple as it may sound, it is
diving races under auspices of the' not necessarily an easy thing to 
Maine Amateur Athletic Association I maintain a refrigerator within this 
with participants from the various safety zone for hour after hour, 
boys' and girls' camps throughout the
State; novel boat and street parades,
R.KO. vaudeville, fireworks, to say 
nothing of the gigantic midway, 
merry-go-round, ferris wheel, kiddie 
car. and everything else to make a 
real carnival and furnish plenty of 
excitement and thrills.
Three excellent attendance prizes 
will be awarded, an eight-tube R C A.
Victor radio with magic eye, an elec­
tric washer and electric refrigerator.
Information concerning overnight 
accommodations, entry blanks, etc., 
may be obtained by communicating 
with Lloyd B. Rhodes, general chair­
man. Rockport Carnival-Regatta As­
sociation, Rockport, Me.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Wiggin of 
North Jay, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Gough 
and Mr. and Mrs. Mark Cortheli of 
Newtonville, Mass., spent the Fourth 
here with Mr. Wiggin's mother, who 
although 84, remains remarkably 
active.
especially during the hot months of 
the summer season.
"This new cold gauge, placed In 
the food compartment of your re­
frigerator will tell you Instantly 
whethe? or not those temperatures are 
prevailing which will be safe for 
perishable foods. There are just 
three readings: Danger zone, freez­
ing zone, and safety zone.
“Cold gauges and an interesting 
booklet on refrigeration are absolute­
ly free, without obligation of any 
kind on the part of the recipients. 
The only condition attached is that 
they call at our store and ask for a 
set, and that they be adults and own­
ers of some kind of food refrigerator, 
regardless of whether it be ice, 
electrically or gas operated. This is 
a free service that we are offering 
in the interest of better food pre­
servation." —adv.
READ THE ADS
MONTHLY PAYMENTS TO FIT YOUR PURSE!
Ash about the General Motori installment flan 
*$765 to $1945 are the lilt price! of the new Buich 
at Flint, Mich., lubjtct to change miithout notice. 
Standard and special accessories groups on all models 
at extra cost. All Buich price! include safety glau 
throughout at standard equipment.
cost, you can have the extra 
room, the extra comfort and the 
solid value of Buick’s own way of 
building character into its cars.
For the lowest price that a Buick 
ever bore, you can have a car that 
is the sensation of the year for its 
brilliant performance and frugal habit.
Life begins when you buy a Buick! 
You’ll know the pleasure of abun­
dant thrilling power, you’ll enjoy a 
new mastery over time and distance.
Why not let us show you the car that 
can do so much for you — and show 
you how easy it is to own?
For $765* and up, list price at Flint, 
Mich., you can have the extra lift 
and power and dependable, willing 
eagerness of Buick’s own oil-cush­
ioned valve-in-head straight- 
eight engine.
For a few dollars a week 
more than the lowest-priced
Il
A GENERAI MOTORS PRODUCT
C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME.
GREEN AND BROWN
Is the Color Scheme Of the
Japanese Beetles — Traps
Being Set
The Courier-Gazette has received 
a number of inquiries within a few j 
days as to information which would 
identify the Japanese Beetle, on whose 
trail the government is now camp- J 
ing. The following article sent out 
by the Department of Agriculture 
will provide that and other interest- | 
ing information on the subject.
• * • *
In co-operation with local officials, 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
is now placing men in the field to 
ascertain the spread of the Japanese ( 
beetle. This insect is a pest of eco- j 
nomic importance in the eastern sec­
tion of this country where it has be­
come established. It feeds as a grub ] 
on roots of grasses and other plants, 
and in the adult stage on foliage, flow- | 
ers, and fruit of a variety of plants. 
Metal traps are used to capture the 
adult. While placing and inspecting 
traps it will be necessary to enter pri­
vate property and the co-operation of 
the public is solicited. Police officials 
have been notified of the nature of 
the work. The inspectors bear cre­
dentials which will be produced on 
request.
The Japanese beetle spends most 
of its life cycle in the ground as a 
small white grub. However, in the 
summer, the adult is present and it 
is in this stage that the more serious 
damage is done. The adult is about 
the size of the common potato beetle, 
but is colored differently. The head 
and the thorax are green and the 
hard wing covers brown. Positive 
identification are the five white spots 
down each side of the abdomen and 
two white spots at the tip. First ap­
pearance is generally noted on grape 
leaves or in the blossoms of flower­
ing plants. The adult does not eat 
large holes in the leaves, but feeds 
between the veins giving the leaf a 
lace-like appearance.
A trap consists of a four-winged 
baffle, mounted on the top of a fun­
nel, to the bottom of which is at­
tached a receptacle. The assembly is i 
suspended from a wire upright which 
is set in the ground. A portion of the 
baffle is cut out and in this is placed ' 
the bait dispenser. From this block | 
is vaporized the odor of the chemical 
attractments. The beetles attracted 
by this odor fly against the baffles 
and fall down into the receptacle 
where they are trapped.
Employes engaged in this survey do 
not have specific information about 
plant pests in general. Residents
V. F. STUDLEY’S
All time low prices on entire stock 
Large new stock of merchandise coming in daily 
Beds, Springs and Mattresses, never lower for the 
fine quality
22 Special Sample Studio Couches—all different
MATTRESSES, all cotton, $5.50 
Others at similarly low prices 
Large stock of FELT BASE RUGS, $2.85 to $4.95 
sizes 6x9 to 9x12
Every article in stock priced at the lowest cash price
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1154
FOR SALE
Land, Buildings, Machinery, Tools and Equipment
The Charles D. Blake property on Gay St. Place, Rockland, con­
sisting of two Urge lots of land, office and machine shop building, 
cement working building, cement mixers and other machinery and 
equipment; motors, forge, house jacks, blocking, barrows, power 
machinery, shafting and belting and tools of every description. 
Substantial cash payment required.
For price and particuUrs apply to
JOHN J. PERRY, Agent, 64 North Main St.
 74Stf
V. F. STUDLEY-PROPERTY SPECIALS
HOUSE ON BROADWAY 
HOUSE ON BROADWAY 
HOUSE ON BROADWAY 
HOUSE—GOOD LOCATION- 
HOUSE—GOOD LOCATION- 
HOUSE—GOOD LOCATION- 
HOUSE—GOOD LOCATION 
HOUSE—26 ACRES LAND IN THOMASTON 
FOUR ACRE FIELD NEAR ROCKLAND 4„„
MANY CITY HOMES, FARMS AND COTTAGES AT LOW PRICES
V. F. STUDLEY
28.-; .MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME. TELS. 1154 OR 330
$2,000
1.500
800
1.100
1,00)
2.900
450
800
200
■!
IF YOU HAVE SOME MONEY
Buy an equity in a home, borrow the rest of us and pay it back 
in rent die monthly installments on our Direct Reduction Plan. 
Best authorities tell us that real estate prices are going up and that 
rents will advance.
IF YOU HAVE NO MONEY
Commence now to make regular monthly d«posits with us. We 
will add liberal dividends compounded semi-annually, and with our 
help, you will soon be in a position to acquire a home of your own
IVE HAVE SEVER.vC ATTRACTIVE PLAN'S
Please call at our office and let us explain their advantages.
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING 
ASSOCIATION
 83-S-tf
should direct additional information 
about the Japanese beetle, address U. 
S. D;partment of Agriculture, Bureau
on Entomology and Plant Quan 
tine, Glenwood Avenue and He 
Street, Bloomfield, N. J.
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Capt. R. C. Jewell of the Coast 
Guard boat Kickapoo Is confined to 
his home at 222 Broadway by Illness.
< Among those who have found speci­
mens of what is believed to be the 
Japanese beetle is Philip Ware ot 
Spruce Head.
Myron Young has one of the finest 
gardens at the Southend specializing [ 
on potatoes and cabbages with all 
the trimmings. He dug a peck of | 
handsome Early Rose today.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July IS—Camden—Kay Bros. Circus at 
Trotting Park. _ t _
July 28—Camden—Garden Club Flower 
Show at Opera House.
July 29—Rockport—Baptist Ladles
Circle midsummer fair.
July 30-31 — Warren’s bl-centennlal 
celebration.
Aug 3—Order ol Eastern Star Field 
Day at Glen Cove Grange hall.
Aug. 4—Reunion Class 1911, R. H. S. 
at Crescent Beach.
Aug. S—Camden—Annual bazaar of St. 
Thomas parish
Aug. 5—Republican whirlwind tour ln 
Knox County.
Aug. 8-8—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta.
Aug. 12—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug. 12-13 — Thomaston — American 
Legion fair
Aug. 26—Martinsville—Ladles’ Circle 
fair at Grange hall.
Aug 20—Warren—State field meeting 
of the Knox Academy of Arts and | 
Sciences
Aug 21—Warren—Dedication of the 
Knox (8tate) Museum
Aug 24—Summer visitors' day at Old 
Orchard Beach
Aug 24-29—Bangor Fair.
Aug 25-27—Lincoln County Fair at 
Damariscotta.
Sept 1-4—Central Maine Fair at
Waterville
Sept 7-9—Bluehill Fair.
Sept. 7-12—State Fair at Lewiston.
Sept 11-12—Monroe Fair.
Sept 15-16—Unity Fair.
Sept 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair at 
Union.
Oct 13-15—Topsham Fair.
Miss Maureen Burns has been hav­
ing a week's vacation from the First 
National Bank.
Maine’s fourth annual visitors' day 
will be observed Monday, Aug. 24. at 
Old Orchard Beach, Gov. Brann an­
nounced Thursday.
Carlton Ripley who recently sold 
his lunch and barber business in New­
field, Is conducting a barber shop at 
North Haven. He is at home this 
weekend.
A large sign bearing the name ol 
Huntley-Hill Post, VF.W., has been 
erected oq the front of the Knights of 
Pythias hall, the home of the local 
Post. It is the work of Comrade 
Percy McKuslck.
The police are always doing maty 
favors for the public, and the public 
is now returning the compliment bv 
purchasing the little pasteboards 
which will entitle them to admission 
to the police ball at Oakland Park, 
Aug. 3.
Captain Ernest Bftlcomb of the Lex­
ington street fire station in Waltham. 
Mass., has been spending the week 
in this city, a guest at the Narra- 
gansett Hotel and entertained by his 
old friends Daniel Munro and Ernest 
Munro.
John Hamilton, who managed Gov. 
Landon’s candidacy and who is now 
chairman of the Republican National 
Committee, will speak in Augusta 
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock day­
light. Quite a good sized Knox 
County delegation will be there.
R. U. Collins, local real estate brok­
er, completed an important deal this 
week when he sold the Saco Valley 
Canning plant at Belfast to Tyson 
Durham of that city who is going to 
reopen the factory.
Col. William E. Southard. Depart-, 
ment Commander of the American ’ 
Legion, has appointed Hector G. I 
Staples, commander of Wlnslow-Hol 
brook Post. Legion membership chair 
man for the Department of Maine.
The erection of a staging around 
the high brick stack on the idle 
Point Kilns plant presages the re­
moval of the stack and probably the, 
dismantling of this famous kiln j 
property.
Mrs. Ida V. Huntley, vice grand 
has invited all members of Miriam 
Rebekah lodge interested in working 
on the fair, to meet at her home at 
The Highlands Tuesday, afternoon 
and evening. Covered dish supper 
will be served.
SERMONETTE
Garden crops are presenting a flne 
appearance, thanks to the frequent 
rains which are being denied some of 
the Western States.
Pierson Curtis, one of the senior 
masters at Stony Brook School, Long 
Island. N. Y„ called recently on i 
Maurice McKusic as he passed j 
through the city on his way to hls 
summer home.
At Legion hall Monday nigh: there 
will be a Joint installation of the 
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary of Thom­
aston and Winslow-Holbrook Auxili­
ary of Rockland. There will be an 
entertainment and refreshments will 
be served All members of the Auxili­
aries are invited to be present.
The Knox and Lincoln Past Grands 
and Past Noble Grands Association, 
will meet Wednesday at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs Albert MacPhail, Owl’s 
Head. Take picnic lunch also dishes 
as beans and coffee will be served.' 
All those who can, come in the after­
noon.
Missing from his desk in the City 
Building is that popular and highly 
capable official City Clerk E. R 
Keene, who suffered an 111 turn early [ 
in the week, but whose condition this 
morning was reported more hopeful 
Miss Helen Merry is substituting in 
his absence.
“The Dancing Pirate,’’ done in 
technicolor, will be the feature attrac­
tion for Sunday, Monday and Tues­
day at Strand Theatre. Wednesday 
and Thursday, Margaret Sullavan in 
"The Moon’s Own Home;” Friday and 
Saturday, Barbara Stanwyck and 
Geno Raymond in ’’The Bride Walk* 
Out."
“A grandfather, think of that!” ex­
claimed Ruel Whitney yesterday when 
he received a telegram announcing 
the birth of a daughter to Mr. and 
Mrs. Richard W. Whitney in Akron. 
Ohio. The child was born on Ruel 
Whitney's birthday, and Mr. Whit­
ney’s son Richard was born on his 
grandmother's birthday.
An unsolicited gift of $1 for “The 
Incubator Fund’’ of Knox County 
General Hospital, generously con­
tributed by a Camden street resi­
dent, prompts the Ladies' Auxiliary 
of the hospital to mention that such 
gifts and even less are greatly appre- I 
elated, all interested may send thetr 
bit to the treasurer, Mrs Hervey Allen I 
at the Copper Kettle, Rockland, Me.
Edward K. Leighton, treasurer of 
the C. F. Hathaway Co., reports that 
ground was broken Monday for an 
addition to the company's shirt fac­
tory in Waterville. The annex will 
be 60x40 feet, with basement, and 
three stories high. The factory now 
employs about 220 hands, which will 
be increased by about 60 when the 
addition will be completed about three 
weeks hence.
Five Rockland Lions and their wives 
attended the ladies’ night of the Wal­
doboro Lions Club at the Friendship 
Lobster Pot Wednesday night. The 
new king lion of the Rockland Club, 
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr. was guest speak­
er and gave his audience a very com­
prehensive digest on the social secur­
ity laws. Parker E. Worrey led the 
singing.
The fans are still unsettled ln their 
opinion as to whether Ponzi Coch­
ran or Popeye Manta is the better 
man. Their bout at the Tillson Ave­
nue Stadium last night seemed about 
an even Stephen affair. Georgie 
Miner of Gardiner bested Georgie 
Bernard of Fort Williams, but found 
the soldier no set-up. Fred Burke of 
Fort Williams knocked out John 
Dudley of Augusta and the same fate 
befell Battling Seacock at the hands 
of K. O. Brown.
Nature Speaks at Sunset
During summer months there is 
in the Union Station. Portland, a 
miniature of Sebagc Lake, “Port­
land’s greatest asset.” Each sum­
mer I go with a friend of mine out 
to middle bridge, Falmouth, to 
watch the sun set. Alone is the 
beautiful arch, just below the last 
falls on the Presumpscot river. 
Sebago Lake receives from thou­
sands of springs and rivulets the 
vast volume of water that makes 
life a blessing for all the com­
munities of greater Portland. Se­
bago not only receives, but it gives. 
Its outlet the Presumpscot fur­
nishes power to the great mills of 
Westbrook. Even as it stands 
poised above the ocean, it lends 
its full power to the Dundee sta­
tion to light the city; thus fur­
nishing an outward and visible 
symbol that it is more blessed to 
give than to receive.
The Dead Sea receives from the 
river Jordan six million tons of 
fresh water daily, while the tribu­
taries supply, from melting snows, 
millions of tons more; but It gives 
nothing, for it has no outlet, and 
its waters bespeak death.
Away In our own West The 
Great Salt Lake receives through 
the Jordan river the waters of 
Utah Lake, and from out of the 
North the sweet, flowing waters of 
Bear River. It too receives, but 
gives nothing, having no outlet, 
and its waters are bitter brine.
Many lives receive God’s richest 
blessings but impart none. They 
are like Dead Sea fruits that 
tempt the eye but turn to ashes 
on the lips. "Freely ye have re­
ceived, freely give."
William A. Holman
i p. m. At 7.15 Rev. Frederic Freder­
ickson of the American Tract Society 
will tell of his work among the sea­
men of our coast. Prayer meeting 
Tuesday evening at 7.30.
• . • «
“Ever -learning. Never - learning," 
will be the theme of the sermon by 
Rev. Corwin H Olds at the Congre- 
tional Church at 10.30 with music by
j the mixed quartet.
....
Rev. Fred Frederickson of the 1 
American Tract Society of New York 
will preach at the Sunday morning 
service at the Pratt Memorial 
Methodist Church. Earl Achorn of 
Rockport will be the evening preach­
er. The Friendly Men's Bible Class 
will meet at 9.30 and Baraca Class 
and the church school at noon. The 
members of the Epworth League will 
hold their service at 6.30 p. m.
Rand Smith of Boston will give a 
, vocal selection. Mr. Smith is well 
! known here by virtue of having ap­
peared in the H. Wellington Smith 
concerts in Thomaston and has like­
wise attained considerable promi­
nence as a radio "Singer over WBZ in 
Boston. The choir will sing, "'mey 
That Trust In The Lord” <Adolf
Frey).
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
The next regular meeting of Hunt­
ley-Hill Post will be held at their hall 
over the Western Union, Monday 
night. Reports from the various j 
chairmen will be read on the En­
campment. Every member is asked 
to attend, to lay plans for the sum­
mer months, and to give obligation to 
several new members who have taken I 
out membership cards. Every vet­
eran who has seen overseas service 
should join up now with the VJ.W. 
For membership in the VF.W. see or 
write Oliver R. Hamlin, commander, 
or be at this meeting at 7.30 p. m.
James J. Tobin, of the Granite Pav­
ing Block & Curb Corp, of New York, 
Samuel Dugan of the St. George 
Granite Co., New York; Frank Mc­
Garry of the Engineers' Department, 
New York; James W. Booth of Booth 
Bros. & Hurricane Isle Granite Co., 
and Manfred Humphrey, superintend­
ent of the St. George Granite Co., 
were guests Thursday and Friday at 
Alfred C. Hocking's summer estate 
’The Ledges.” Between the enjoy­
ment of the wonderful scenery and 
Mr. Hocking's unsurpassed hospi­
tality their stay was one of great 
pleasure.
A foxy politician visited The Cou­
rier-Gazette office yesterday and at­
tracted lots of attention. It was 
Oliver R. Hamlin and the above ad­
jective was brought into use from the 
fact that he had with him the eight 
weeks’ old fox which he caught while 
returning from a VF.W. meeting at 
Friendship. A visit to the State 
authorities in Augusta Thursday 
brought the assurance that he would 
be permitted to keep the animal as a 
pet. The young fox has already be­
come quite tame, and will eat out of 
Oliver’s hand, or even take a bite out 
of Oliver's arm if he doesn’t watch 
out.
Thousands of Maine residents have 
affixed their signatures to the peti­
tions which will be presented within 
a day or two to Gov. Louis J. Brann, 
asking that the Federal Government 
buy from Maine quarries $1,000,000 
worth of paving blocks and curbing. 
Such an act would* serve to greatly 
stimulate business which is now very 
dull, which would benefit labor, and 
which would give the buyers their 
full money’s worth. These petitions 
have been circulated by Chambers ot 
Commerce, Boards of Trade, Labor 
Unions, Service Clubs and Municipal 
officers. The distribution of a million 
dollars in this manner would be a 
decided stimulant to business.
Baraca Class of the Methodist 
Church will have a picnic supper 
Wednesday at Oakland Park. Mem­
bers are asked to take drinking cups; 
coffee furnished by the committee. 
If rainy, the picnic will be held in 
the vestrv. Committee members for 
this month are; Madlene Rogers. 
Laura Buswell. Feme Horeyseck. 
May Gregory, Minnie Cross. Helen 
Kennison, Thelma Stanley. Margaret 
Work and Harriet Trask.
Opportunity Class met recently at 
the church with 23 members and one 
visitor present. The class has sent 
flowers and cards to shut-ins and 
made 64 calls during the month. The 
committees for next month are; En­
tertainment, Mrs. Elvit Wooster, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson and Mrs. 
Eda Post; program, Mrs. Wooster, 
Mrs. Aurilla Venner. The program of 
the evening was under the direction 
of Mrs. Alice Keller and Mrs. Minnie 
Keller and consisted of hymn singing 
by the group, readings. Miss Alice 
Macintosh, Mrs. Anna Brazier, Mrs. 
Edith Curtis, Mrs. Lillian Joyce and 
Miss Blanche Sylvester. Refresh­
ments were served by the hostesses, 
Mrs. Beulah Wotton. Mrs Norma Pen- 
dleton and Mrs. Venner.
Kenneth Hooper will conduct the 
service at Ingraham Hill chapel Sun­
day at 2.38.
• • • »
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), 
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv­
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate 
for the fifth Sunday after Trinity, 
730, 10.30 and 7.30 p. m.
• • • •
“Enemies of God? will be the 
morning subject of Richard W. Gray 
of Brooklyn. N. Y., who is to occupy 
the pulpit of the First Baptist 
Church on Sunday. The church 
school will be held at noon. Virginia 
Egan will lead the Endeavorer’s In­
spiration Hour at 6.15. The people’s 
evening service will open at 7.30 when 
Mr. Gray's subject will be “The Vin­
dication of the Christian Religion."
• • • »
At the Littlefield Memorial Church 
Sunday morning at 10.30. Rev. 
Charles A. Marstaller will use as his 
sermon subject "Unconscious Influ­
ence." There will be a sermonette 
for the children. Church School will 
meet at 11.45 and junior C. E. at 6
'Sacrament” is the subject of the 
Lesson-Sermon which will be read 
ln all Churches of Christ, Scientist, 
on Sunday. July 13, 1936.
The Golden Text is: 'To do good 
and to communicate forget not: for 
with such sacrifices God is well 
pleased." (Hebrews 13: 16).
Among the citations from the 
j Bible is the following: “Blessed is 
'the man that endureth temptation:
I for when he is tried, he shall receive j 
i the crown of life, which the Lord 1 
I hath promised to them that love 
I him." (James 1: 12).
The Lesson-Sermon also includes 
the following passage from the 
Christian Science Textbook. "Sci­
ence and Health with Key to the 
Scriptures,” by Mary Baker Eddy:
“ ‘Blessed is the man that endureth 
(overcometh) temptation: for when 
he Is tried, (proved faithful), he 
shall receive the crown of life, which 
the Lord hath promised to them that 
love him.' (James 1: 12)’’ (page 267: 
28-31.
Don't wait too long! Get your 
Free Cold-Gauge now from McLoon 
Sales k Service Authorized Frigidaire 
dealer, and test your refrigerator for 
safety-zone temperatures. Find out 
if your food is safely protected espe­
cially during this hot spell. There is 
only a limited supply of Cold-Guages 
available. They are absolutely Free 
to adults. Nothing to buy. No ob­
ligation. Come in and get yours now 
at McLoon’s.—adv.
Old Mexico comes to Rockland in 
the guise of the native oven pottery 
and Bubble Glass in beautiful shapes 
and colors, 25c up. The Crie Gift 
Shop on the right side of Main street, 
—adv. *
A Large Selection Of
Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS
on display for 
Prompt Delivery
QUALITY AT
REASONABLE PRICES
W. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
Distinctive Memorials in 
Granite and Marble 
Thomaston. Me. East Union. Me. 
Phone 114-3 Phone 13-31
43-44Stf
PUBLIC NOTICE
“The Rockport Carnival-Regbtta 
Association will pay no bills for which 
a written order from the Purchasing 
Agent is not given.”
Signed, E. Stewart Orbeton, 
Purchasing Agent.
81-86
The many long-time devotees of 
Fuller-Cobb-Davls candy department 
will be interested to know that these 
famous candies may be obtained at 
Carini's. Mail orders filled. 80-83
T3
Necessary To Service
Dignified at all times and with 
no variation in the quality of our 
professional duties, it is not sur­
prising that services of the Russell 
Funeral Home have become stand­
ard. Incidental expenditures may 
vary the choice of the wish of the 
family, but the fundamentals of 
our funeral direction are the same 
for all. The discharge of our pro­
fessional duty is a constant source 
of pride to all connected with our 
organization.
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 862
9 CLAREMONT 8T„ ROCKLAND
MARRIED
ANDERSON-PRIOR—At Portsmouth. H 
H.. July 8. J. Rexford Anderson of 
Crlehaven and Miss Lois E, Prior of 
Loud's Island.
DIED
COOK—At Tenants Harbor. July 10. 
Edwin S. Cook, aged 67 years. 4 
months. 3 days Funeral Sunday at 
4 o’clock, daylight from lesldence of 
Enoch I. Cook. Tenants Harbor.
RACKLIFF—At St George, July 9. 
Frederick Rackllff. aged 85 years, 2 
months. 7 days. Funeral Sunday at 
2 o'clock, daylight, from A. D. Davla 
and Son Chapel. Thomaston. Burial 
at Wyllle's Comer.
ROBINS—At Boston. Mass. July 8. 
Addle M. Robins, aged 62 years, 3 
months. 5 days. Funeral Saturday at 
2 o'clock, daylight, at Seaside ceme­
tery. lf fair; If Inclement, at A D. 
Davis and Son Chapel. Thomaston, 
same hour.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere grati­
tude for the kindness and consideration 
shown us by friends and neighbors dur­
ing the Illness and death of our mother 
and grandmother, also for the beautiful 
floral tributes.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ames and 
family. Mrs. Gertrude Waterman and 
family. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sherman 
and family. *
BURPEE’S 
FUNERAL SERVICE
AND
FUNERAL PARLORS
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and 
Attendants
John O. Stevens Alden Ulmer 
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews 
Day or Night Telephone 
450
Representatives In all large cities 
in the United States and Canada
AMBULANCE
Service Is instantly available. 
Experienced attendants on duty. 
Day or Night Telephone 
450
J61 MAIN ST.
HARRISON M. SANBORN
Harrison Morton Sanborn, son of 
H. M. and May E. Sanborn, was born 
at Rockland, Maine. Aug. 19. 1888. 
In 1905Oie came to Stratton, Neb.. 
with his parents. He was the first 
rural mail carrier out of Stratton, 
serving in that capacity for two 
years, when he resigned to enter the 
employ of the Burlington Railroad. 
He was employed as operator at 
Benkelman, Neb., until the spring of 
1917, when the call to the colors 
came and he enlisted in the Signal 
Corps serving in the 488th Field 
Signal Battalion, Company D. Of hls 
twenty-one months ln the service, 
eighteen months were spent in 
France. He received his discharge 
at Camp Dodge, Iowa, May 27, 1919.
June 14. 1919, he was married to 
Miss Doris Carney, of Sheepscot, 
Maine. In August he returned to 
Neb., where he resumed hls work 
with the railroad. He served as agent 
at Inavale, Neb., for a short time and 
for the past fourteen years was agent 
at Funk. Neb.
He was a member of the Metho­
dist Church at Sheepscot, Maine. 
He also belonged to the Masonic 
Order and the Eastern Star Chapter 
at Benkelman. Neb., and to the 
Martin Hom Post, American Legion 
at Holdrege. Nebraska.
Because of 111 health, he went to 
Tucson, Arizona, last September, 
where he passed away on June 15, 
1936. He is survived by hls wife, an 
adopted son, Philip; hls mother, 
Mrs. May E. Sanborn of Stratton, 
and one brother, Carleton, of Haigler, 
Neb.
Funeral services were conducted 
from the Community Methodist 
Church Saturday afternoon at two 
o'clock, and interment was made ln 
Rose Hill cemetery. To the bereaved 
ones The News extends condolence. 
—From the Stratton (Neb.) News
EDWIN S. PENDLETON
ROCKLAND, ME.
20-tf
Edwin S. Pendleton, 59, New York 
ship broker, died at Dark Harbor 
Thursday of heart disease. Mr. Pen­
dleton collapsed at the wheel of hls 
automobile Wednesday night and 
died before he could be treated
1 medically.
A native of Dark Harbor. Mr. Pen­
dleton went to New York 33 years ago 
with a brother. Fields, and established 
the brokerage firm of Pendleton 
Brothers. They formerly operated 
shipyards at Mystic, Conn., Bath and 
Belfast.
Mr. Pendleton belonged to the 
; Maritime Exchange and the Crescent 
I Club of New York.
He left a widow and five sisters, all 
of |New York.
Only Authorized Distributor
DEltO LI6HTING PLANTS
AND BATTERIES
DELCO WATER PUMPS
ALSO AGENTS FOR 32 VOLT APPLIANCES
Only authorized service
ONLY STOCK OF PARTS LOCALLY
Come In and See
“LITTLE JOE”
A Genuine Delco Light Plant Selling for
$57.50
Just the thing for small camps and boats
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
21 Limerock St. - Rockland - Opp. Postoffice
EDWIN B. SPEAR
Edwin B. Spear, a well known 
Northend merchant of Rockland 
passed away quietly early July 4, at 
hls home on Talbot avenue. Funeral 
services were held Monday afternoon, 
with Mrs Edyth Fisher, First Reader 
of First Church of Christ, Scientist. 
Rockland, officiating. The bearers 
were L. C. Jackson, Wilbur S Cross. 
Clifford C. Melvin, and Donald H 
Farrand. The expressions of sym­
pathy, through floral tributes and in 
other ways, were beautiful. Inter­
ment was ln the family lot ln Achorn 
Cemetery.
Mr. Spear was born In Rockland 
May 19, 1865, the older son of Thomas 
Benton and Martha Ann (Lovejoy) 
Spear. He had always lived in Rock­
land, where, at the age of 16, he 
commenced his business career with 
hls father and Gardner L. Farrand, 
in the store known as Farrand. Spear 
& Company, on the corner of Main 
and Rankin streets. At an early age 
he was made a member of the firm. 
Farrand, Spear k Company went 
out of business in the spring of 1914, 
and in the fall of the same year Mr. 
Spear went Into business for himself 
in the same store, where he and hls 
sons Harold and Kenneth spent 
many happy years working together. 
Mr Spear was loved by all who knew I 
him and was known as “Ned" by j 
young and old.
He was a member of the Christian 
Science Church, the Order of Ma­
sons. Eastern Star, Odd Fellows, and 
the Sons of Union Veterans of the 
Civil War.
Mr. Spear ts survived by hls wife, 
Eva N. (Farrand). three sons, Lieut. 
Commander Tyler W. Spear, US.N.. 
of Long Beach, Calif.; Harold F. 
Spear, and Kenneth R. Spear, both 
of Rockland; four grandchildren, 
Robert W Spear of Baltimore. Mary­
land, Richard G. Spear of Rockland, 
Martha A. Spear and Nancy J. Spear 
or Long Beach, Calif , and one 
brother, Walter H. Spear of Rockland.
HOW TO GROW OLDER 
GRACEFULLY
On the radio, Dr. Carney Landis, a 
well known psychologist, gave some 
valuable suggestions on the subject 
of "growing older.”
’•First,” he said, “keep active at 
those things which you do best, just 
as long as you are physically able. 
But you should delegate to younger 
people more and more of the respon­
sibility for decisions Involving new 
adjustments.
“Second take up new Interests and 
new ideas as much as possible before ' 
the so-called age of retirement. If 
these interests are well selected they 
will serve to occupy more and more 
of your time and attention as you 
withdraw from the active competi-1 
tion midlife.
“Third, do not permit yourself to 
be waited upon or babied. You should 
be in charge of your own personal 
affairs just as long as possible.
“Finally, each one of us must study 
hls own problems and make his own 
solutions. Serenity and happiness 
follow the selection of a course or 
plan of existence which satisfies the 
desires of each individual, becouse It 
has been rationally thought out.”
Client^I want you to draw up my 
will, but I’m not sure how to dictate 
It.
Lawyer—Don’t worrey sir; Just 
leave everything to me.
Client—I suppose it would save 
time. It’s bound to come to that In 
the long run.
FIRESTONE’S NEWEST - MOST SENSATION* 
TIRE DEVELOPMENT ....
mi kutr T'i « o
STANPAR1
firestone 
STANDARD
SIZE PRICE
4.50.20
4.50-21
4.75-19
5.00-19
5.25-17
$7.45
7-75
8.20
8.80
7.45
HEAVY DUTY
6.00-17
6.00-19
6.00-20
$14.50 
15.ZO 
15.55
Other Sires I’ncU Proportionately low
FIRST LINE QUALITY—The new
Firestone Standard Tire has been 
designed and constructed by 
Firestone skilled tire engineers — 
it is a first quality tire, built of high 
grade materials, embodying 
exclusive Firestone patent d 
construction features.
FIRESTONE NAME AND GUARANTEE—
Every Standard Tire is backed by 
the Firestone name and guarantee 
—your assurance of safety, 
dependability and economy.
LONGER NON-SKID MILEAGE —The
wider, flatter tread is scientifically
designed with more and tougher rubber 
on the road for long, even wear, and 
thousands of extra miles.
GUM-DIPPED CORD BODY — Eight extra 
pounds of rubber are added to every 
one hundred pounds of cotton cords 
by the Firestone patented process of 
Gum-Dipping. This not only provides
greater strength, but gives greatest blowout protection.
TWO EXTRA LAYERS OF GUM DIPPED CORDS UNDER THE TREAD —
Cushion road shocks. Afford extra protection against punctures 
and bind the whole tire into one unit of great strength.
IT COSTS LESS TO BUY—VOLUME PRODUCTION SAVES YOU MONEY—
The new Firestone Standard Tire is the greatest tire value ever 
offered car owners—volume production, efficient factories and 
the most economical distribution system make it possible to sell 
this new tire at these low prices.
For TRUCK and BUS OWNERS
GIVES LONGER MILEAGE 
AND MORE ECONOMICAL 
SERVICE AT VOLUME
• RODUCTION PRICCSI
Wh ETHER you operate one 
truck or several, dependable service 
is your greatest asset. In hauling 
produce to market, operating fast 
local deliveries, in heavy cross­
country hauling, operating school 
buses, or in any type of trucking service, 
you need a first-quality tire, built of first 
grade materials to give you long, trouble­
free mileage. Now, for the first time, you 
can get such a tire at prices you can 
afford to pay. Come in today and let us 
show you how the new Firestone 
Standard Truck and Bus Tire will give 
you better service and save you money.
LEADERS in the LOW PRICE FIELD
e
, 6.00-20 .
firestone
STANDARD
HEAVY DUTY
SIZE PRICE
6.50-20 $21.95
7.00-20 29-10
7.50-20 35.20
9.00-20 00.75
30x5 . . 21.30
32x6 .. 30.25
Other Sim Priced Proportionately Low
5 5<r
.4.40 a
firestone
SENTINEL
SIZE PRICE
4.50-21
4.75-19
5.00-19
5.25-18
$0.05
0.40
0.85
7.00
Sim Propurt.oneHrty low
The Firestone Courier 
Tire—a good service­
able tire for owners of 
small cars who want 
new tire safety at low 
cost.
The Firestone Sentinel 
Tire—of good quality 
and construction and 
backed bytheFi restone 
name and guarantee. 
An outstanding value 
in its price class.
'Firestone
COURIER '
SIZE PRICE
4-50-21 $5.00
4-75-19 5.92
30x3*/4 4.33
Cl.
BATTERIES
s6«
SPARK PLUGS
Exchange
BRAKE LINING
’3^
PER SET J 
Labor Exira
Listen e» the Voire oj t'ireetone, Monday evenings, over N. B. C.—WEAF Network
Fireproof Garage Sales Company
WINTER STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
4®
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QUOTES MR. BRENNAN
Rum and Drunken Driver
Complicate Safety On Our
Public Highways
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Inconsistency of the State’s 
free sale of liquor and its strenuous 
campaign for safety on its highways 
b plainly shown in the recent report 
of Director Brennan, who has made 
a careful six-months survey of the 
causes of motor accidents. He says 
frankly that the few cases assigned 
to drunken driving is by no means 
a correct report, since “Uhaoubtedly 
alcohol contributes to many more ac­
cidents than shown by our records, 
yet until police officers can definitely 
assign such a cause in reports or until 
our courts have established guilt we 
are helpless—Henceforth we shall 
add "under the influence of liquor" 
tc our list of causes, in addition to j 
“drunken driving.”
He also frankly states that "drink- j 
ing at dance halls and other resorts 
is a serious problem, and has con- ! 
tributed in no small way to our ac- ! 
cident record,” and accuses local au­
thorities of frequent laxity in over­
seeing such places. Mr. Brennan 
cannot be accused of being a “tem­
perance crank," giving such statistics 
for the sake of a cause. He was 
authorized by the State to make this 
study, and the result is simply a case 
of facts and figures.
Maine isn’t the only commonwealth 
ln which such a contradictory state 
of affairs exists; it is the same 
throughout the whole country, and 
everywhere the drunken or worse, the 
drinking driver. Is regarded as one 
ol the greatest menaces to highway 
safety. Measures are being adopted 
in many states to curb the evil but 
still, everywhere, any driver who has 
the money te pay for stuff can buy 
it, regardless of the peril to himself 
and others that inevitably comes 
from its use.
The New York Legislature has re­
cently passed two bills, one providing 
for finger-printing of any person 
arrested while driving a motor vehicle 
or a motor-cycle “while under the in­
fluence of intoxicating liquor." The 
other provides that medical and 
practical tests should be made by the 
arresting officer immediately follow­
ing the arrest. Such measures are 
helpful to a certain degree, but no 
laws, however stringent, will stop the 
terrible loss of life as long as State 
and Nation make the liquor traffic 
respectable. Educate people concern 
ing the ineradicable evil inherent 
in beverage alcohol, and we shall 
no longer be disgraced and saddened 
by such a record as that of last 
May—2970 lives snuffed out on cer 
tain highways—Liquor'didn't cause 
them all, but liquor can be Justly 
blamed for a great portion of them.
Maine's treasury has received about 
a million dollars profit from the sale 
of liquor in her state stores. What a 
consolation that must be to the fam­
ilies a art i.’ends of tn • 33 killed in 
the Stare by motor accidents in the 
last six months!
A. M. Bigney
Greenville, July 9
ROLLING on through its third year of a highway safety campaign that has extended from Maine to Louisiana, the Esso Cruiser will visit here to aid safety efforts of local officials. Built as a land yacht with sleeping accommodations, running water, refrigeration, and cook’s galley, the cruiser, owned by the Esso Marketers, 
has been used in dozens of cities in municipal safety campaigns, and governors, mayors, and police chiefs have 
spoken over its sound equipment in the interests of accident prevention. The cruiser also shows motion pictures 
which have been seen by hundreds of thousands of persons.
The Esso Cruiser, unique land ves­
sel which has been patterned after a 
yacht and which is now ln its third 
year of safety cruising, will be in 
Rockland next Tuesday July 14th as 
part of an intensive highway safety
1934 when Harold Fowler, first 
deputy police commissioner of New 
York City dedicated it and sent it on 
its way. It has participated in 
numerous safety parades and rallies, 
has been greeted by mayors, gover­
nors. highway officials and police
safety films here and visitors will be 
permitted to inspect its interior, view 
its living quarters for the crew, read 
its safety messages and see its safety 
displays.”
The current tour of the Esso 
Cruiser will be an all-New England
campaign which it will carry on chiefs and has been used as a rally- ! trip which will be» carried on during
throughout New England this sum­
mer. according to C. F Smith plant 
manager of the Colonial Beacon Oil 
Company.
“The Esso Cruiser has already 
traveled thousands of miles in the 
interests of highway safety," Mr. 
Smith said. “Its work in spreading 
the gospel of safety has been un­
usually effective since the summer of
lng point for hundreds of safety ' 
meetings. The visit of the cruiser to 
Rockland should focus attention 
anew on the highway safety problem 
and aid substantially in reducing ac­
cidents here.
"The Esso Cruiser, is equipped 
with its own public address sys­
tem and facilities for showing sound 
motion pictures, will show several
the balance of the summer.
The Cruiser is to be placed at the
disposal of the Knox County High­
way Safety Board during some part 
of the day. O. E. Wishman chairman 
of the safety board will supply a 
safety speaker preceeding the show­
ing of safety films, at the Carnival 
grounds off Main street near the 
Perry’s Coal Co., office at 9 o'clock.
UNION
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
This Week's Results
Wednesday, Pirates 4. Dragons 0; 
Warren 8, Thomaston 3; Thursday, 
South Thomaston 7, Chisox 6.
SOUTH THOMASTON
The League Standing
W
Dragons ______ 4
4 
2
Pirates ...........
So. Thomaston
Warren .............. 3
Thomaston ......... 2
Chisox ................ 0
L
1
2
1
2
4
5
PC. 
.800 
.667 
667 
.600 
.333 
.000 
at iSunday’s games — Dragons 
Thomaston; Chisox at Pirates; War­
ren at South Thomaston (2 games).
• • • •
By losing a hard fought pitchers
Mr and Mrs. Richard Hodsdon and 
son Spalding of Reeds Ferry. N. H, 
are at their summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Davis and chil­
dren spent the Fourth and Sunday as 
guests of Mr and Mrs Kenneth Dag­
gett at Georges Lake in Liberty.
Mrs. Albert Lester and granddaugh­
ter and Donald Lester of Portland ar­
rived here Tuesday to visit Mr. and 
Mrs. James Mitchell for two weeks.
Preparations are being made for 
the annual mid-summer sale, supper 
and entertainment of the Ladies’ Aid 
which will be held the last week ln 
July.
Plans are shaping up nicely for the 
lawn fete which will be held at the
battle between Chisholm and Makin- ( Grange hall in August, the proceeds 
en the Chisox dropped into last place 
and advanced South Thomaston in­
to third place. Duff led the Chisox 
with two out of three hits, while A.
Makinen for South Thomaston led 
with two.
Chisox
Fogerty, lb ........
E. Frohock. 3b
Frohock, rf ........
F. Wink, 2b ___
Wink, cf ..............
W. Anderson, c ....
Anderson, ss ............. 1
ab r bh po
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3
Duff, If , 
Chisholm.
Wiggin. c .... 
W. Makinen, 
Grant, 2b ....
South Thomaston
ab r bh po
p-rf
R
EALM OF
Mu:ISIC
iy Gladys St. Clair Heistad
The U. S. Forest Service has 
established the Joyce Kilmer Mem­
orial Forest in southwest North 
Carolina in memory of the poet who 
wrote "Trees," one of the loveliest 
poems ever lienned and known to 
many of us musically inclined 
through the r.cble setting composed 
by Oscai Rssbach. The forest covers 
3.840 acres, the entire watershed of 
the Little Santeetlah Creek and lies 
within the Nantahla National 
Forest. The Forest Service will take 
care of the Kilmer Forest as part of 
the Nantahla Forest, and it will be 
open to the public for recreational, 
esthetic and scientific purposes, but 
no commercial activities will be per- 
mited within its acres.
The Kilmer forest is one of the 
outstanding examples of virgin tim­
ber in the east. There are 100 species
of native trees, mostly poplar, red in its original form, overtures by J. C.
rank among the most valuable and 
interesting in the world.
The scores are first copied on 
transparent paper, a laborious task 
necessarily accomplished slowly and 
by hand. From these copies, the 
music is then reproduced by what is 
known as the black-line print pro­
cess. Copies will be placed on sale for 
the general public, one of the best 
services any music division could ac­
complish. In addition, public piano 
hearings of music which has been 
resurrected during that week are 
given each Friday evening in the 
basement of the Forty-second Street 
branch of the Public Library.
The list of rare works regained for 
modem performance includes a 
violin concerto by Jemnitz, a 
Pastorale Symphony by Knecht, 
Semmartini’s harpsichord concerto
jCOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]
1 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8
1 |i>
II 12 i3“ 14 •5
lb 17 13
w
20
ll 22 23 24
15 1 2b
27 2b 23 So Jr 32 33 34
35 3b 37
38 snnns
w
33 40 41
41 43 44 45
47 Mo
43 50
Leroy Miller who has been confined 
tc his bed with a knee ailment, is now 
able to be about with the aid of a 
cane.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Ames and 
family were guests last Friday and 
Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 
Mennely of Lewiston at their cottage 
at Cocknewagon Lake in Monmouth.
Edward Lyman Ufford and family 
and Miss Alice Shaw of Auburndale, 
Mass., passed last weekend with Mr. 
Ufford's grandmother, Mrs. Lulie 
Ufford.
J. Clarence Moody and family re­
cently made a trip to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant and 
Mrs. Ethel Griffin motored Sunday 
to Walnut Hill, Yarmouth, where 
they visited Mr. and Mrs. Oliver S. 
Bryant. Veikko Wallenius was at the 
wheel.
Richard Gorden and bride were 
given a reception and utility shower 
recently at the Masonic hall. The 
gift and refreshment tables were at­
tractively decorated. The young 
couple received many lovely remem­
brances.
Mrs. Clara Wallace is visiting 
relatives and friends in Waldoboro.
Edgar Davis of Gardiner has em­
ployment in the chicken business 
with I. Poust. He is boarding at 
Mrs. Bryant's.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames and Mrs. 
Linda Davis were callers Tuesday on 
friends in Washington and Appleton.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid held an 
ice cream sale Tuesday at the band 
stand and found a ready sale for the 
product.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Thompson 
of Oakland. Calif., spent the past 
two weeks with Mrs. Rose C. Stewart
3 117 
3 111 
2 0 0 0
J. Sleeper, 3b............. 3 2 10
Makinen, cf ............. 3 12 0
Curtis, If ..................... 2 10 0
Sleeper, lb ................. 3 0 17
Mosher, ss ................. 3 0 0 0
Hallowell, rf-p .......... 3 110
Base on balls, off Chisholm 1 off 
Makinen 4. Struck out by Chisholm
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
VERTICAL (Cont.)
11- A serpent (pi.)
12- Pile
14- A step in walking
15- River in Germany 
17-Chosen 
?0-Surmise 
22-Half an em 
24-Act
27- Cease
28- Assists
29- Comparative suffix
30- Secluded
31- Part of an auto
32- Egyptian god
33- Sergeant (abbr.)
34- Russian title
36- Abstains from food
37- Clan
43- Writing Implement
44- Man’s name 
46-Musical note 
48-A weight measure
(abbr.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
41- Epoch
42- Postscrlpt (abbr.)
43- To sit In authority 
over others
45- A weight measure 
(abbr.)
46- Part of the legs
47- Band worn about 
the waist
49- An insect (pi.)
50- 1 reland
VERTICAL
1- lnterjection
2- Employ
3- Meal
4- Oefile
5- lrrigate
6- Very small stream
of water
7- Before
8- A province of
Canada (abbr.)
HORIZONTAL 
1-lnjure 
5-Singing bird 
9-On the ocean
10- Ventilates
11- Exclamation of sat-
isfactlon
13- A written message
14- Italian river 
16-Look
18- Article
19- The (Sp.)
20- Sorrowful
21- Wanest 
23-Diminish
25- Wasted
26- Drunkard
27- Satisfies 
31-Frozen water-vapor 
35-Piled up in succes­
sive layers
37- Torments
38- Uneven
39- One hundred one
40- Royal Navy (abbr.)
Bach, Pierre van Malders and Gae 
tano Pugnani, twelve symphonies by 
Abel, six by Dittersdorf, much early 
English music, such as Holborne’s 
Pavanes. and Thomas Morley’s con­
sorts for treble violin, flute, bass viol, 
cltterne and pandora (1506).
• • • •
Marion Talley, noted coloratura 
soprano, has a rare bird, known as 
the "bugle bird." which she asserts 
is an aid in her singing rehearsals. 
The bird, sent to Miss Talley, by a 
South American admirer, can sing
oak and chestnut, with considerable 
birch, basswood, soft maple, buckeye, 
and chestnut oak.
The Kilmer Forest is within a 
proposed "primitive area" where will 
be preserved one of the very few re­
maining examples of primitive forest 
conditions. The forest was estab­
lished in cooperation with the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars and the 
Catholic Writers Guild of America.
• • • •
What do you know of Joyce Kilmer 
if the question were put to you in
going to Isle au Haut where she will 
visit her mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Ham­
ilton.
Mrs. Esther McMahon has returned 
from a visit with her daughter, Mrs. 
Clarence Wilcox in Lubec.
Mrs. Gertrude Stinson is home 
after visiting her brother, John Gross 
in Boston.
Mr and Mrs. Reuben Cousins were 
recent visitors in Bluehill.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Dority who 
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs 
Charles Dority, have returned to' 
Calais.
Moses Lawrence of the North Lubec 
Mfg. &• Canning Co., was a business 
visitor in town Tuesday.
Donato De Palma and son Dante of 
Providence are visiting Mr. and Mrs. 
James De Palma.
Mary Billings was hostess at a 
birthday party recently. Those at­
tending were Betty Barter. Genevieve 
Warren, Marie and Fern Billings. 
Virginia Carter. Priscilla Parsons and 
Barbara Tracy.
Mr and Mrs. Manuel Perez of Sun­
set were recent guests of Mn and Mrs. 
Leslie Ott.
Members of Rodney Stinson Post 
who went to Lewiston to attend the 
State Convention of American Legion
conversation? Kilmer was bom near 1 perfectly the highest notes sung by
New Brunswick. N. J., and spent 
much of his time in the Berkshire 
Hills of Massachusetts. After college 
he went to New York, and while 
there he wrote "Trees," his soul's 
revolt against living, as he said, in 
"a great stone box." After he had 
reached some degree of .success, he 
moved to the wooded foothills of 
Ratnapos. N. J. He was killed in 
action in the Wood of the Burned 
Bridge, in France, in July. 1919. One 
of the keenest of war's horrors, some­
one remarked, is the destruction of
the soprano. The opera star says 
that the bird's excellent tone enables 
her to judge the proper tone of a 
note, much the same as with a tun­
ing fork. PLEASANT POINT
(Solution to previous puzzle)
James Smith of Boston is spend­
ing a vacation at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. W. G. Maloney. He has as 
guests his niece and nephew.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Carle of Bar­
rington, R. I., and Mr. and Mrs Otis 
Thompson and family of South Port­
land were at A. R. Carle's farm lor 
the holiday.
Miss Georgia Young of Swampscott, 
Mass., passed the Fourth with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. 
Young and brother Forest E. Young 
at Thomaston.
Mrs. Etta McLean of Hollis is spend­
ing a few days with her niece Mrs. 
Florence Orne.
Philip Lester of Hollis was at A. 
W. Orne's Sunday. Mrs. Lester, who 
is ill, was unable to accompany him.
Grace Battle Is visiting Mrs. Carl 
Gray. Eleanor (Howard) Gray, Mrs. 
Gray's daughter, is also here.
Six couples afterward | Donald Flinchbaugh spent the 
Fourth at his cottage here, with his 
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mann were at 
their cottage over the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Atto Thomas are oc­
cupying the William Rivers cottage.
Howard Orne and Laurice Young 
are employed by the Black & Gay 
Canning Co. as overseers at Hornbine
Tenants Harbor Days!
"It stood on a bleak country corner.
But boyhood's young heart made 
warm—
It gloried ln the sunshine of summer ' 
people like Jovce Kilmer who could i Twas cheerful In winter and storm. I
I cast a fond glance o er the old Crick, ; 
not even bear to kill a tree. He was The hill just beyond it I see;
«en i Looking backward from sixty years dis- | 
I tance—-
Old School House! A blessing on thee I” 
Lest we forget! I have before me [
It I
I
to be shared by the Eastern Star, 
Grange, Farm Bureau and 4-H Club 
“Cuddies" bids fair to rival Revere 
Beach as a bathing resort, the shores 
of both banks being thronged with 
j bathers at every day tide. It is said 
that the warmest ocean water on the 
e Maine coast is to be found there. 
0 Many out of town people come to 
11 enjoy bathing there.
0 The second league game played by 
1, the Keag team against the Chisox ln 
0
1 
2 
1 
0
e 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 i 
0
Rockland Thursday night resulted in i were Carl Morey Jerry Beatrice, Dick
a score of 7 to 6 in favor of the Keag. 
Mrs. Charles Carr arid children of
Delaware have rented Mrs. Helen 
Rackliff’s house for the season.
Mrs. Joseph Norton and daughter 
Dorothy of Brighton, Mass., are at 
their home here for the summer. 
Mrs. Norton had as guests over the 
Fourth Mr. and Mrs. Berl Piersons, 
Joseph Allen and Mr. Norton, all ot 
Massachusetts.
STONINGTON
Mrs Goodwin Eaton of Sunset has 
been passing a few days with her 
4, Makinen 6. Sacrifice hits, Frohock dau8hter.Mrs. Melvin McMahon.
I. Stolen bases, Frohock, F. Wink. Mr and Mrs IrvmB Simpson visit- 
Wink, Anderson, Duff 2, Chisholm. 1 Sunday wlth his parents, Mr. and 
• • • • I Mrs. John H. Simpson.
In a great pitching duel at Com- Gertrude Snowden is home from
munity Park Wednesday night 
George Boynton edged Dick Perry to 
halt the Dragons’ streak of wins at 
four and increase the Pirate string 
to three straight. Backing their 
pitcher to the limit with steady and 
brilliant support, the Pirates took 
advantage of the leaky Dragons de­
fense to push across single tallies in 
the second, third, sixth and eighth, 
all unearned, to cop the decision 4 to 
0. Perry's pitching was easily as 
good as Boynton's, he giving up three 
hits to Boynton’s two, but fanning 
10 against eight for his opponent. 
Each walk two batsmen. Tony Mur­
gita. continuing his sensational field­
ing at short, contributed the fielding 
feature of the game with a one hand 
jumping stab of Blin Hunt's liner 
over second, while Soddy Feyler's 
work in center was the bright spot 
for the losers. The win put the Pi­
rates within a half game of the lead­
ing Dragons and evened the series at 
one apiece for the season. The 
score:
Dragons
ab r bh po a
Starr, ss ................ 4
Mosher. 3b ......... 4
Concord, N. H„ for the summer.
Eugene Pinkham of Portland is 
visiting his aunt Mrs. Cora Robbins.
Donald Eaton has been guest of his 
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. P. J. 
Eaton at Sunset.
Fred Thurlow of Portland is at the 
home of his sister, Miss Annie Thur­
low and Mrs. H. B. Haskell, for a 
visit.
Mrs. Rose L. Candage arrived Wed­
nesday from Roslindale, Mass., to 
pass the summer here.
Florian Small. Florian G. Arey and 
son George of Boston have been in 
town a few days enjoying a fishing 
trip.
Mrs. Charles Bettecher of Balti­
more is at Sand Beach for the sum­
mer.
Mrs. Charles Rich arrived recently 
from Florida and has been guest ot 
her sister. Mrs Celeste Coombs before
Hunt, If ................. 4
Feyler, cf 
Ladd, lb .. 
Perry, p . 
Jenkins, c 
Bisbee, 2b 
Carroll, rf
Lord, cf ............... 4 10
Putnam, lb ........... 3 0 1
Turner, c ............. 3 2 0
Frank Wink, rf .... 3 0 1
Fred Wink, if ...... 4 0 0
Boynton, p ........... 3 0 0
Murgita, ss ........... 2 11
31 0 2 24 14 6 
Pirates
ab r bh po a e
Miller, 3b ................ 3 0 0 0 0 0
Heald, 2b ............. 4 0 0 2 2 0
29 4 3 27 7 2
Pirates .......... 0 110 0 10 1 x—4
Sacrifice hits, Ladd, Miller. Double 
plays: Murgita to Heald to Putnam; 
Perry to Ladd to Mosher to Bisbee. 
Base on balls, off Perry 2, off Boyn­
ton 2. Struck out, by Perry 10, by 
Boynton 8. Hit by pitcher, Murgita, 
Putnam, Perry. Umpires, Carr and
Drinkwater.
buried near the spot where he , 
and was given the Croix de Guerre | 
posthumously. Can we not feel ln 
our inmost hearts that the forest 
dedicated to him would be prized far 
more?
Rice, Ralph Barter, Harry Beck, 
Charles Brimigion, Charles Greenlaw, 
Russell Watts, Alec Davidson, Mr. 
and Mrs Roy Cook and lir. and Mrs. 
Maurice Morey.
Miss Ava Rich and Miss Della 
Champaigne of Isle au Haut were I 
recent visitors here.
Miss Phyllis Knowles of Newport 
was recent guest at the Frank Mc­
Guire home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lansingh have opened 
their cottage at East Stonington for 
tha summer.
Dr. Lucy Abbott is at her cottage 
at West Stonington.
Bennie Billings is enrolled in a 
camp at Winthrop.
Roy McMahon of Rockland passed 
the Fourth with his daughter Mrs. 
Carl Meline and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Harkie Gray and Mr. 
and Mrs. George Richardson were 
visitors last Saturday in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington of 
Brewer were weekend guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Webb.
Edith Silver and Mary Leith are at 
their cottage at Tea Hill.
Hazel Dority has returned from 
Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L. Small are 
home from Roxbury. Mass., and have 
opened their residence for the sum­
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. James J. McGuire 
arrived here this week. Mr. McGuire 
returned to New York Tuesday, while 
Mrs. McGuire will remain for a few 
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Robbins are 
employed at the Herzog cottage at 
North Haven.
Pearl Billings who has been at a 
Castine hospital as result of a broken 
leg, has returned home.
All ston M. Hatch has been appoint­
ed postmaster with Misses Lillian 
Eaton and Lorena Conley as assist­
ants.
CkiLcLran .' Love iL /
FRUIT PUDDING CO )
BALTIMORE. MO
the roster of the pupils attending 
school there in the fall of 1876—Just 
60 years ago, Fred A. Alden of Union, 
master. Of the 90 students, 52 I am 
certain are dead; 14 I am not certain 
and 24 I
lines floored me—could recall all else. 
I think that I shall never see 
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is pressed 
Against earth's sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day 
And Hits her leafy arms to pray.
A tree that may In summer wear 
A nest of robins ln her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain.
Who Intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.
Here is the poem, just to refresh 
your minds. I tried to repeat it from
memory the other night after I had [ whether living or dead 
am certain are living.
This school was co-educational, 51 
boys, 39 girls.
married. If any schoolmaster wants 
a Job teaching an ungraded school of 
90 pupils in one room, let him stand 
forth and proclaim it to the world 
now—or forever hold his peace.
Times are changed, and we are 
changed with them. In 1936 11 stu-
land were guests last weekend of her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Seavey. 
They returned home Sunday, accom­
panied by her mother, Mrs. Seavey, 
who will make a visit with them.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, world 
beloved contralto, attained her 75th 
birthday on June 15.
• • • •
One of the Portland papers recent­
ly carried a short article about Louis 
Sirois. 24. of 176 Brown street, West­
brook. saying that Mr. Sirois won 
first prize on the Stoopnagle and 
Bud amateur hour on a recent eve­
ning radio program. In his engage­
ment in the Roxy Theatre, which 
with $50 was the award winning the 
amateur contest, he will present 
“Highlights from Classical Music” as 
a prelude to his piano tap dancing 
act with which he won the radio 
contest. He is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Florent Sirois, studied piano 
eight years with Ruth Burke of 
Portland, and was awarded two 
scholarships by the Portland Ros­
sini Club which enabled him to study 
further with Clara Larsen in Boston. 
Mr. Sirois has been heard as piano 
soloist at Sunday afternoon concerts 
in City Hall Auditorium, Portland, 
for three seasons.
This news has local interest in that 
many members of the Rubinstein 
Club have heard Mr. Sirois in his 
appearances in the conventions of 
the Maine Federation of Music Clubs. 
If my memory serves me right, he 
was a soloist when the convention 
was in Rockland, possibly on the 
Junior ’Club program. Who can tell 
me?
• * • •
King Gustaf V of Sweden has ap­
pointed Gertrud Wettergren, Swedish 
contralto, who last winter appeared 
for the first time at the Metropolitan 
Opera, Hovsangerska. or “Singer to 
the Swedish Court.” Mme. Wetter­
gren is the first woman to receive 
this honor in eight years. She is 
one of the prominent artists at the 
Royal opera in Sweden.
* * . «
Scores of 500 early musical works 
are being assembled at the New York 
Public Library's central branch, un­
der the direction of Carleton Sprague 
Smith chief of the musical division. 
It is said that this collection will
dents graduated from St. George
High School which stands on the site i during the blueberry seasOn.
! once occupied by the old red school Marion Coombs has employment at
house. And yet, without a High 
School education, but with a good 
working ,knowledge of the ‘Three 
R’s”, the children of 76 made good 
after going out into the world, ln 
this manner:
Boys, six sea captains, mates, 
cooks, and A.B's galore, two engi­
neers, one stationary and one locomo­
tive; one M. D., one D. M. D„ busi­
ness men, and various trades, scat­
tered from Maine to California and 
from Colorado to Florida.
Girls: In 76 females were not 
usurping the fields held since time 
began by the "Lords of creation,” 
the men, but were homemakers and 
became mothers, grandmothers and 
great-grandmothers. As the young­
est pupil in that school of 76 will 
now be 70 and the oldest. 80 years 
young, they may be great-great­
grandmothers. I am telling the 
world that the girls also made good 
with the "three R's".
"Let us not smile at olden style
And boast we re hitched to stars; 
Our children must stay on earth awhile
And will need those basal R's”.
Boze
Somerville, Mass., July 7
HOPE
Mrs. Minnie Piper of Rockport was 
guest Sunday of her sister, Mrs L. P. 
True.
Irving Keene of Watertown, Mass., 
is visiting his uncle Howard Coose.
Mrs. Estelle Davison entertained at 
a dessert-bridge Tuesday afternoon. 
Those present were Mrs. Emile Hobbs, 
Harleth Hobbs, Alice True, Bessie 
Hardy of this place, and Mrs. Annie 
Gould and Mrs. Katheryn Bird of 
Camden. Honors were won by Mrs. 
Hobbs and Mrs. Gould.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Thomas and 
son Clinton of Vermont called on Mr. 
and Mrs. Alden Allen recently.
Raymond Ludwig is able to be out 
again after being confined to tne 
house with measles.
Hatchet Mountain Camp has official­
ly opened for the season with its 
usual quota of boys.
“I hope that's a nice book for you 
to read, darling." said a conscientious 
mother to her young daughter.
“Oh. yes. mummy, it's a lovely 
book, but I don't think you'd like it. 
It's so sad at the end.”
“How is it sad, dear?"
“Well, she dies, and he has to go 
back to his wife.”
Atlantic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
McGee Island.
Gwendolyn Stimpson 1s guest oi 
Melba Ulmer in Thomaston.
Walter D. Young and Walter A. 
Young and families enjoyed a clam 
bake Sunday at the shore.
Mr and Mrs. W. J. Morse passed 
lasti weekend at their home here.
A holiday picnic was enjoyed at the 
homes of L. IO. (Young and iL. B. 
Stimpson. Those present were Mina 
Woodcock of Cushing, Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Irish of Portland, Mr. and 
Mrs. Alonzo Seavey and daughter 
Anna, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey, 
son William, Bert Carter, Lizzie 
Young, George Cazallis, Mr. and Mrs. 
LeRoy Seavey of Camden, Mr. and 
Mrs. L. 'O. Young, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. 
Stimpson and children Gwendolyn 
and Roland.
Mrs. Lawrence Stimpson and chil­
dren Gwendolyn and Roland attend­
ed the Holy Communion services Sun. 
day at the Baptist Church ln Thom­
aston. They were also dinner guests 
at Hiram Ulmer's.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young were re­
cent Thomaston callers.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis enter­
tained friends and relatives the 
Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Irish of Port-
s49.50
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in 
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available in
Black and All Enamel Finishes 
EASY TER-MS AS DESIRED
STONINGTON 
FURNITURE CO.
313-325
TEL. 98 
MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tf
RATES!
Smglt
Ml «OOM| WTTB |ATW
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/'
to Your hotel in BOSTON
5OORqomi
RADIO 
SERVIDOR 
TUBS SHOWER
HANGER
« NORTH STATION 
+< TRAIN- ttyur ROOM*
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EAST WALDOBORO
Sergeant B. F. Drake of Boston Was 
a recent caller at Austin Wiley's.
Recent guests at Otto Bowden’s 
were: Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wren 
and four children. Frank Lathe,' 
Frank Rich and family of Hallowell 
and Albert Shuman and familj^of 
North Waldoboro.
Miss Priscilla Hanna, R. N.. who 
has been on a trip to California with 
three nurses of Portland is visiting 
her mother, Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Robinson and ' 
Mrs. Hazel Shuman of Portland were I 
recent callers at the L. L. Mank'[ 
home.
Misses Una Clark. Greta Walden 
and Myrtie Reever of Augusta were 
weekend guests of the latter's mother, 
Mrs. Nellie Reever.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson are ay 
their home here for two weeks' from 
Hollis Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wiley were 
visitors in Newcastle recently.
Charles L. Bowers has been guest 
at L. A. Winchenbach's a few days.
Artilie Moore, Misses Lila McLeod 
and Elica McLeod of Boston passed 
last weekend at Russell McLeod’s,
William Stanford, Miss Adelle Fey- 
ler of Warren, Mrs. L. A. Winchen­
bach, daughter Arvilla and Miss 
Natalie Goodale of South Waldobbro, 
were recent callers at C. Bowers’. 1
Alton Mower of Greene and Miss 
Dorothy Muir, Dr. and Mrs M. L. 
Palmer of the village called Sunday 
at tne home of LaForest Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith and son 
Irving of Portland were recent guests 
at J. L. Flanders, accompanied by Mr. 
and Mrs. Flanders. They dined with 
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff.
Wilbur Stratton is convalescing 
from recent illness.
Dr. Perley R. Damon has bought
THEATRE
Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
TUESDAY, JULY 14
“Witness Chair”
with
ANN HARDING, WALTER ABEL 
Also
“March Of Time”
STAR
THURSDAY, JULY 16
“Message To Garcia”
with
WALLACE BEERY. JOHN BOLES 
BARBARA STANWYCK
SATURDAY, JULY 18
“Special Investigator”
with
RICHARD DIX
MARGARET CALLAHAN
SPECIAL—$10 given away each 
Saturday night in three prizes 
This week the third prize is $20
Evening Shows 8.15 D. S. T.
83-81
Goodale of South Waldoboro made a 
call Sunday at the homes of H. B 
Bovey and C. Bowers.
Lested Mank spent the Fourth in 
Brunswick.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A Flanders of 
Lynn, Mass., were guests last week­
end at LaForest Mank s. They dined 
last Saturday at Leland Orff's, and 
Sunday at J. L. Flanders.'
Howard Hanna of Boston and 
Stanton Hanna of Illinois were at 
Mrs Ethel Hanna's recently.
T. T. Black and Mrs. A. J. Wiley 
were visitors Monday ln Friendship. |
Ralph Flanders of Portland was 
guest Sunday of his parents. Mr. and 
Mrs. John Flanders. Other visitors 
were Mr and Mrs. Leland Orff and 
daughter, Elsa of North Waldoboro.
Mrs. Narcissa Rines" of the village
the property formerly owned by the J was «iven a surPrisc party recently
i on her 80th birthday anniversary by nln8-
WALDOBORO
Everett Welt is visiting relatives in 
Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. Carl Burdick of New York 
has been at her Martin's Point Camp 
a few days.
Mrs. Harriet Alexander and Deaver 
Alexander of Wyncote, Pa., are guests 
at Medomak Lodge, Back Cove.
Mrs. Georgie Le Baron of Middle- 
boro, Mass., is visiting Mrs, Winnie 
Keizer,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Sutar and two 
children and Mrs. Marguerite Belt 
MacMillan of Auburn have been in 
town. They are passing the week at 
the Vannah cottage, Martin's Point.
Mrs. May Shuman of Holyoke, 
Mass. Is visiting relatives and friends 
in town.
Mrs. Reginald Monahan who has 
been a patient in the State Street 
Hospital, Portland has returned.
Miss Dorothy iRowe of Framing­
ham, Mass., is visiting her father, 
Charles Rowe.
Mrs. William Muir, who has been 
on Long Island, is at her home here 
for the summer.
Miss Audrey Wyman, who teaches 
In Everett, Mass, is at her home here 
for the summer recess.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of 
Providence, have been guests of 
Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
Miss Leona Rines of Portland 
recently visited her aunt, Mrs. Fred 
Bumes.
Mrs. William (Richards of Detroit 
is guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
M. G. Robinson.
Mrs. Maurice Marcho and family 
are occupying an apartment ln the 
building owned by Floyd Benner.
The Susannah Wesley Society will 
hold the annual sale Thursday on 
the church lawn, afternoon and eve-
OWL’S HEAD
Donald Sprague of Danforth, who 
has been the guest of his brother 
George F. Sprague, for a few days, 
Is a patient at Knox Hospital, recov­
ering nicely from an appendectomy
Mrs. F. J. McDonald who is at­
tending the summer courses at Uni­
versity of Maine, will be joined by 
Mr. McDonald next week.
Owl’s Head Town Hall was the 
scene of a happy Fourth celebration, 
members and friends of the Webster, 
Carver and Reed families being pres­
ent. Later the party adjourned to 
South Pond for swimming. Those 
present were: Mrs. S. W. Webster, 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S, Webster, Mrs. 
Streeter Webster, Sylvia and Caro­
line Webster, Mrs. Sylvia Seavey, Mr. 
and Mrs. Paul Seavey, Norma and 
Martha Seavey, Mr. and Mrs Charles 
Carver, Charles W. Carver, Mr. and 
Mrs. Franklin Manning, Jr.. Virginia 
j and Beverly Manning, Mr. and Mrs. 
Carl S. Reed, Carl Jr., Sullivan and 
Ann Louise Reed, Mrs. P. K. Reed, 
Peter K. Reed Jr., Mr. and Mrs. F. 
J. McDonald, Donald Sprague, Mr.
DEER ISLE
Miss Laura Austin of West Ston­
ington is employed at tne George 
Southworth cottage.
A bad chimney fire started Wed- j 
nesday in the home of Frank D. Me- j 
Veigh, but the timely arrival of the 
fire truck and obliging neighbors and 
friends averted what might have been 
the loss of house and several nearby 
buildings.
A grand celebration took place the 
Fourth at Deer Isle village. Band 
music, a fine parade, sports of various 
kinds, a pretty display of fireworks, 
and dancing in the evening.
Mrs. W. S. Tillett and daughter 
Betty of Baltimore have taken rooms 
at |Frank D. McVeigh's for the sum­
mer. Mrs. Gerald Eaton is employed 
there.
Mrs. Walter E Scott and daughter 
Rosamond are spending a week at 
Eagle.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Bruce and 
son Freddie of Eastport were gue6ts 
Sunday of Mrs. Lucy C. Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Roberts of 
Staten Island, N. Y., have opened 
their cottage for the summer. Mrs. 
Lena Roberts will join them later.
Moses Annis of Rockland visited
AT STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
and Mrs. G. F. Sprague and guest, relatives and friends here over the 
Lillias M Young. I holiday.
Many kind words are being said of Rev, George C. S. Southworth and 
the boys and girls of Owl's Head vil-; family of Indianapolis arrived Satur- 
lage who refrained from all noisy day for the season, 
celebrating July 3 and 4 out of con- j The Sunset Church Aid and Rev. 
sideration of the serious illness of, Ralph White were entertained by 
Rev. Dr. Samuel Russell of Boston.
NORTH WARREN
Miss Mabie Crawford was over- Venghaus 8t North peer Isle for a 
night guest Monday of Mrs. Nellie few days
Benner ln Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody of Fair-
late Miss Rena D. Wiley.
Mrs Ida Wotton and Mrs. Jessie 
Simmons of Friendship were caMer* 
Sunday on Mrs. Mae Wiley.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rines and Floyd 
Rines of Oakland were guests last 
weekend at J. A. Rines.'
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Bucklin, Miss 
Eva Bucklin and Mrs. Rosa Cutting 
of South Warren called on Mrs. N. S. 
Reever recently.
Miss Althea Kaler of West Waldo­
boro is teaching this week at Goshen, 
substituting for Miss Muir, whose 
mother is ill.
Miss Carolyn Hanna was guest 
Thursday of her aunt. Mrs. Eva Mas­
ters. Round Pond.
Orville Jameson and family of 
Camden visited Sunday at Mrs. Emily 
Jameson's.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller made a 
visit Sunday with Mrs. Miller's par
19 relatives at the home of Mr. and ’ 
Mrs J. A. Rines. Cards and games 
were enjoyed and refreshments in­
cluding three birthday cakes were 
served.
ROCKVILLE
Miss Emma Brewster of Bedford 
spent the holiday weekend with her 
mother. Mrs. Fannie Brewster.
Mrs Maurice R. Clough of Boston 
Is spending the summer with her 
father D. A Sherer.
Miss Mabel Oxton and Mrs. Nellie 
Perry accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
ward Oxton of Rutland. Mass. on a
motor trip Tuesday to Petit Manan. , Tuesday
Riichard Clark of Thomaston is the same program
The Townsend Club will hold a 
meeting Wednesday at the Grange 
hall. Officers will be elected.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Benner of 
Cambridge. Mass., have been visit­
ors at the home of S. (A- Jones.
Everett Achom, who Is employed ln 
Claremont, N. H.. has been at his 
home here a few days.
Dr. and Mrs. Franklyn Randolph 
have returned from a motor trip 
through Canada.
The fund remaining in the treas­
ury of the disbanded Congregational 
Ladies' Society was presented to the 
Methodist Church.
Ann Harding appears at her best 
in "Witness Chair" at Star Theatre 
"March of Time" is on 
The Thursday
visiting his cousin Evans Tolman. 
Mrs Janet Steele and Miss Eliza
ents, Mr. and Mrs Ernest Bums. Steele were guests Tuesday of Mrs. 
South Waldoboro. j p Maloney.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent G. Newbert of Mrs. Fred Partridge and son Leslie
Woodfords spent the holiday weekend 
with Miss Ellie Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black and 
children of Tenant's Harbor were at 
Joseph Glaude's and Thomas Black’s 
last Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. M. L. Palmer of the 
village called Sunday at Russell Mc­
Leod's.
Miss Leona Rines, R. N. of Port­
land was guest at the John Rines’ 
home recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arnold of Rock­
land, Mass, and niece Miss Virginia 
Grant of Brookline, Mass, were 
guests last weekend at Frank John­
son's. Miss Grant spent this week 
there.
Leon Simmons and four children 
of Whitinsville, Mass, were recent 
callers on his brother, Ray Simmins.
Mr. and Mrs. O'Brien of Connecti­
cut. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page of New 
Hampshire. Mrs. Ella Andrews Mid 
Mrs. Esther Wheeler of Thomaston 
were recent callers at Harry McIn­
tire's. t
Mrs Ethel Hanna. Misses Priscilla 
Hanna and Carolyn Hanna motored 
Sunday to New Harbor.
Otto Bowden and family visited 
Sunday at Wilbur Stratton's.
The Social Club met with Mrs 
Hattie Rines last Thursday with' 11 
present. Program: Animal contest. 
Mrs. Rines. prizes won by Mrs. Flor­
ence Flanders and Mrs. Belle Mills; 
readings. Mrs. Hilda Miller and Mrs. 
Flanders; stories, Mrs. Mills and Mrs 
Flanders; State contest. Mrs. Edna 
McIntire; prizes awarded Mrs. Miller 1 
and Mrs. Mills. Refreshments were 
served. The next meeting. July 16, 
will be with Mrs. Hilda Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. William Coombs and 
Harvey Coombs of Brunswick were 
recent guests at the home of Lester 
Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Mank were 
Thomaston visitors recently.
John Flanders has had his hay 
harvested by Henry lives and sons 
Henry, and Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank and son 
were In Richmond Sunday. Mrs.
* Della Dickerson and granddaughter 
Lorraine Jewett, who were their 
guests last week, returned with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs were 
at their home here last weekend from 
Brunswick.
George Benner and Mr. and Mrs. 
James Mank called Sunday at 
Charles Butler's, Clark Island.
Mr. and Mrs. T. T Black and Mrs. 
Mae Wiley were callers Sunday on 
friends in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach, 
daughter Arvilla and Miss Natalie
of West Upton, Mass., have been re • 
cent visitors at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Percie Fiske.
Mr and Mrs Leonard O. Packard 
who passed two weeks at Megunti­
cook Lake, called on friends in the 
village Thursday. They left yester­
day for their home in Needham.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie E. Lamson had 
as guests over the Fourth and week­
end their sons, Albert and Clarence 
of Worcester.
Mrs. Maurice Hill has returned to 
Rockland after visiting Miss Olive 
Tolman.
Mrs. W. P. Richardson of Camden 
spent Wednesday and Thursday with 
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie 
Ewell.
Rev. and Mrs William Richardson 
of St. Cloud. Fla., have been calling 
on friends and acquaintances here 
this week. Mr. Richardson was pas­
tor of the Baptist Church there 30 
years ago. ,
presentation is “Message to Garcia" 
with Wallace Beery in a virile role 
of a Cuban renegade. "Special In­
vestigator" is the Saturday headliner 
starring Richard Dix with lovely 
Margaret Callahan in a stirring, fast 
moving story of today. There will be 
a matinee Saturday at 2 30.
RAZORVILLE
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• You can make your wood­
work gleam like new again with 
one coat ol LOWE BROI HERS 
NEPTUNIIE INTERIOR 
VARNISH, made especially for 
interior woodwork. It flows 
from the brush so easily, and 
dries so smoothly, that a really 
good-looking |ob can be done 
in a short time. And—once ap­
plied, NEPTUN’TE-kNTERl- 
OR VARNISH keej s its lustre 
many years, never turning white 
— it won't even scratch white.
Everett L. Spear & Co.
615 MAIN ST.,
Mrs. Lucy C. Bruce Wednesday at a; Pictures to the forefront in the pro­
supper party. • duetion of full-color Technicolor
Miss Anna E McVeigh is visiting «!»« The triumph of the com-
Misses Virginia Hardy and Virginia Pan>'s two-reel "La Cucaracha Is 
well remembered.
Edward Southworth returned Mon­
day to Springfield, Mass., but will
field were callers Sunday on friends; come again later in the season for a
vacation.ln this place.
Wesley Tolman « ... "George,” asked the teacher, “how
painting for the Maine Central R. R. many make a million?"
Miss Laura Butler has employment j "Not many," said George, 
at the home of H. D Post. trea' Star.
is engaged in’
-Mon-
“Dancing Pirate," the rollicking ro- Morgan, as the Alcalde of a Spanish 
mantle comedy again places Pioneer
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs Minnie Tolman of Gardiner 
is visiting her sister Mrs. Emma 
Walker.
Kenneth Drinkwater of Portland 
came Tuesday and will spend the rest 
. of the summer with his grandparents 
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Drinkwater.
Mrs. Alton Wall and Mrs. Elmer 
Barnes spent Tuesday in Rockland as 
guests of Mrs Cleve Harvey.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Simmons and 
two sons ot Whitinsville Mass., are 
visiting Mrs. Martha Maker.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin York and two 
daughters of New York city are at 
the home of Mr York's parents, Mr. 
and Mrs Henry York, on a visit.
Miss Ruth McGraw returned to 
j New York city Wednesday after sev­
eral days' visit with the Misses Mor­
ton. Miss Polly McCraw will stay
here another week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas were 
guests last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. 
Elbert Burton.
Misses Janet Morton, Elinor Mor­
ton and Anna Grassick entertained 
Tuesday night at a beach party on 
Spruce Head Island. Their guests 
were: Boyd Morse, Merton and Mal­
colm Haskell, Henry Benson. Oraham 
Hills, Vincent Carr and Samuel 
Batty. The party was to compliment 
Miss Pblly MoCraw and Miss Ruth 
McCraw.
Miss Katherine Aageson. Miss Ethel
As the first production of its 
kind—a feature-length picture stress­
ing laughter, humor, music and danc­
ing in full-color—"Dancing Pirate" i 
has gained critical and public acclaim ' 
for its artistic atmosphere and its 
refreshing story.
pueblo, and by Charles Collins in the Sheldon and Mrs Mary Burke mo- 
title role adventuring in a romance tored Thursday to Portland for the 
with Steffi Duna. Collins, regarded daY-
as the screen find of the season, is 1 Miss Lila Thompson Is visiting 
fresh from many great triumphs on Misses Roberta Simmons and Bever- 
the stages of New York and London. ; Simmons.
Morgan's portrayal is said to rival Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall 
his “Duke" in “The Affairs of Cel- , have been guests of friends and rela­
tives here. They return today to Cape 
Elizabeth Coast Guard Station.
lini."—adv.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
There will be Sunday School at 
The picture fea- I 10 30 a. m. and preaching at 8 p. m., 
tures a hilarious series of embarras- ' daylight, Sunday. Brainerd Thurs-
sing situations encountered by Frank ton will be the speaker.
WARREN
The Ladies' Aid of Lowell enjoyed 
a picnic Wednesday at Ye Pine Spill.
Camps are open and business hum­
ming.
Mrs. Charles Clark of Hyde Park. 
Mass., is visiting at Mrs. Carrie 
Clark's and also at the home of her 
sister. Maud Merrifield.
Miss Catherine Bowler was recent 
guest of friends here.
Mrs. Maud Howard was an Augusta 
visitor Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cummings 
are visiting Mrs. Cummings' parents.
Miss Blanche Johnston was ln 
Nobleboro last Monday on a visit.
Edith Overlock was a visitor Tues­
day in Union.
The car owned by Luther Marr 
collided with another machine the 
night of July 3. both cars being badly 
smashed.
Wilbur Pitman and family attended 
a recent meeting of the Christian 
Missionary Alliance at Webber Pond 
campground.
Mrs. Lola Chadwick is at Pemaquid 
for several days’ visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allard ol 
Rhode Island are visiting friends in 
town for a few weeks.
Mrs. Charles Vanner who has been 
ill with measles, is much improved
Miss Foster of Augusta will be at 
the chapel July 16.
The home of Winfield Savage was 
destroyed by fire the night of July 3. 
The large group of buildings with 
several smaller ones aside, were alt 
consumed by the flames. Mr. Sav­
age, who works In Gardner, Mass., 
came home upon being notified and 
has remained here for a few days 
The home was unoccupied and thc 
cause of the fire has not been 
learned.
FRIENDSHIP
The pulpii of the Advent Chris­
tian Church was supplied by Rev. L 
W. Spencer, former pastor, last 
Sunday in the absence of the actin? 
pastor, Rev. G. L. Vannah, D. D.
The Loyal Workers’ Society en­
joyed a picnic Wednesday at Fores 
Lake.
Rev. Mr. Spencer spoke at the 
Friday night meeting of the Loyal 
Workers' Society, using as his theme 
“Loyal Workers.” Rev. Mr. Vannah 
will resume his duties Sunday and
ROCKLAND, ME.I continue unt'1 the middle of Septem- 
___________ ' I ber. He is principal of New England
•glZJZJErejarajgraraJHJZJZJgJHJaTBJZJa \ School of Theology in Boston,
“I understand that Chevrolet is now 
enjoying the biggest demand in its history,”
“You’re right. And there’s a good reason. 
Everybody knows that this new Chevrolet 
is the first motor car with all modern ad­
vantages to sell at such a low price—it’s
ont/ij tfow-vrieec£ CaJi /
CHEVROLET
NEW PERFECTED 
HYDRAULIC BRAKES
You and your family want sa/e brakes on 
your new motor car—brakes that will give 
you maximum stopping power—brakes that 
will he always equalized, always dependable 
—and that means New Perfected Hydraulic 
Brakes. Chevrolet is the only low-priced 
car that has them.
SOLID STEEL one-piece 
TURRET TOP
You want a safe roof over your head, too— 
a Solid Steel one-piece Turret Top. It gives 
complete overhead protection... is smarter 
looking ... helps to keep passengers cooler 
in summer and warmer in winter .. . elimi­
nates necessity for top repairs or re-dressing. 
Only Chevrolet offers it at low prices.
IMPROVED GLIDING 
KNEE-ACTION RIDE*
You also want the greater comfort and greater 
road stability of Chevrolet’s Improved Glid­
ing Knee-Action Ride*. Millions of Knee- 
Action users will tell you that this is the 
world's safest, smoothest ride. And, of 
course, it’s exclusive to Chevrolet in the 
low-price range.
GENUINE FISHER 
NO DRAFT 
VENTILATION
You’ll get a lot of comfort out of »his fea­
ture, too. It gives each passenger individu­
ally controlled ventilation . . . "scoops in” 
refreshing breezes on hot days ... elimi­
nates drafts in cold weather . . . prevents 
clouding of the windshield. It's available 
onlv in this one low-priced car.
HIGH-COMPRESSION
VALVE-IN-HEAD
ENGINE
And for all-round performance with econ­
omy, there is nothing like Chevrolet’s 
High-Compression Valve-in-Head Engine. 
It’s the same type of engine that is used in 
record-holding airplanes, power boats and 
racing cars; it will save you money mile 
after mile; and it, too, is exclusive to 
Chevrolet in thc low-price range.
SHOCKPROOF
STEERING*
Also an outstanding advantage—also exclu­
sive to this one low-priced ear—is Shock- 
proof Steering*. It eliminates steering wheel 
vibration—makes driving easier and safer 
than ever before. Visit your nearest Chev­
rolet dealer today and have a thorough 
demonstration of this only complete low- 
priced car.
ALL THESE FEATURES AT 
CHEVROLET’S LOW PRICES
$495 AND UP. List price of New Standard Coupe at Flint, Mick. V'ith bumpers, spare t ire and tire lock,w i  the list price is $20 additional. •Knee- 
Action on Master Models only. $20 
additional. Prices quoted in this ads ertisement are list at 
Flint, Michigan, and subject to change without notice. 
A (jeneral Motors Value. General Motors Installment 
Plan—monthly payments to suit your purse. 
CHEVROLET MOTOR CO., DETROIT. MICH.
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1250
Barker’s Garage, Union Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
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THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Pierce and
American Red Cross Life Saving 
Examiner.
Mrs. Eleanor Gregory, of Vinal-
ROCKPORT Probate Notices
Rev. John W Hyssong of Newport,
daughter. Alice, who have been j haven, who was in town Wednesday N. J., will preach at morning and 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore to attend the Eastern Star School of evening services at the Baptist 
for a few days, returned Instruction was overnight guest of
Mrs. J. Russell Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Johnson
Rowell,
Thursday to Cranston, R. I.
There will De a meeting of the H. . _
Wellington Smith Chorus in Watts and dau*h*r' Ma^_ha' °f Eva"StOn'
hall Monday at 8:15. Members are 
asked to take the music used last 
year and also copies of '‘Faust" and 
"Nutcracker Suite.”
Sherman Stanley, who has been
Ill., arrived here Thursday and are
Church next Sunday and will also 
preach at the morning setvice at 
the West Rockport Church.
Howard Starkey of the Sanitary 
Market in Camden has bought the J.
at their home on Knox street, for Lloyd Moody residence on Richard's
the month.
A public supper will be held at St.
Hill. Mr. Moody has moved to Broad 
Cove where he has bought a home
John's parish hall Wednesday at 6 and filling station.
o'clock.
visiting Mr. and Mrs J. Russell Davis Oarden club wi], meet Thurs.
day, at 3 o'clock, at the home of 
Miss Margaret G Ruggles. All for-
for the past week, returned Wednes­
day to Monhegan Island.
Mrs. Leola B Smith, of Vinalhaven ; mer members are invited and an in­
worthy Matron of Marguerite chap- < citation is extended all those who 
ter. was in town Wednesday to at- 1 contributed to the recent flower show, 
tend the Eastern Star School of The speaker will be Mrs. Margaret 
Instruction, and was an overnight Hanley Mason of North Easton. Mass.
guest of Mrs. Leona Reed. on the subject “Some Massachusetts
Members of the Sewing Club en- j Gardens." The topic for discussion 
joyed an outing recently at Mrs. will be "The July Slump" and all 
Richard E. Dunn's farm, Stone's ■ members are asked to take samples 
Point. Cushing. A picnic dinner was J of current bloom and suggestions for 
served and those in the part}' were: ! tiding over the period after the pass­
ing of peonies and delphiniums.Mrs. G. C. Hopkins, of Rockland,
Mrs. Charles B. Singer, Mrs. Edward 
B. Newcombe, Mrs. Lee W. Walker,
Mrs. Charles M. Starrett, Mrs.
George E. Cross, Miss Elizabeth 
Washburn, Miss Helen L. Carr. Miss 
Christine E. Moore and Miss Anna 
Dillingham, of this town.
Mrs. J. Russell Davis, district I 
deputy grand matron, had as dinner , Instruction of the 12th District was 
guests Wednesday Worthy Grand I held at Masonic hall here all day 
Matron, Mrs. Lettie D. Hubbard, of Wednesday. Dinner was served at
A special requiem was held in St. 
John's Church Friday morning for 
Walton Thorpe, 28. who died Thurs­
day at his home in Succasunna. N. J.
• • * •
Five Pointers Receive Instruction
The annual Eastern Star School of
Mrs. C. W Henry has arrived from 
Philadelphia to spend the summer at 
her cottage on Beauchamp Point.
Samuel Mayes ot the Curtis Insti­
tute of Music, who has been at the 
home of Mrs. Mildred Colby for six 
weeks, went Friday to spend the re­
mainder of the summer with his 
parents in St. Louis.
Miss Bertha Payson of Washing­
ton D. C., is enjoying a vacation at 
the Payson home on Main street.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier and daughter, 
Mrs. Beulah Blakely and Mrs. Leslie 
C. Deane motored to Lewiston Wed­
nesday to visit friends.
Donald Dodge and family are at 
their cottage on Beauchamp Point 
for the season.
Mrs. Clarence A. Fish is a patient 
at Community Hospital where she 
recently underwent an operation for 
appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs W. A. Luce have re­
turned from a motor trip and are at 
their summer home on Diamond Hill.
Miss Martha Manly of New York
FEET hurt?
Here is your chance to obtain relief with 
the proper Dr. Scholl FOOT COMFORT 
Appliance or Remedy . . . there is one for 
every common foot ailment, perfected by 
Dr. Wm. M. Scholl, internationally famous 
Foot Authority.
Dr. Scholl’s
representative from New York 
will be in our store on
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, JULY 15 AND 16
HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN, ME.
Waterville, Grand Sentinel Fred D 
Nelson, and Mrs. Nelson, of Canaan 
and past worthy matron of Grace 5 
Chapter. Mrs. Hollis Young.
The meetings of the Baptist 
Ladies' Circle have been discontinued 
until October. A chicken pie supper 
will be served Jul} 22. In the evening 
a musical program will be presented 
by the Choral Society, with assisting 
talent.
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles will be 
hostess to Federated Circle at a
noon by a committee consisting of 
Mrs. Dora Maxey. Mrs. Lucy Siller}' 
| and Mrs. Letitia R. Starrett, and the 
banquet hall was most attractive 
with bowls of roses used as table 
centers.
This school was conducted by Mrs. 
J. Russell Davis, district deputy 
grand matron, of this town, and 
Grace Chapter opened and closed the 
meeting.
, The initiation degree was worked. 
P 7?_,SliPPer.TUe.Sd5 ~ her h°me I the chairs being filled by members 
of visiting chapters, thus: Worthy 
matron and worthy patron, of Orient 
Chapter, Union; associate matron. 
Goldenrod. Rockland; associate 
patron. Grace. Thomaston; secretar}-. 
Marguerite, Vinalhaven; treasurer. 
Ivy, Warren; conductress and 
associate conductress. Harbor Light, 
Rockport; chaplain. Seaside. Cam­
den; marshal and organist, Grace; 
Adah. Marguerite; Ruth. Naomi. 
Tenant's Harbor; Esther, Fondulac, 
Washington; Martha, Beach, 
Lincolnville; Electa. Forget-Me-Not, 
South Thomaston; warder, Ivy; 
sentinel Seaside.
Visiting officers noted were: 
Worthy grand matron, Mrs. Lettie 
D. Hubbard, of Waterville; grand 
sentinel. Fred D. 'Nelson. Canaan; 
past worthy grand matron, Mrs. 
Eunice Larrabee, Belfast; past 
worthy grand patron, Leslie Ames, 
Camden. The number of members
on Main street at 6:30. On the com­
mittee are: Mrs. Edith Richards, 
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Edith 
Hathorne. Mrs. Mary Fales and Miss 
Cora Fogerty. Members are asked to 
take dishes and a tray.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Washburn, 
who were called here by the illness 
and death of Mr Washburn's aunt, 
Mrs. Cassandra A. Washburn re­
turned Wednesday to Portland.
Services at the Federated Church 
Sunday will be: Sunday School at 
9:45; morning service .at 11, sub­
ject of the pastor's sermon to be, 
“The God Who Carries." At this 
service the music will be by the 
Junior Choir and will include the 
anthem “Jesus Calls Us" by Nolte. 
The evening service will be omitted.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Smith of 
Bangor, Mrs. Mary Marden of Port­
land, and Edward Holmes of Bos­
ton, called on Mr. and Mrs. John 
Hewett. Wednesday, enroute to_ from each chapter were: Goldenrod.
Bangor They were accompanied 12; Harbor Light nlne. „
here by Mrs. Marden's daughter, nlne; Mount Boothb
Miss Barbara Marden, of Rumford, „ - . - , . . _ . .. .„ , , Harbor, two; Ivy, eight; Orient, 15;who will spend the remainder of the „ . , ,, „ _, Fondulac, 11; Naomi, seven; Forget-summer with Mr. and Mrs. Hewett, ,.. . Me-Not. five; Marguerite, four;Main street. I ... .. .... \„ 1 Aldworth, Milo, one; Quoddv Light,
Pine Cone Troop Girl Scouts meet Lubec. two; Purltan< Massa.
at the Levensaler house on Knox 
street, Monday at 7 o’clock.
Mrs. Henry W. Montgomery en­
tertained a group of friends Thurs­
day afternoon at her home at the 
Meadow road in honor of Mrs. 
Robert H. Libby. At three tables of
chusetts, one; Rose of Sharon, Au­
gusta, one.
The worthy grand matron was 
complimented by the gift of a 
beautiful corsage bouquet of roses, 
the presentation graciously made by
. ., , Mrs. Walter Young, worthy matronauction bridge in play prizes were n v. , . _ „ „ , . 01 Grace Chapter. Gorgeous bou-awarded Mrs. J. Russell Davis and .x, 1 quets of peonies were also used asMrs. Warren O. Feyler, of this town, . .. , .
j x, xx „ c, ’ decorations in the lodge room.and Mrs. Rollo Gardiner, of Camden. ____________
Tea was served. The other guests
were: Mrs. Alfred Hawes, of Union, |
Mrs. Lawrence Leach and Miss I -------
Maerice Blackington, of Rockland, ! Edwin Howard and Wilbert C. 
Mrs. Daniel Snow, of Bath, Mrs. Oove made a trip t0 Bonington re-
EAGLE
Ronald Messer, Miss Rebecca Robert­
son and Miss Dorothy L. Starrett, of 
this town.
A daily Vacation Bible School, un­
der the leadership of Miss Emily 
MacDonald, of Rockland, will be held
In Everybody’s Column " * * * " * * * * * * * * * 1
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txceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
STATF. OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either of 
the estates hereinafter named:
At n Probate Court held at Rockland, 
ln and for the County of Knox, on the 
16th day of June In the year of cur 
Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-six and by adjournment from day 
to day from the 16th day of said June 
the following matters having been pre­
sented for the action thereupon herein­
after Indicated It Is hereby Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all 
persons Interested, by causing a copy 
ot this order to be published three weeks 
successively ln the Courler-Oazette a 
newspaper published at Rockland ln 
raid County that they may appear at a 
Probate Court to be held at said Rock­
land. on the 21st day of July A D 1936. 
at 8 o'clock ln the forenoon, and be 
heard thereon If they see cause.
JESSE A TOLMAN. late of Rockland, 
deceased Will and Petition for Pro­
bate thereof, asking that the same may 
be proved and allowed and that Letters 
Testamentary Issue to Gilford B Butler 
of South Thomaston, he being the Ex- 
| ecutor named ln said will, with bond.
ELLA D. COOK, late of Friendship, 
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro- 
i bate thereof, asking that the same may 
be proved and allowed and that Letters 
Testamentary Issue to Melvin Lawry and 
Hattie O Lawry. both of Friendship, 
they being the Executors named ln said 
i will, without bond.
ESTATE ALBERT D. DAVIS, late of 
i Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that J. Russell 
Davis of Thomaston, or some other 
, suitable person be appointed Admr., 
1 without bond.
ESTATE JOB W INGRAHAM, late of 
Camden, deceased Petition for Admin­
istration. asking that Prlsellli H Lamb. 
Maud H Felton and Charlotte H
______________________________________ Ineraham. all of Camden, or some other
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro- ’,'llab1' P",on- appointed Adt^ts .
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl 
tional lines five cents each for one time I 
10 cents for three times. Six words 
make a line.
t•t
$g**************8l __
BOAT. 29 ft. long, speed model. 
! powered with 20 h p Kermath. speed 
16 miles per hr. Boat and motor Al 
I condition. Inquire BERNARD R. SMAL- 
r LEY. Tel. Tenants Harbor 30 81*83
REVERSIBLE baby carriage for sale, 
ln excellent condition. Tel. 1146-R. 
___________________________________ 81-83
TEN acre farm (Yonner Jones Sani­
tarium lot) for sale. Barn and hen house 
.and good house foundation, located on 
Route 17. two miles from Union. In-
: LOST AND FOUND •
FOUR dollar bills lost late Thursday 
afternoon on Main St. ERNEST JOHN­
SON. 23 Orange street. Tel. 218-J 83*85 quire of FRANK K3OFT.
FIVE dollar bill lost, Friday p. m.. be­
tween Main St. and P O. DOROTHY 
PERRY. Telephone 830 City 83*11
83‘85
; WANTEDn*.*****•-****•«
MEN WANTED to train for positions 
ln the Refrlgeratlonand Air Condltlon-
DINING table, six chairs, wash bench 
and two tubs for sale. 49 Chestnut St.. 
Camden._________ 83*85
1200 lb horse for sale, also new milch 
Jersey cow. L. B ROKES, Cobb Road. 
Cemden. 83*88
TRAILER for sale, can be used for 
camping, price $40 E. B. HALL. Glen 
Cove. 83*85
POWER lawn mower, Jacobsen 
Junior model, Ideal lor small estate, 
used only short time, first class condl- 
Imr field Write REFRIGERATION carp tlOn. cost $200. Will sell at low price. Courier-0 Jette REFR1GERATION' Write B. care Courler-Oazette. 68-S-tf
MIDDLE-aged woman wants position
as companion to elderly woman or man 
Write or call M. G. S.. 77 No. Main street 
City 83*85
Wallace farm In Cushing. Inquire of 
NELSON FOGERTY. Cushing. 81*83
VINEGAR 19c gal. 9 large oak tubs. 
6 tons English grass. 10 tons blue Jolnt, 
4 elder presses and crates, boiler and 
engine. 15 and 10 h. p.. 6 h. jp. electric
EXPERIENCED young woman wanted 
for office work and to help with house­
work. country home. Write C. B. care „„
Courler-Oazette 83-85 [ ; Pba“' and tables. 2?
VINALHAVEN Notices of Appointment
Mrs. Stephen Gould of Washing- batp for the County of Knox, ln the
ton. D. C.. is guest Of her parents State of Maine hereby certify that In
...___. .... T he following estates the persons wereMr. and Mrs. Porter Lawr}. appointed Administrators. Executors.
__ , ... ___ Guardians and Conservators and on theMr. and Mrs. Charles Lenfest and ■ nates hereinafter named:
IRVILLE C THURSTON. late 
Union, deceased Wilbur C. Thurston
family and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Lenfest and family are at Seal Bay 
Farm for the summer.
with bond
ESTATE MILLIE McFADDEN, late of 
Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that Charles H 
Morey of Rockland, or some other suit­
able person be appointed Admr. with 
of ' bond.
ESTATE NANCY H. SPEAR, late of
and Florence E Thurston, both of Union j Warren, deceased Petition for Admlnls- 
were appointed Executors May 19. 1936 tratlon. asking that Abbie Rlnes Storer
Wood returned Friday to Quincy, 
is guest of Miss Barbara Richardson ! Mass.
and qualified by filing bond June 4
Misses Polly Wood and Minnie 1936
of San Leandro. Calif , or some other 
suitable person be appointed Adtnk.. 
CAROLINE S. THURSTON, late of | wldl bond
Union, deceased. Edna M. Payson of 
Rockland was appointed Admx. c.t.a
ESTATE ROBERT WILLIAM MONT­
GOMERY late of Owl's Head, deceased
for the remainder of the summer. i Dr. and Mrs. Howard Pulling and 1101,(1 June <• 1936
Mrs. Marion Cash, Miss Marion son Nathan are at Honeymoon Lodge 
Upham. Mrs. Amy Miller, Mrs. , for the season.
Marion Ingraham. Mrs. Elsie Haw- | Mrs. Austin Calderwood and son 
kins, Mrs. Marie Bisbee. Mrs. Erlene Kenneth have returned from Norfolk 
Davis, Mrs. Cora Upham and Mrs. 0^5 Mass where they were 
Dorothy Young of Harbor Light f guests of capt. and Mrs Iva smith. 
Chapter attended the O.E.S. School I
cently.
Mrs. Walter E. Scott and daughter, 
i Rosamond have returned from 
I week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. Earl 
S. Brown.
Matthew Fay of Quincy, Mass., is
May 19. 1936 and qualified by filing ! Petition for Administration, asking that
of Instruction at Thomaston Wed­
nesday. Mrs. Hawkins and Mrs. 
Bisbee acted as conductress and as­
sociate conductress respectively.
Miss Virginia Willis of Rockland is 
guest this week of Miss Vera Easton.
Mr. and Mrs William Hewes of 
Whitinsville, Mass., were callers 
Wednesday on Mrs. Delora Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brann and son 
John who have been with Mr. 
Brann's sister, Miss Lillian Brann 
for two weeks while Mrs. Brann was 
recuperating from a recent opera­
tion, have returned to Glen Cove. 
Miss Claire Cavanaugh accompanied 
them for a two-weeks' stay.
cords heavy dry cord wood. Price right.
Must “ ----------------- -
vllle. 33-85
STITCHERS wanted for sheepskin I have money. SIMONTON, Rock-
and mackinaw coats. Apply J. B. F 
SON CO.. Thomaston. 83-85 NEW Milch Black Jersey cow for sale.
GIRL wanted for cooking and house- ! 4 years old JACK LANKONEN, B.F.D. 
work 8 to 4 References. Tel. 375-4. 83-tf | No. 2. Union 82*84
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, permanent EXTRA nice new milch Jersey cow
gosltlon. small family, good pay Apply for sale: also work horse. WILLIAMT ZAHN Medomak. Maine.____ 83*88 DONAHUE Head-of-the Bay. 82-84
EARN money full or part time, wonder- I DEAGON professional Xylophone 3 
ful new Ironing cord. Every housewife i octaves chromatic. Rosewood bars with 
a prospect Write for circular PESKIN full sized resonators, nickel plated 
SERVICE. 6 Maple St.. Roxbury, Mass stand, carrying case Price very reason-
82*84
FIRST floor apartment or small house 
wanted, furnished or unfurnished. MRS 
SAMUEL SEZAK. Tel 963-J 81-83
ANY desirable china or glass—odd 
pieces or partial sets to sell on com­
mission wanted at The White Elephant 
China Shop. The Copper Kettle. MBS 
HERVEY ALLEN 83-It
IRON strong box or safe wanted to 
hold records Fire protection wanted, 
not thief protection. Medium size.ton deceased. Robert D Tnurston oi i ««».*... , oniv Dav small sum
Appleton was appointed Admr.. May 19. ESTATE LAURA E BRACKETT, of Wrlt; M Q P Cou*rle .
----- ---- -- 'Warwick. Rhode Island, deceased Peti­
tion for Administration, asking that O
,4il4 ______ Charles S Montgomery of Owl’s Head.
ALICE G THURSTON, late of Apple- ' or «»«<' otb?r tJ.n'rf”1 *P'
s t h t f | pointed Admr . without bond.
1936. without bond 
EMMA S HOWES, late of Washington. |rieX“ed. John F Howes o7“wishing- Dudley Gould of W‘rrem«»me other 
ton was appointed Admr . May 19 1936. s"'‘®bl? be appointed Admit.
able, may be seen at MAINE MUSIC CO.
82-84
GENUINE BUFFET C Melody Saxo­
phone. brass, ln perfect condition for 
sale Original priced $160. can be bought 
for $35 cash. MAINE MUSIC CO. 82-84
SECOND-hand furniture for sale' 
Dining table, buffet. Singer-sewing 
machine stand and silent salesman show 
case, price very reasonable. MRS. 
JASPER RAWLEY 120 Limerock, St.. 
City._____________ 79*tX
1927 model T Ford coupe In all run­
ning order for sale. $25 cash. .RAY EAS- 
TON, Amesbury Hill, Rockport. 81*83
STEAM boiler and drill on wheels with 
tools etc . for Immediate sale FRANK H 
INGRAHAM. 414 Main St. 82-84
B'l.us I RADIO Fans. 175 watt transmitter 2-50 
oj no watt 8pare wave meter. 4 tube receiver. 
1000-1500 V power supply, and lot more
Gazette_____  83«85
GOOD plain cook wanted, neat and 
willing Proteatant. age 30 years to 50 
years. For Connecticut. Good salary 
Address COOK.
with bond.
I LEWIS WILLIAM TAPPAN. JR. late References required. 
. „ neioneu „e at of Milton. Mass , deceased. Exemplified rlrt' Courler-Oazette.
GeLo“”A?e° • .Sd^S E& Cla°rk 1 copy_ of_ WU1 _ and,,Prc.bate. thereof to; - ----------
and Qualified by fUlng bond May 26
1936
Miss Ethel Wood has returned Quincy. Mass . was appointed Admr.
Mav 19 1936' and qualified by filing Foreign Will, asking that the copy of, |home after spending a vacation \a5d , 1 - --59 quauueo wlll mav hp art, re.
gether with a Petition for Probate stuff Take It away for $50 cash. RAY* l.l — _ .V,„. /xf . PAOeTV-kRI TO A TP A____ 1_____ .
with her parents in Belfast.
Miss Miona Lloyd and Jerold Lloyd dece*as«d~
bond June 6. 1936 
. f Rockland appointed Agent ln Maine.
Edward C Pavson sald will may be allowed filed ar.d re- DP A I PPT A TP
“A’^n P ^1^ ■ corded ,n lhe Probate Court of Knox ESTATE
? EASTON. IBAE, Amesbury HUI, Rock-
’ | Port._______________________________81*83
FANNIE M I.ANGMAID real and per-
WILLLAM L FROWN late of Appleton, bounty.<and that Letters^ f -- ----------- ------------------------------ XX^e FRAnSc
■ce 'd Maynard M Brown cf Apple- w Phlliips of Salem. Mass. and Roger FRANK H INGRAHAM.
are visiting relatives in Everett, ' Pierce of Milton. Mass. with bond.
Mass.
Mrs. Sadie Robbins entertained the 
Bridge Eight Wednesday night at her 
home.
and qualified by filing bond on same
' date.
CLARENCE A. MANK. late of Union, 
deceased Carrie B. Mank of Union 
was appointed Admx., June 16. 1936.
i and qualified by filing bond on same
date.
_ . . . ROBERT ROBERTS, late of Vlnal-The American Legion Auxiliary ' haven, deceased J Owen Roberts of
met this week at The Shoe.
Miss Lillian Ross who has been
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. 
James Ross returned Friday to 
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Cunningham of 
The Johnson Society will meet Gardiner were guests Sunday of Mr 
Monday night at the home of Mrs and Mrs c7lnton calderwood.
Ella Wellman.
Vinalhaven was appointed Admr.. June 
16. 1936. without bond.
SYRENA W ULMER, late of St. 
George deceased. Leland A. Ulmer of 
Randolph was appointed Admr . June 
16. 1936. without bond 
WALTER L. ULMER, late of St. 
George, deceased. Leland A. Ulmer of 
Randolph was appointed Admr c.t.a.. 
June 16. 1936. without bond.
ANNIE F LOTHROP. late of Rock- 
I land, deceased. Letha Munro of Rock- 
»nd was appointed Exx . June 16. 1936
Mrs. Irene Miller and family have 
moved from South Hope to the Has 
kell house on Commercial street.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid mid- i 
summer fair which was scheduled for 
next week has been postponed.
Mrs. Carrie Clark and Mrs. Grace 
Austin of Weymouth Mass., were 
recent dinner guests of Miss Lillian 
Brann.
Frank McDonnell is showing 
steady gain from the injuries re­
ceived several months ago and is 
now aole to take a short walk each 
day with the feid of crutches
Miss Helen Small was hostess 
Monday night to the Trytohelp 
Club. At nex; week's meeting Mrs. 
Deana Pitts will entertain at the 
home of her sister, Mrs. Mark 
Ingraham. Russell avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crawford and 
daughter are expected to arrive Sun­
day from Metuchen. N. J., to spend 
the night with her sister. Miss Lillian 
Brann before proceeding to Sebois 
to pass a week with relatives. They 
will then .return here for another 
visit.
Harvey Webster went Thursday 
to meet Mrs. Webster and daughter 
Ruth in Boston. He was accom­
panied by Charles Webster.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Colson of 
Rockland are guests of relatives in 
j town.
Amending the School of Instruc- 
I tion of The Eastern Star in Thomas- 
I ton this week were Mrs. Wendall
• • • -
Beautification Plans Discussed
A large number of members of ihc
HOUSE at 90 Mechanic St. for sale, or t —7, Ja'n 82-84
CABBAGE plants for sale. Danish ball
Thomaston, "deceased. First and final) special for saie: 70 farms. 50 city1 saRKEs’iAN 157^1^1^% tg’^mvv 
accoun’ filed for allowance by Clam ar.d village homes. 23 cottages, many ; 157 Tttlbot Ave., Tel. 568-W.
I stores; land by lot or acre; cash or small I
of payment down. V. F. STUDLEY Tel. 1 
1154 or 330.
ESTATE ALFRED I BABB, late of to let. R. K SNOW.
Babb. Exx
ESTATE HELEN F FISH, late 
Tenants Harbor, deceased First and 
final account filed for allowance by 
Jerome C Burrows. Exr
82-tf
wo- V* .
__________________83*85|
SINGER sewing machine for repairing 
79.tr 1 shoes, used little, wlll be sold cheap.
chance for 6,000; blueberries. On black 
ESTATE GEORGE L YOUNG, late of i road. 4', miles from Rockland. GEORGE 
North Haven, deceased. First and final l SIDES, Rockville 81*83
. , 462 Old County road, CHESTERSTOCK and^Poultry Farm Jor sale. } JONES 81*83
account filed for allowance by Win 
field L. Ames. Admr LOT. 100x100. with concrete founda- tlon’ ready to build on. 25x27 Call ESTATE LYMAN F MERRIFIELD, late , j w KIRK q,;, Head. Tel. 722-12$1*.. Ixiixirt-xn Fleet onn
SEVERAL young fresh cows for sale,
price right W W BUTLER. Tel 603-M.
 82-84
of Washington, deceased First .and 
final account Jiled for allowance by 
Maud D Merrifield. Exx.
ESTATE RUFUS W TEEL, late of St. 
George, deceased. First and final ac-
MODERN seven room house and 
garage. Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca-
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to 
let for the season Phone us, Rockland 
77-88 980 STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
___________________ 82-tf
26-FOOT .seine boat for sale. Perfect
tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-8 condition. $110 cash. FRED WALDO. 
Sum'fllM Cf^ranow^ce“by R^‘ T^i i ™ , £22..C1^' -----------------------------
Atkins. Admx.
ESTATE HENRY J. .AMES late of
and" qualified by filing bond on same , Mattnlcua. deceased First and final 
- » | accouI1t filed for allowance by Lizzie M
Ames. Exx.dateWILLIAM O MANK. late of Rockland, 
deceased. Myrtle Inman of Rockland 
was appointed Exx.. June 16, 1936. with­
out bond
ANNIE A LUDWICK, late of Rockland, 
deceased. Fannie L. Dow of Rockland 
was appointed Exx., June 16, 1906, with­
out bond
ESTATE GEORGE L. YOUNG late of 
North Haven, deceased Petition for 
Distribution presented by Winfield L. 
Ames. Admr.
ESTATE DEXTER SIMMONS, late of 
Rockland, deceased Petition for License 
to Sell certain Real Estate, situated ln
AT Public Landing, for sale or to let. PURE HONEY for sale. Nature s finest 
about acre of wharfage and space and sweet, by Parcel Post. 3 pounds 75c. 6 
Including former Curtlsa Wright build- pounds $1 45 G. A. TARR. Star Route.
lng and railway. I. L. SNOW CO. Agents Rockland -------
67-81-tf
78*86
CHEVROLET School Bus. 32 pas­
sengers. like new SHASTANY T CARON 
334 Union ave., Laconia. N H 78*83
MISCELLANEOUS• • »
4 j STANDING hay for sale on Spruce
, ( Head Island: cheap. Tel. Rockland 
’ 853-13. or Inquire R. B. SPEAR. Spruce
< : Head Island. 76-tf
is uuuu. „ j . i ___ . i ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
'fARTux ANNETTE GOODWIN late Ro‘'kland- and '4117 d"crlbJd_ln„sa d FR. MAKY REUTER osteopathic phy- under cover, also lumber. T. J. CAR- 
Y Ai»vs?rtr» Msrie Petition presented by Edward K. Gould ?iclan i58 Talbot avenue. Rockland ROLL. Tel. 263-21. Rockland. 76-tf
of Camden, deceased Alexandra Marie ol R^giand Admr.' db.n.ct.a 
Johanson of Camden was appointed ‘
Exx., June 16. 1936. without bond ESTATE LESLIE L. MORTON, late of Washington. deceased. Petition for
Taxi from Main street upon request
79-tf
ABRAM W NYE late of Rocklsnd d, Sen ^aln Real ^ta™ X eLm'tho^
““e?_^.e??,lyn^£?rle‘°s.n. of PortlA”d situated In Washington, and fully de- HAMYP ROBD
Smith. Mrs. Carol Gregory, Miss June 16. 1935
Nina Ames 
Thomas.
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale 
fully equipped, call FLY'S GARAGE.
73-tf
--------I situated in wasnington. ana luny ae-i d b„ ARRY I-: USED stoves of all kinds bought and
was apjx uited Admr d bn . c t a . May scrlbed tn said Petition, presented by RoeklZnd y ffi*84 6cld- c E OROTTON, 138 Camden 8t.
19 19'. and qualified by filing bond Arnold E Morton and Lawrence I Mor- , bHAW Hockland.-------------------------- Te, 1214.M ~
ton. Admrs.
and Miss Dorothy ' Louisa e turner, late of st George Bertram h. copeland late of
lauIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock­
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
79-tf
MOTOR boat for sale 25 ft. by 6-6 ft. 
mahogany open launch, windshield.If a *x f a. < II’ I>C-Xv 1 aVZVAVA II. VVJl DL.i.'D. Ihlv I M C* RWCIDW? SI G I  IdUIlVll WlHQSIil“iQdeceased Herbert D Turner of Wal- Thomaston, deceased. Wlll and Petition "Oltclted. H. C. RHODES. Tel. S19-J Orav 6_40 englne ln good condltlon. 
tham. Mass . was appointed Exr . June D.nkntA that tho 79-tf vDAwnr t-» tirrvorii i * for Probati thereof, asking t t t e
Mrs Vinal Honkins was a visitor 18 193j. and quj-ifted bY fl‘ldg bond on same may be proved and allowed and MTS Vinal Hopkins was a Visitor I t,m<. datl. o-car D Stanley of that Testamentary Issue to Nlda
Tenant s Harbor was appointed Agent ln g copeland of Thomaston, she being the
Maine - ■ - —...............
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
in Rockland recently.
Mrs. L. R. Smith, had as dinner
guests. Thursday Mrs. Cora Carlon. 
Mrs. J. T. Dickenson. Mrs. Alice 
Strickland and Mrs. Louise Ware- 
ham.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Noyes and son 
of Washington D. C„ who are guests J
CHICAGO BOAT WINS
Mildred Hubbard of Chicago won 
the second HAJ race at Camden 
of his father H. M. Noyes at North i Thursday, leading the field by about
Haven, were in town Thursday. three minutes. Clifford Smith of
Guests at Bridgeside are: Mrs Boston was second to cross the line. 
Hattie Smith, Miss Lillian Smith ' The summary: 
and Miss Marjorie Smith of Wake- Mildred Hubbard, No. 18. 2 hrs. 42
field Mass . Mrs. T. L. Roberts of I min. 32 sec
Haverhill, Mass., "and Miss Ethel 
Jackson of Cambridge. Mass.
The Union Church Circle supper 
Thursday was largely attended.
There will be dancing at Ledge
Garden Club met Wednesday night Lodge tonight. Music by “The
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. j 
3 Frederick F. Richards for tne July
Revelers."
Miss Dorothy Calderwood of 
Gardiner is at the home of her aunt
_____________________________________  Asking price $450." FRANK D. WINCH-
SUITS remodeled, repairing, pressing F: .. ads!.:; Me 68-tf
at the Baptist Church beginning asslstinB John Littlefield in haying. 
Monday and continuing for two Mr and Mrs James ° Quinn 
weeks. The sessions will be held !pa£sed the weekend with his Parents-
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Quinn of Cam 
den.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Brown and 
Mrs. Kathryn Scott enjoyed a recent 
berrying trip to Dirigo Island.
Erland Quinn has resumed his du­
ties at Great Spruce Head after a 
short illness.
Edgar C. Quinn is engaged in hay­
ing.
UNION
from 9 to 11 o'clock. Members of 
the Federated Sunday School and 
other children in the community 
have been invited to attend these 
sessions also.
Mrs. May Hamilton of St. Peters­
burg and Mrs. Frank Davis and 
daughter, Allie of Catnpello, Mass., 
arrived Tuesday at their old home on 
West Main street where they will 
pass the summer.
Services at the Baptist Church
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9:45: I -------
morning worship at 11. The pastor Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Ho}% of Flush- 
will speak on “The Cleansing [ ing. N. Y., were recent guests of Mrs. 
Fountain." The music at this service Edith Greene, 
will include: Scriptural anthem, “Oh Carleton Mansfield spent the holi- 
Blessed Are They That Love Thee." day with his mother, Josephine 
Osgood; hymn anthem. “Our Mas- Bessey.
ter Hath A |Garden.f Herbert R. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cohen and 
Crimp; response, “Lord Within Thy son. Melvin, of Providence are with 
Temple Holy," West. At the eve- ■ Mrs. Sadie Schwartz for an indefinite 
ning service at 7 o’clock Mrs. Carl ’ stay.
R. Gray, of Omaha, Neb. and: The Farm Bureau will meet with 
Pleasant Point, will be the speaker | Mrs. Maud Calderwood July 21 at 
and will use for her subject “The which session members will receive
instructions as to canning fruits and 
persons attended the , vegetables.
Miss Florence Bessey of the
Trinity.”
About 100
annual picnic of the Federated Sun­
meeting. Several important matters 
were discussed, among them the i Mtss Villa Calderwood for a visit, 
proposition of beautifying the section
of the Turner lot opposite the Bal ­
lard Business School, a liberal dona­
tion having been made by a friend of
Dr. Thurlow will be at Dr. Strat­
ton’s Vinalhaven office from the ar­
rival of the boat Tuesday morning 
the Club to assist in the work’ This ! July 14 until its departure Wedncs-
being located in the business section daj mornin8 adv 
would add greatly to the appearance 
of the town.
The first open meeting of the Club 
year will be held ln August, time and 
place to be announced.
Mr. Richards was the speaker of 
the evening using as his subject 
“The Wrong Kind of a Garden." He 
humorously told of many of his ex- I 
periences in garden making and also 
gave valuable information. Previous 
to the opening of the meeting the 
members visited his gardens which 
contain many specimen of flowers 
and shrubs.
Dr. Walter P. Conley, optometrist, 
will be at his Vinalhaven office from 
the arrival of the boat Tuesday morn­
ing until its departure Wednesday 
morning—adv.
NORTH HAVEN
day School Thursday at South Pond Wellesley Library staff, accompanied 
Picnic dinner was served at noon, by Miss Elizabeth Perkins, were visi- 
Swimming was enjoyed under the | tors last weekend at the home of Mr. 
supervision of Miss Jane R. Miller, and Mrs. Will Bessey.
GLEN COVE
James Cummings and crew of Cen­
tral Maine Power Co. are at the sub­
station to make inspection and re­
pairs.
Wiswell Hocksworth of Belmont. I 
Mass., is employed at Sidney Stimp­
son's.
Miss Betty Beggs of Savannah, Ga.. I 
is guest of Mrs. Wilbur Murray.
Executrix named ln said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE AIJ5ERT A BORNEMAN. late 
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for 
Administration, asking that Viola Ben­
ner of Thomaston, or some other suit­
able person be appointed Admx . with­
out bond.
ESTATE JENNIE M STEWART, late of 
Rockland, deceased First and final ac­
count filed for allowance by Harry A. 
Mather. Admr
ESTATE HATTTE A HIGGINS, late of 
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that Ethel Choate 
of Rockland, or some other suitable 
person be appointed Admx . with bond.
ESTATE BERTHA A. FROST, late of
and suits made to measure. NEW YORK , 
TAYLOR, corner Main and 8ummer 
6U. 77-tX I
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for 
and delivered. Prompt sendee. CRIE 
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791 Rockland.
79-tf
TO LET
TENEMENT to let on Fulton street. 
Flush toilet and shed. L. A THURSTON. 
Tel 1159. Rockland._______________ 82-84
__________ ___________ FURNISHED rooms to let, with bath.
Receiver of Security 277 Main 6t. 83*85
FOUR-room tenement to let. 38
SECURITY TRUST CO.
Receiver’s Notice To Depositors And 
Creditors and other Parties Interested.
Ensign Otis.
Trust Co., hereby gives notice that he 
has received offers for certain real ]
hhow,OWned by S“d Rece,vershlp' as 5oBhawC S,rKEN^TONC Main's?.
i ...(1) For three parcels of land lying be- Tel 874-W
tween Tillson Avenue and Winter Street. I 
being the lots occupied by the R W 
Thomaston, deceased Petition for Per- j Davis & Sons Dairy Building, the former
petual Care of Burial Lot. presented by 
Benjamin H. Keller of Thomaston. 
Admr
ESTATE ERMINA A. HAWES, late of 
Thomaston deceased First and final ac­
count filed for allowance by Dorothy L. 
Starrett. Exx.
AROLINE C GORWAIZ, late of 
i Thomaston, deceased Will and Petl- 
W. J. Latta, Jr.. NO. 14, 2 hrs. 47 J tion for Probate thereof, asking that
Clifford Smith. No. 24, 2 hrs. 45 
min. 10 sec.
Betty Sailer. No. 1. 2 hrs. 46 min. 
50 sec.
George M. Simmons offices, storehouses 
and garage, and the former Higgs Garage 
building on Winter St — - --
three parcels: $7000.
Lot of land next easterly of City of 
Rockland Highway Dept. property on 
TlllSon Avenue, with two building! I 
thereon, one of which was formerly oc-
FURNISHED rooms to let, also board 
If desired. Apply side door 17 Water St.
82’84
Horace M. Noyes, after a two 
weeks' visit at Stockton Springs has 
returned her . for the remainder of 
the summer. His son Elmer Noyes 
and Mrs. Noyes of Washington. D. C . 
are occupying the Noyes cottage at 
the Little Thoroughfare.
Miss Marjorie C. Huse is attending 
summer school at the University of 
Maine.
There will be no services under the 
auspices of the local church Sunday. 
Episcopal services in the new churcli 
are held at 10.30 daylight.
MODERN WOMEN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay duo 
to colds, nervous strain, exposure nr similar causes. 
! Chi-ehes-ters Diamond Brand Pills arc effective, 
, reliable and givo QUICK RELIEF Sold 1 
all druggists for over 45 years. Ask I
CHICHESTERS PILLS
' min. 40 sec.
William Taylor. No. 13, 2 hrs. 47 
I min. 43 sec.
Betsy Ross, No. 10, 2 hrs. 49 min. 
34 sec.
Dotha Seaverns, No. 20. 2 hrs. 50 
min. 40 sec.
Martha Borland, No. 7, 2 hrs. 51 
min. 50 sec.
David Day. No. 23. tl hrs. 51 min.
52 sec.
Mrs. John Ames, No. 16. 2 hrs. 51 
min. 53 sec.
Henry Chatfield, No. 12, 2 hrs. 52 
min. 50 sec.
Osgood Bros. No. 9, ’• hrs. 52 min. 
52 sec.
T. J. Watson, Jr., No. 3, 2 hrs. 54 
min. 32 see.
Joshua Chase, No. 4. 2 hrs. 55 min.
C sec.
Poillon Bros.. No 11, 3 hrs. 4 min. 
50 sec.
Nancy Krementz. No. 25, 3 hrs. 10
min. 10 sec.
W. G. Gribbel, No. 5. 3 hrs. 13 min. 
20 sec.
John Good, No. 8. 3 hrs. 13 min.
32 sec.
Stillman Kelley, No. 22, 3 hrs. 13 
min. 33 sec.
Andy Hutchins, No. 2, 3 hrs. 25 min. 
50 sec.
MacNeille Eros. No. 19, 3 hrs. 17 
min. 10 sec.
Fred Chatfield, No. 17, 3 hrs. 20 min. 
39 sec.
C. C. Dodge, No. 21, 3 hrs. 23 min. 
42 see.
the same may be proved and allowed 
and that Letters Testamentary Issue to 
Miles S Weston and Alfred M Strout. 
both of Thomaston, they being the 
Executors named ln said Will, with 
bond.
ESTATE HATTIE A. COPELAND, late 
of Thomaston, deceased Petition Xor 
Administration, asking that Ethel B. 
Cameron of Boston. Mass., or some other 
suitable person 'be appointed Admfc.,
' without bond.
EDWARD A SEAVEY late of Warren, 
deceased. Wlll and Petition for Probate 
thereof, asking that the same may be 
proved and allowed and that Letters 
Testamentary Issue to Laura E Seavey 
of Warren, she being the Exefcujrix 
named ln said Will, without bond.
ESTATE CLARA V HOSMER, late of 
Warren, deceased. First and final ac­
count filed for allowance by Annie E. 
Watts. Exx.
ESTATE HIRAM SMITH, late of Rock­
land, deceased. Petition for Admini­
stration d.b n.c.t.a . asking that George 
E Horton of Rockland, or some other 
suitable person be appointed Admr. 
d b.n.ct.a.. with bond.
ESTATE FOREST E DEARBORN, late 
of Camden, deceased. First and final 
account filed Xor allowance by Z. M 
Dwinal. Admr.
ESTATE CLARENCE A MANK. late of 
Union, deceased. Petition for License 
to Sell certain Real E tate. situated In 
Union, and fullv de bribed in said 
Petition, presented by Carrie B Mank 
of Union, Admx.
ESTATE ADA E. MILLS, cf Camden 
Petition for License to S?ll certain 
Real Estate, situated in North Haven 
and ln Camden, and fully described In 
said Petition, presented by Bertha J. 
Greenlaw of Rockland. Conservator.
ESTATE ELLA MEDORA STOVER, 
late of Rockland, deceased First and 
final account filed for allowance toy 
Winfield S. Kenlston. Exr.
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. 
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for 
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
8O-S-83
- THREE-room furnished apartment
Offer for the with bath to let. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel.
1154 or 330 ________________________ 82-tf
FURNISHED second floor apartment 
to let at 14 Masonic street_________ 82*84
.—| FOUR-room tenement, upstairs, elec- 
cupled by Hanly & Brown. Offer for trie lights, flush closet LAWRENCE 
MILLER. 26 Rankin St., Tel. 692-M.
• 79-tf
this lot and buildings: $500.
All persons interested are requested to i
appear at a hearing to be held on the , ■. • --------- t------
premises on Monday. July 13. at ten , THREE-room furnished apartment to 
o'clock, A. M ». S T.. at which time , ldt °',er A&p 8?uarf
they may Hate any objections they 
may have to a sale at the above prices; 
submit alternative offers for all or any
also 3 room and bath unfurnished $3 50 
week MIKE ARMATA. 73-tf
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for 
part of the premises; and present or re- hire at anytime for sailing or fishing.
quest any Information relative to the call FLYES GARAGE, 
transaction.
No offers will be considered unless
3-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all 
modern Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK-
' ~ ~________ 68-tf
— — - TWO-room furnished apartment with
to adjourn the hearing to such other bath to let. FOSS HOUSE. Tel. 330. 79-tf
based upon cash payment ln full upon ?^"nwAPgIy 
confirmation of sale agreement by the wAttat CO., Tel 634.
Court The Receiver reserves the right'
time or place as he may deem for the 
best interests of the Receivership.
EINSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
81-83
(Seal) 
Knox ss
Legal Notice
STATE OF MAINE
Rockland Police Court.
July Term. 1936
Argyle MacDonald v Walter P Dyer 
Writ dated May 26. 1936 
Returnable. July Term. 1936
Assumpsit on account annexed. $41 82 
Abstract of writ. Ad damnum, $100. 
For labor on motor car. $16.25
For mdse, and supplies for car, 25 57 
841 82
Notice by publication for three weeks 
consecutively ln the Courler-Oazette,
HOUSE to let, all modern. Including 
oil burner; with garage, large corner lot. 
Cor Broadway and Limerock St., $35 
month V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. 
Tel 1154 or 330.___________________ 79-tf
SMALL apartment now available. 
MRS. A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave Tel. 
576._______________________________ 72-tf
APARTMENT to let modern ln every 
way. fine location. PHIL SULIDES Tel. 
276-M. city 79-tf
APARTMENT to let completely re­
decorated with bath, heater, garage and 
garden space. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
79-tf
HOUSE to let. modern, centrally lo­
cated; also 3-room furnished apartment, 
heated; 4-room apartment on Camden 
street. MRS FROST. Tel 318-W. 79-tf
TWO apartments to let at corner or
______ _ _ Union and Grove Sts. MRS. LEOLA
newspaper printed and published in | ROSE. 106 Union St. 79-tf
Rockland in said County, the last publt 
cation to be at least seven days before 
the first Tuesday ln September. A. D 
1936. It appearing that personal pro­
perty of defendant had been attached 
on the writ and defendant not known 
to he an Inhabitant of the state of 
Maine and his residence unknown to 
either plaintiff or his attorney
Z. IM. Dwinal, Judge. 
Attest; Ensign Otis. Recorder. 
Abstract of writ and declaration and 
order of court thereon.
ENSIGN OTIS.
Recorder.
83-S-89
WE BUY
Dressed Hops, Beef, Lamb and Veal. 
IVe sugar cure and smoke your bams, 
shoulders and baron.
C. H. RICE COMPANY 
Tillson Avenue, Rockland. Me.
71-82
t *
J Summer Cottages J
M**************38
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce 
Head Island for sale. Tel Rockland 
853-13. or Inquire R. B. SPEAR, Spruce 
Head. 82-tf
THORNDIKE cottage on Hobbs Pond. 
Hope, to let. Fully furnished, electricity, 
etc. Reasonable price, Tel Lincolnville 
11-6 or call at Pond. T. B. LaFOLLEY.
82*84
WELL furnished house to let on 
Spruce Head, suitable for summer cot­
tage. sleeping accommodations for six. 
5 minute walk to beach. Firewood, rent 
reasonable. Tel. Rockland 853-13. or In­
quire R B. SPEAR. Spruce Head, Me 
_____________________________ 82-tf
SMALL 4-room cottage for sale, water 
and lights at Ingraham Hill. 6 R. 
CUSHING. 12 Knox St., Thomaston.
74*83
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Miss Lorea Adams and Miss 
Catherine Carpenter, who have been 
recent guests ol Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Gregory have returned to their 
homes in Providence.
Miss Ella V. Moulton of Medford. 
Mass, is the guest of Miss Katherine 
Haines.
(MTs. David H. Buffum, enroute 
from Germany by steamship Man­
hattan, was met by her husband (who 
had preceded her by a month) upon
Miss Madeline Bird who has been 
the guest of her sister, Mrs. George 
W. Snow in Miami, Fla., arrived 
home Thursday. Mrs. Snow after a
her arrival yesterday at New York, i visit jn Boston will join the
and they are now at the Buffum famiiy at the home on Talbot avenue. , 
home on Grove street, where they
will remain until the expiration of 
Mr. Buffum's vacation leave, a month 
hence, recalls him to his official du­
ties at the U. S. Consulate in Leipzig.
In previous visits to our city Mrs 
Buffum established many warm 
friendships that the coming month 
will serve still farther to cement.
E. F. A. Club held a picnic dinner 
and afternoon of bridge at the Chase 
farm Wednesday, with Mrs. Chase 
and Mrs. Choris Jenkins as hostesses. 
Honors went to Mrs. Mary Keizer, 
Mrs. Harry French, Mrs. I. J.Shumen 
and Mrs. Jenkins.
A “REST FACIAL”
A short cut to rest and re­
laxation appeals to women in 
every walk of life.
A rest treatment that at the 
same time improves the skin 
and renews its freshness.
MA BELLE
BEAUTY SHOPPE
483 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND 
PIIONE 683-W
83-85
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mr. 
and Mrs. W. T. White and Mrs. 
Katherine Sharpe have returned 
from a holiday spent at Lake Win- 
nipesaukee, IN. H., making the 
journey in Mr. Leighton’s car.
Miss Barbara Newbert is a guest of 
her aunt, Mrs. (Linwood Buzzell, in 
Portland.
Mrs. Hattie Davies has as guests 
her sister Mrs. John D. Hussey, and 
her husband of Waltham Mass., who 
will remain for an extended visit.
Clifford Ladd returns Sunday to 
New York, having been the guest of 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Ladd for two weeks.
Mrs. Clara Curtis was hostess to 
T and E Club for sewing Wednesday. 
Lunch was served.
Miss Eleanor Johnson returned 
Tuesday to her home on Rankin 
street after a months confinement at 
Knox Hospital, where she under­
went a mastoid operation.
Mrs. Helen Carlson has returned 
from a weekend visit with her son 
Edward Carlson in Portland.
Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday 
with Mrs. George St.Clair at Crescent 
Beach, with picnic dinner at 1 
o'clock. Members are asked to take 
Red Cross bags.
Edward Wendell and bride who 
have been on a honeymoon trip 
through Canada, called at the Wen­
dell cottage Crescent Beach enroute 
to their home in Milton, Mass.
Mrs. Mary Brewer has arrived for 
a two months vacation at her home 
on Granite street.
Mrs. John Newman left Friday for 
Portland in the interest of the 
Survey of Federal Archives.
The auxiliary to Sons of Union 
Veterans will hold an evening card 
party Tuesday at G_AJt. hall, with 
Mrs. May Cross and Mrs. Nellie 
Achorn serving as hostesses.
Contract Club was entertained 
Thursday by Mrs. Jane Bird, honors 
going to Mrs. Frank Fuller and Mrs. 
Arthur Littlefield.
Goldie L. McAuliffe and adopted 
daughter Diane Gail spent Sunday 
at Bar Harbor, Manset and Seawall.
Harold Greene motored to Portland 
Sunday, accompanied by his wife 
and daughters Ruth Ellen, and Doro­
thy Ann. He returned Wednesday 
leaving the family for a longer visit 
with Mrs. Green's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. James Boyrpan.
The Shakespeare Club picnic will 
be held next Wednesday at Mrs. Ma­
bel Edwards' with dinner at Trail’s 
End at 12.30. All alumnae members 
invited; those wishing to go notify 
Mrs. Helena Fales 165-W.
Mrs. Adelaide D. Capen of Hanover 
N. H. is visiting her brother Luke 
S. Davis.
Mrs. Charles Beverage of North 
Haven is visiting her sister Mrs. 
Emma Thurston at the home of 
Mayor Thurston.
ANDERSON-PRIOR
Stealing a march on their friends 
Wednesday afternoon, Miss Lois E. 
Prior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cal 
Prior of Loud's Island, and J. Rex­
ford Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Jchn U. Anderson of Criehaven, were 
married in Portsmouth, N. H. The 
ceremony was performed at the resi­
dence of Rev. H. J. Wilson of the 
First Baptist Church, the single ring 
service being used.
The bride, attractively gowned in 
ensemble of pastel pink with white ac­
cessories, was attended by her sister, 
Mrs. Clayton Dolloff, who was dressed 
in aqua crepe, with hat to match.
: The bridegroom and Nicholas J. An­
derson, best man, wore blue coats and 
white flannels.
The bride is a graduate of Lin­
coln Academy and Gorham Normal 
School, class of 1931. She has taught 
night school and for the past year was 
J a teacher at Criehaven where she has 
I also been engaged for the fall term. 
By reason of a pleasing personality, 
! Mrs. Anderson is well liked and ad­
mired by all who have made her ac 
quaintance. Mr. Anderson attended 
the schools of his home town and 
also Rockland High and Union High 
Schools. He is now engaged in the 
lebster business.
The young couple will enter upon
Miss Marie Berry is enrolled at the 
Alford Lake Camp in Union for two 
months.
Miss Rose O'Neil returns tomorrow 
from a trip to New York and Mon­
treal.
On his flight to Rockland in the 
La Touraine plane last night. Cap­
tain William H. Wincapaw was ac­
companied by Mrs. Wincapaw.
Harold Keene arrived yesterday 
from Fremont, Neb., called by the 
illness of his father. City Clerk E. R. 
Keene.
Mrs. E. P. Cooper. Dorothy A. 
Cooper and Albert M. Mitchell were 
weekend visitors in the city, Mrs 
Cooper and Dorothy on their1 way* to 
Matinicus to spend their vacation 
on their summer farm there Mr. 
Mitchell returned to Milton, Mass., 
Saturday.
Barbara L„ daughter of Mr. and I 
Mrs. M. E. Young, Dunton avenue, 
enters the Pettapiece Hospital in j 
Camden this forenoon for a tonsil i 
operation.
Mrs. Geneva Huke is having two 
weeks' vacation from the J. F. 
Gregory Store.
William Bisbee of New York is 
spending his annual vacation in this 
city, the guest of his sister, Mrs. Paul 
Sawyer. Mr. Bisbee located in New- 
York 30 years ago, but has seldom, if
At the meeting of the Arts and ’ ever, neglected a summer home com-
A Home
tthc classified Ag
You'll be delighted with 
our Permanents. Five 
modern methods.
Only the best in 
workmanship, 
materials
Perfect 
results 
guaranteed. 
Prices to suit 
everybody.
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST. TEL. 1123-W
58tf
housekeeping in September at the 
Rhodes house, where a host of friends 
will welcome their return to Crie­
haven.
Crafts Society at the What-Not shop 
Wednesday evening, time was de­
voted to unfinished articles with an 
exhibition of painted wooden ware. 
The next meeting will be with Mrs. 
Evelyn Peaslee Monday night at 6:30. 
subject to be a continuation of paint­
ing on wood. This will be a porch 
meeting, weather permitting, other­
wise it will be held at the usual 
place.
ing.
Miss Louise Dolliver is spending the 
weekend with Rev. and Mrs. Jesse 
Kenderdine in Westbrook.
Robert Gregory of Akron, Ohio, will 
arrive tomorrow for two weeks' vaca- 
tin to be spent with his parents, Mr. 
ar.d Mrs. A. W. Gregory.
Forest Pinkerton of The Courier- 
Gazette force is, with his family- 
spending a few days with relatives in 
Woodfords and Biddeford.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry at­
tended the races at Topsham Thurs­
day. They were dinner guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bird. Mr. Bird 
being owner of a stable of horses.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Freeland of 
New York are guests at Hotel Rock­
land.
Miss Goldie L. McAuliffe is today- 
closing her beauty shop for two 
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Plourde and 
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Merrill have re­
turned from a five day motor trip 
to Quebec, Montreal and New York.
Cote’s Magic Water
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT 
and
DEODORANT 
Sick Rooms 
Bath Rooms 
Kitchens 
Garage Floors 
Concrete Floors 
Stone Steps 
Refrigerators 
Drain Pipes 
Garbage Pans 
Toilet Bonis 
Lavatories
Takes all unpleasant odors away 
Once Tried, Always Used
CAMDEN
Miss Eleanor Hansen has returned 
home after a surgical operation at 
Community Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Checci have 
arrived from Chicago to spend the 
summer here.
Russell Kennedy is visiting rela­
tives in Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Arthur Webster entertains 
the ladies of the Methodist Society 
Wednesday at her home on Sea 
street.
Comique Theater attraction for to­
day. Double bill with Joan Bennett 
in "Big Brown Eyes,” and George 
O'Brien in “O'Malley of the Mounted. 
Sunday and Monday, “Fury,” with 
Sylvia Sidney and Spencer Tracy; 
j Tuesday, Herbert Marshal in '''Till 
We Meet Again;" Get-Rich-Nite; $80 
given away; Wednesday and Thurs­
day. “Under Two Flags."
Mrs. Mary Howe, son Billy and 
daughter (Betty, arrived this week 
from Miami, Fla., and are guests for 
a few days of Mrs. S. G Ritterbush, 
I Mechanic street.
James Davenport of Boston is 
, visiting Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Wilbur.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Dow and 
I Mrs. Eunice Hartwell of the Lyman 
School at Westboro, Mass, and Her­
bert Dow of Worcester, Mass., are 
guests of Mrs. A. F. Beverage.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rodgers have 
returned to West Concord, Mass., 
after a vsllt with Mr and Mrs Rich­
ard Howarth.
Kay Bros, circus is booked fcr 
Camden next Saturday.
The Townsend Club will hold a 
public supper Saturday at the K. of 
P. hall from 5:30 to 7.
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club 
will meet with the Rockland Club at 
the Thorndike Hotel next Wednes-
TENANT'S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Taylor of 
Lynn, Mass., have been recent guests 
of their aunt, Mrs. Abbie Leach.
H F. Kalloch, Mrs. Elmer Allen. 
Miss Mabel Barter and Mrs. Charles 
Rose spent Tuesday with Mr. and 
Mrs. Henry Allen at China Lake. In 
spite of his 93 years. Mr. Kalloch en­
joyed the trip as much as any of the 
party.
Miss Virginia Barter has employ-
that people are realizing that Maine 
is indeed “Vacationland." It was 
noted, too. that nearly every tour­
ist house and cabin along the way 
was occupied.
Callers Sunday at the home of Dr. 
and Mrs. C. H. Leach were Mr. and 
Mrs. Edward Dudley of South China 
and Mrs. Higgins of Brunswick.
The Fourth was happily observed I 
at the pleasant home of Dr. and Mrs. 
C. H. Leach as they delightfully en­
tertained the Saturday Nighters of 
Rockland numbering 25. At noon 
tables were set on the spacious lawn
THERE
IS
AND - 
THAT IS.
ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
p/ATUIC TAKE HOME A BOTTLE 
VU 1 El □ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
Mrs. Mida Packard and Mrs. Ethel 
Gonia, with George Gay as chauffeur 
motored to Boston Wednesday. Mrs.
Mrs. Carl Snow and four children 
of Auburn, Mass., are guests of Lieu­
tenant Commander and Mrs. C. F.
Packard will be the guest of her Snow. Mr. Snow' will join the family 
sister, Mrs. F. A. Healey, at Winthrop Sunday 
Center, and Mrs. Gonia will visit 
relatives in Boston and suburbs.
A dinner party on Wednesday at 
Beachmere, the attractive summer 
home, on the Camden water-front, 
of Mr and Mrs. Frank H. Bickford, 
of Great Neck. Long Island, N. Y„ 
sounded one of the season’s social 
notes of special interest and enjoy­
ment to the favored guests, no less 
than to the genial host and hostess, 
who left undone nothing that should 
contribute to the pleasure of the 
occasion, which was concluded with 
one of those popular dinners at 
Beach Inn. The guest list of the 
party included Mrs. Mabel Fuller of 
Great-Neck, Dr. and Mrs. Harry- 
Holt of Brookline, Mass . Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller and Mr. and 
Mrs. W. O. Fuller of Rockland.
Miss Esther Chapman will return 
to Philadelphia Sunday to resume 
training at the Methodist Episcopal 
Hospital, after a three weeks' vaca­
tion visit with her parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Vernal Chapman.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Snow and 
daughter Eleanor are weekend guests 
of the Snow family at Treasure Point 
Farm.
Can be 
Used 
For
of Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach 
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Monaghan of
Watertown. Mass., are visiting Mr 
and Mrs. John Monaghan.
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey 
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Rose motored to New Hampshire for 
the holiday. A short stay was made 
in Milford, then they journeyed to 
Keene where they spent the night 
The return trip was made Sunday 
through the lake region of New 
Hampshire, passing Lake Sunapee 
and skirting the west and north bor­
ders of Lake Winnepcsaukec as well 
as passing many other beautiful lakes 
whose shores were dotted with cot­
tages and tourist cabins, all of which i 
day noon. The Tuesday night meet- were occupied, then into Maine along 
ing will be postponed. | Long Lake and Sebago. Traffic along
The next meeting of the Junior Route L to Portsmouth was very 
heavy, practically all coming into 
Maine, which is a good indication
ment in Camden for the summer.
Mrs. Edward Benner and son. Hugh . ancj a iobster dinner served. The Sat-
and Miss Jennie Packard of Rock- urtjay Nighters comprise a group of j 
land were recent visitors at the home relatives who have met every Satur- 
! day night for several years. The 
guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Amory: 
Allen. Mr. and Mrs. George St. Clair,'
TODAY
All over the nation women have de­
termined to maintain their beauty. 
If you can help them—If you have 
been trained there Is a permanent 
and a remunerative position ln this 
new profession of beauty culture. 
We have trained many, we can pre­
pare you. Fully equipped kit given 
absolutely free. Booklet on request.
HUB ACADEMY
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 
161 Massachusetts Avenue. Boston 
Approved by State of Maine
A group of people, interested in the 
promotion of “Montpelier.” met 
Thursday afternoon to discuss plans 
for the annual observance of Gen. 
Knox's birthday July 25. Appropri­
ate exercises will be held at the Gen. 
Knox grave at 9 a. m. under the di­
rection of Jarvis C. Perry. At 10 
o’clock an anniversary meeting of 
the Knox Association will be held al 
the Mansion. Already more than 350 
visitors have inspected the memorial 
this season, expressing their surprise 
and pleasure at the beautiful fur 
nishings and many objects of inter­
est.
Enroll now for summer instruction 
in all types of dancing. Elise Allen 
Corner School of the Dance, Rock 
land, Maine. Tel. 670. 75-tf
Capt. and Mrs. John Stevens and [ 
daughter "Kay." Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Leach and daughter, Virginia, Mr. j 
and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard and son, 
Richard, Mrs. Wilbur Cross, sons 
“Hank" and “Billy" and daughters. 
Alice and Mary, all of Rockland; Mr 
"hnd Mrs. John Starrett of Somerville, 
Mass.; Mrs. Henry Starrett of War­
ren; Mrs. Littlefield of Massachu­
setts; and Mrs. Abbie Leach of this 
town.
MODERN REFRIGERATION 
FOR FARM HOMES 
AT LOW COST
4-H Club will be Tuesday at the 
home of the leader. Nina Start.
Mrs. Lee Lenfest's cottage at Lake 
Megunticook has been rented for 
the month of August to M. Sidney , 
Lebair of Jenkentown. Penn.
Auxiliary to the Sons of Union 
Veterans meet today.
J. R. Prescott and daughters 
Marion and Hiler of Newtonville 
Mass., are spending the weekend in 
town.
1855 1936
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. 
Waldoboro, Me.
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Artistic Memorials in Stone
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WEEK OF JULY 13
Lakewood Players Present a New Comedy
"FEATHER IN THE BREEZE"
Staged by Melville Burke
Nights at 8. Saturday Matinee at 2.30. Tel. Skowhegan 434 
Prices 50c and $1.00 plus tax
STARTING JULY 20 
"TRAVELER'S TRACK"
with
JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS
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MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Return Engagement
RKO
RADIO
rieture
run
lyricE ar.d Music b/ 
IRVING
GINGER
ROGERS
V; BERLIN
TEL. 409
TODAY
CHESTER MORRIS
in
“COUNTERFEIT”
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
The First Dancing 
Musical in 100%
NEW
TECHNICOLOR 
♦ .
Gay senoritas! Bold Caballeros!
Lite, Love, Thrills and Laughter 
...in a singing,swinging 
romance oi Old 
California!
new dancing sen­
sation of,the K.
screen ... CHARLES COLLINS 
FRANK MORGAN • STEFFI DUNA
NOW
PLAYING
"( RIME OF DR. FORBES”
with
GLORIA STUART, ROBERT KENT
Phone 892
Matinee 2. Evg. 0.45, 8.45. 
Cont. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45 
Daylight Saving Time
NEEDS NO ELEC­
TRIC CURRENT... 
NO WATER... NO 
DAILY ATTENTION
(COAL OIL)
READ WHAT 
MRS. OLE DANIELSON 
OF ELLSWORTH,
IOWA, WRITES:
“We have a family of six chil­
dren. We usually have from 
one to three hired men. This 
means an enormous amount of 
cooking and baking. With my 
Electrolux I can prepare enough
pie crust, frozen desserts and 
other foods for several days' use 
at one time. We keep meat 
fresh for weeks. My Electrolux 
actually gates more than the run­
ning expense in food savings.
rientr of Ice cubes 
with Electrolux
Temperature regu­
lator » poods freezing
HERE’S the news you’ve been waiting for! No longer is it 
rec-jseary for farm homes to put up 
■with makeshift or inadequate refrig­
eration. Kerosene Electrolux brings 
you the same comforts and conveni­
ence that have made the gas-operated 
Electrolux a favorite for finest city 
homes and apartments... costs only 
c fete pennies a day to run!
The reason Electrolux 
operates so efficiently is
its amazingly simple refrigerating 
principle. Electrolux has no moving 
parts. A wickless glow-type kerosene 
burner does all the work. This not 
only insures continued low operating 
cost, but also fullest food protection 
at all times . . . plenty of ice cubes. 
Electrolux actually saves enough on 
food bills and ice bills to pay for itself 1
QUICK FACTS
• No moving parts to wear
• Lasting efficiency
• Continued low operating coat
• Fullest food protection
• Every modern convenience
• Savings that pay for it
Q Available in I family sizes
M.A| L THIS C OJAP6N
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEXCt K ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 730
Gentlemen: Please send me, without obMgation. further 
information about the new Electrolux Kerosene Re­
frigerator.
NA2:e_
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Each day when clouds were flushing in i Webster of Danvers, Mass., Miss Ma-
the west.
And Camden's "crystal hills" were domes 
of blue.
They hoisted sail, steered straight to 
"make the point,"
Came round and swung In curves that 
followed them
In lacy trails of emerald and white.
—Anna E Coughlin• • • •
Doubling Point Range
Mrs. Nye and I have just returned 
from ten days' leave of absence—the 
first one I have had in seven years. 
We certainly enjoyed every minute. 
Among the places visited were: Swan 
Lake, Brooks, Bangor, Brewer. Or- 
rington, North Bucksport, Verona 
Island and Bar Harbor. A trip up 
Cadillac Mountain was an especially 
joyous feature.
Calls were made on several of my 
old time friends, including captains 
whom I knew when I was going to 
sea. I also went twice to the Ban­
gor City Hospital to see Capt. 
Thomas Morgan, one of our retired 
lightkeepers who recently underwent 
two operations. He was resting fair­
ly comfortably and gaining slowly.
We had an overnight camp in 
North Bucksport, and 'ould go and 
come as we pleased Nearly all our 
meals were taken with Mrs. Nye's 
brothers and sisters. Mr. and Mrs. 
Russell Chandler. Mr and Mrs. John 
Chandler and Mrs Etta Quinn, where 
we had plenty of fresh milk, cream, 
eggs and ice cream of which I am 
very fond. A general happy time was 1 
passed in the congenial company.
Plans were made to call on Keeper 
and Mrs. Allen at Marshall Point 
Light, but we couldn't make it and 
get home on time. So we shall have 
to make a special trip soon.
Mrs Nye's niece. Miss Gertrude 
Quinn, returned with us for a week's 
visit at the station.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Pinkham and 
sons, Roger and Gordon of Bath 
spent the Fourth here. A fine
rion Sterling, Peak's Island, Mr. and 
Mrs. W. C. Dow and family and Ar­
thur Harlow.
Frank C. Dow of Cape Elizabeth 
visited the crowd Sunday.
F O. Hilt and party attended the 
ball game at Cape Elizabeth’s holi­
day celebration.
Willard Hilt. Arthur Harlow. Edgar 
Webster. Robert Sterling Jr., Richard 
Dow and Miss Marion Sterling wit­
nessed Fireworks at the Cape Eliza­
beth entertainment last Saturday 
evening.
• • • •
Land Office Business
A farmer, paying his first visit to 
the seashore, asked a boatman if he 
could buy some of the water to take 
home to show his wife. The boatman 
assented and charged the farmer a 
quarter. A few hours later the visitor 
returned to the shore. By now the 
tide had gone out .and the man gazed 
open mouthed at the spectacle. "By 
cracky, mister,” he said, “you've cer­
tainly done a big business today.”— 
Valdosta Times.
‘Tls skill, not strength, 
that governs a ship.
WARREN
Miss Bessie Chase of Portland re­
turned home Monday after spending 
two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Wyllie at Oyster River.
Rev. H. I. Holt will speak on 
Knowledge" Sunday
the | Congregational 
Miss Evelyn Berry will be
‘"Silence and 
morning at 
Church, 
soloist.
Service Sunday morning at the 
salmon dinner was served, and fire- Baptist Church will be at 10:30, Rev 
works and tap dancing by Miss Quinn Howard A. Welch to deliver the ser-
concluded the evening's entertain­
ment.
I have been greeted by plenty of 
fog since my return.
Best wishes to all Lighthouse and 
Coast Guard friends.
Perkins Island
Hello, everyone! Once again we
mon. Music for the morning service 
includes the anthem. "The Wondrous 
Cross" iThomasi; and the duet. 
“Not Ashamed of Jesus" (Nolte) by 
Roger Teague and Chester Wyllie 
Church school will be at noon. 
Christian Endeavor will be at 6 and 
the evening service at 7.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Wyllie enter-
add our lines to the lighthouse news. tained a famUy ga[hering the holi.
Station work and company are k a{ thelf home Guests present 
keeping us on the jump. | wre Mf and Mrs Edward Qf
The holiday was passed very pleas- RuUand and Mrs R
lit*. V- M«.„ n vs'
Oxton of Winthrop,' Mass., Mrs. 
Gordon of Haverhill, Mass.. Mr. and 
Mrs. Huse Tibbetts and son Edward 
of Houlton, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tib­
betts and Miss Maence Blackington
antly here. Mrs. Powers’ sister and 
party of friends from Worcester. 
Mass . arrived. Mrs. R. W Hill to re­
main for a month.
We received as welcome visitors re­
cently, Mr and Mrs. James Connel- 
lan of Rockland with her two charm­
ing children, also Mrs. O'Brien and 
Mrs. Maude Hallowell.
It was with deep regret that we
of Rockland and Miss Bessie Chase 
of Portland.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh­
ters will be guests of Mrs. H. I. Holt
read of the death of Miss Evelyn at a Picnic dinner at the
Ames of Matinicus Island, and our attractive Holt home in Rockport
sincere sympathy goes out to her be- committee includes Mrs. Laura 
I Starrett, Mrs. Nettie Jameson, Miss 
! Susan Stevens, and Mrs. Alice Watts. 
Those from Ivy Chapter OHS.
reaved family.
The launching of the cruiser, 367 
at Bath was a beautiful sight. The 
sister ship. 366, stood by and tug 
boats were so plentiful one couldn't 
count them all. Thousands stood 
on Carlton Bridge amid a blare of 
horns and colorful celebration. The 
workmen on that ship certainly must 
feel proud of the magnificent craft 
which they built.
We are enjoying a new car—a 
Dodge deluxe.
A variety of pleasure boats ply the 
river these days, also barges and 
tugs.
Happy days to you all!
• • • •
Portland Head
Busy days are here. Summer 
tourists are arriving daily.
Mrs. Sarah Webster and son Edgar 
of Danvers, Mass , were holiday 
guests of Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
A hot wave arrived Monday, driv­
ing people to seashore and lakes.
Miss Marion Sterling was recent 
guest of her aunt Mrs. R T. Sterling.
Mrs. F. O. Hilt motored to St. 
George Wednesday visiting E. E. 
Kinney who was ill at his home.
R. T. Sterling, with party from 
Wisconsin motored recently to Gur­
net.
The 240th C.A.C. are at Fort Wil­
liams for the usual practice.
Maj. Stadig, Mrs. Stadig and party 
visited Mr. and Mrs R. T. Sterling 
Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Minnie Newbert of Thomas­
ton is guest of F. O. Hilt and family.
Good Timers met for a picnic at 
the home of Mrs. R. T Sterling Wed­
nesday. enjoying lunch on the rocks. 
The day was spent with sewing, 
needlework and conversation.
Two busses heavily laden arrived at 
the station Thursday.
A quiet picnic was held here the 
Fourth with these attending: F. O. 
Hilt and family, R T Sterling and 
family, Mrs. Sarah Webster, Edgar
who took part in the exemplification 
of the degree at the OHS. School 
of instruction in Thomaston Tues­
day were Mrs. Laura Starrett as 
treasurer, and Mrs. Jessie Walker, 
warden. Others from Ivy Chapter 
who attended were Mrs. J. O. Jame­
son, Mrs. Esther Starrett, Mrs. Abbie 
Newbert, all of this place, Mrs. Lilia 
Ames and Edgar Ames of Thomas­
ton.
Forty members of the Sunday 
school, with teachers and friends en­
joyed the picnic Tuesday at Sandy 
Shores, South Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall, Mrs. 
Augusta Moon and children Elma, 
and Herbert visited relatives Sunday 
in South Penobscot.
Members of the Warren Grange 
enjoyed a strawberry festival Tues­
day night following the meeting. 
Beano also was played. Visitors were 
present from Goodwill Grange of 
South Warren.
Mrs. Nancy Eastman, and daugh­
ter Miss Clara Eastman, who spent a 
few days at their home here went 
Tuesday to Lyndon Centre, Vt„ to 
spend a short time. They will re­
turn here the latter part of the 
month to remain for the rest of the 
summer.
Mrs. Alice Gordon has been en­
joying a motor trip to the Gaspe 
Peninsula with Mrs. Luther Clark of 
Thomaston and other friends.
Mrs. Jane Andrews left Boston 
yesterday for a four weeks trip to 
Alaska. Accompanying her, was 
Mrs. Lewis Burgess of North Wey­
mouth Mass.
Mrs. Susie Philbrook and Mrs. 
Herbert Waltz have returned home 
from White Plains. N. Y„ w’here they 
visited Mr and Mrs. Ray Hoffses.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Vinal re­
turned Thursday from Brighton, 
Mass., where they were guests over-
WINDSHIELD MURDER
Bug-Catching Hobby Is De­
scribed By Damon Ripley 
In Yankee Magazine
Motorists in New England who are 
curious to know just what bugs their 
windshields slaughter in such great 
quantities these warm days will be 
interested in the new bug-catching 
hobby described by Damon Ripley in 
the July issue of Yankee Magazine.
It seems that a Yankee recently 
built an ingenious contraption on 
the front of his car out. of screen 
wire, a coat hanger, and last winter’s 
ski rack. The arrangement- Is some­
thing similar to a minnow’ trap, and 
hangs up in the breeze like an avia­
tion field wind cone; it catches the 
bugs before they hit the windshield. 
The Yankee decided to make a real 
job of it and satisfy himself as to 
what breeds and kinds of bugs New 
England highways have to offer, so, 
starting down in Connecticut, he cut 
across Rhode Island, headed for 
Western Massachusetts, then went 
north through the Connecticut River 
valley into Vermont, and thence into 
New Hampshire and Maine.
Ripley, who met him on a back 
road near the Calvin Coolidge Na­
tional Forest, says. "He had his catch 
of the day before all mounted in a 
pasteboard box, properly indentifled 
and classified by Prof. William Hud­
son Behney. of the University of 
Vermont, at whose home he had 
spent the preceding night. Of course 
he started in like any fisherman 
would, by telling me how the biggest 
one got away. He said it was a bat, 
with a wing spread of at least six 
I inches; flew’ right in the coop and 
j out again . . . The biggest one he did 
I catch was the Shad or May Fly. That 
one has lacy wings with three long 
tail fins out behind. This is the 
bug. along with the Dragon Fly and 
the Cabbage Butterfly, which usual­
ly makes the biggest splash of all. 
Your conscience needn’t trouble you 
about that splash, said the Yankee, 
because this insect only lives for a 
day anyway. It spends three long 
years in water as an egg only to 
fly into life a single day. It couldnX 
live any longer than that because it 
has no way of eating. Then of 
course there were horse flies, and 
house flies, and black flies, flying 
ants, wild bees, hornets, wasps, and 
any number of moths—even beauti­
ful blue and yellow swallow-tailed 
butterflies. Not all of the day's catch 
were pests, by any means. One use­
ful insect was the ladybug, or Lady 
Beetle, so named as far back as the 
middle ages, in honor of Our Lady, 
because her young eat the eggs of 
the destructive plant aphis. And 
there were any number of Ichneu­
mon flies. These little fellows lay 
their eggs in the larva of the tent 
caterpillar, and the hatch, in turn, 
eats the eggs of the tent caterpillar. 
Thus the more tent caterpillars there 
are in any one year, the more 
Ichneumons there will be the follow­
ing year, and the fewer tent cater­
pillars."
According to Professor Behney, 
quoted by Ripley, this new bug- 
catching hobby may have real value 
in detecting the presence of pests, 
such as the dreaded Elm Beetle, soon 
after their arrival in a given area, 
and making possible an early start 
on an eradication program.
“It's a great hobby," the Yankee 
told Ripley, “Pretty near as good as 
fishin' and not half the trouble.”
EXPLOITING FISH
Com’r Feyler’s Efforts Find | 
Endorsement By Leaders I 
In Maine
LAKEWOOD THEATRE
For the week of July 13 the Lake- 
wood Players are presenting for the 
first time on any stage a new comedy 
from the pen of Willa Frederic, en­
titled “i*eather in the Breeze." The 
story is an original and amusing 
angle on the triangle. A married 
woman in her attractive middle years 
goes to Naples and, influenced by 
the romantic continental surround­
ings. falls desperately in love with a 
young swain, many years her junior. 
The boy is an idealist and dreamer 
and all the poetry in his soul which 
her husband lacks, and she Is for 
dismissing her legal partner forever 
and casting her lot with the dreamer
The piece is written in sparkling 
comedy style and provides the Lake- 
wood Players rich opportunities with 
its smartly drawn characters. The 
wife, Constance. ‘The Feather in the 
Breeze' is a particularly interesting 
study, as she emotionally drifts be­
tween the poetic youth and her 
practical husband, and back again 
The play will be staged under the 
direction of Melville Burke, and 
several New York producers are ex­
pected to attend the premier to view 
the comedy as a likely entry on 
Broadway next season.
night Wednesday of Dr. and Mrs, 
Raymond Vinal.
David White is in West Bath for a 
visit with his grandmother, Mrs. A, 
N. White.
Stanley Farrington of North 
Hanover, Mass, was guest last week 
end of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford M 
Spear, East Warren,
Business and civic leaders of the 
State are unanimous in their belief I 
that greater attention should be 
given the fishing industry and have 
endorsed the efforts of Commissioner 
Rodney E. Feyler of the Sea and 
Shore Fisheries Department to 
Munch a constructive program of 
.conservation, propagation and ex­
ploitation. Commissioner Feyler has 
received letters from many promi­
nent persons who have offered their 
assistance and encouragement in 
this campaign. It is generally known 
that the Maine fisheries have been 
steadily on the decline for many 
years and that much work must be 
done along the lines of the Depart­
ment's program if this great eco­
nomic asset is not to become of minor 
importance.
Blaine S. Viles of Augusta wrote: 
“Few of our people realize the great 
possibilities along the line of propa­
gation, conservation and marketing 
of this great natural resource of our 
State of Maine. I am sure that a 
better understanding will result in 
a development that will be of great 
importance to the State and to those 
engaged in this industry."
• • • •
W. S Newell of the Bath Iron 
Works: “I feel that it should be pos­
sible, if properly handled, to promote 
the Maine fishing industry into a real 
business which could be made to yield 
a reasonable profit and considerable 
employment to Maine citiasns. I 
hope I can be of assistance to you In 
this movement."
W. R. Pattangall of Augusta: “I 
shall be very much pleased to assist 
you in the matter of rebuilding the 
fishing industry. I regard it as of 
primary importance."
Henry B Bird of the Medomak 
Canning Co.: "I am afraid that we 
are slow in putting our fish products 
before the public. It seems to me 
often times that our hotels and res­
taurants do not feature fish and lob­
sters as they should. I believe that 
our visitors are looking for more of 
these items."
Clinton W Davis of the Portland 
Packing Co.: “I wish you every success 
in your endeavor to promote the 
Maine fishing industry.”
• • • •
Guy P. Gannett of tne Portland 
Maine Publishing Co.: “I heartily ap­
prove of your plan and am sure that 
it will help tremendously towards the 
development of this important nat­
ural resource."
Clifton D. Gray president of Bates; 
College: “I most heartily endorse this; 
movement. One only has to compare ' 
the inactivity of the seacoast towns' 
and villages of today with the teem- ' 
ing period portrayed by Mary Ellen, 
Chase's "Silas Crockett" to realize the 1 
importance of taking advantage of 
his important natural resource."
Kenneth Sills. President of Bow- 
doin College: “I am much interested [ 
to hear that your department is en­
deavoring to awaken the people of ; 
Maine to a greater realization of the' 
importance of the fishing industry 1 
It has seemed to me for a long, 
time that there is no good reason for 
Maine to lose this most important! 
resource. I am very glad that your 
department is taking the lead in this 
important matter.”
• • • •
Franklin W. Johnson of Colby Col­
lege: “I am very happy to endorse 1 
your proposal of an attempt to [ 
awaken the people of Maine to a 
realization of the undeveloped op- j 
portunities of their fishing industry.! 
I shall be glad to assist you in this' 
undertaking in any way possible."
Edward M Graham, president of j 
the Bangor Hydro-Electric Company: 
“It seems logical that the Maine fish­
ing industry can be substantially as­
sisted by Maine citizens in other 
fields of endeavor and it is my hope 
that you will count me as one who is 
willing and anxious to take any rea­
sonable part in an effort that will 
help your campaign.”
Ex-Gov. William T. Cobb of Rock­
land: “I have read with much inter­
est your articles in the press in which 
you are attempting to arouse the peo­
ple of the State to a realization of 
the importance of our fishing in­
dustry. Your efforts in this direction 
should meet with the hearty approval 
and co-operation of all our citizens 
and I beg to offer my very best wishes 
for the success of your undertaking." 
• • • •
John M. Pomeroy of the Rockland 
Chamber of Commerce: “The Cham­
ber is aware of the fine work you 
are doing and the service your De­
partment is rendering to this part 
of the State. The revitalization of 
the fishing industry will go a long 
way toward putting us back on the 
road to recovery.”
Sam Patterson, Tallwood Inn, Win­
throp:” I have talked with a great 
many business men and they believe, 
as I have expressed myself in this 
letter to you, that we are not alone 
willing to do something, but must do 
something to aid you in developing 
the fishing industry."
Arthur A. Hauck, Prseident of the 
University of Maine: “I wish to as­
sure you of my interest in your plan 
to promote a greater interest in our 
fisheries industry. Your plan to en-
FULLER - COBB, Inc
ESTABLISHED IN 1844
Rockland’s Finest and Most 
Reliable Department Store
Going “«Business
The Merchandise Carried By This Concern 
Is Unquestionably the Finest that Money can 
Buy...And Now... This Entire Stock Must Be
SACRIFICED
DON’T DELAY-GET HERE EARLY
No Charges — No C-O-D’s
ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL
Fuller=Cobb, Inc. Rockland Maine
lighten the people of Mtfine in regard J tries. I am greatly in favor of your 
to the necessity for carrying on a I plan."
well conceived program of propaga- j W. L. Fay of the Fay & Scott Com- 
tion and conservation should mee:’ pany of Dexter: “One of Maine's 
with the heaity approval of all who ! important natural resources, the fish- 
are interev.'.1 in develop.r.r the ("0- ing industry, seems far from having
□omic welfare of the State."
Homer E Robinson. President First
National Bank of Rockland: "I am 
heartily in accord with your program 
to rehabilitate the fishing industry of 
our State and community. It should 
be one of the largest industries in 
the State and I hope your efforts 
will “bear fruit,” also that your ad­
vertising will induce people to eat 
fish more than twice a week."
had the attention it merits. A cam- i 
paign to properly exploit this indus­
try has my hearty endorsement. Out­
side of its commercial aspect, propa­
ganda to encourage people to “Eat! 
more Fish" would strike a responsive 
chord with me."
Other letters are coming in daily I 
and with such hearty expressions of | 
approval the Sea and Shore Fisheries 
Department is going ahead with its . 
program with renewed enthusiasm.
Year Round Local Service
ITS TIME TO THINK ABOUT
AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness 
to your home at very low cost 
Ask us for an estimate
ROCKLAND 
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Edward S. French, president Maine 
Central Railroad: “In my opinion j according to Commissioner Feyler. 
this is a most important step in the
interest of the economic development 
of the State, and should have a most 
beneficial effect on the welfare of 
the people of the whole State. The 
fishing industry is a natural resource 
of tremendous potential value, and 
any effort spent in its development
FLOOD CONTROL SURVEYS
Maine's Principal Rivers Are Having 
a Very Thorough Going Over By 
Engineers
Reports on flood control surveys 
and enlargement seems to me wholly' on the four principal Maine riversI
worthwhile."
Guy E. Torrey of Bar Harbor, 
member of New England Council: “I 
am deeply interested in what you 
Gay regarding properly advertising 
and promoting Maine's fishing indus-
are expected by War Department offi­
cials to be completed in time for 
submission to the next session of 
Congress.
A spokesman said the surveys, now 
being made by the Boston district 
engineer, would be submitted the 
chief of engineers during November 
and December, the chief of engineers 
is expected to submit them to the 
House Rivers and Harbors committee 
shortly after Congress convenes.
The Penobscot river survey, it was 
reported, will probably be completed
I Nov. 20. Expected filing dates of 
the other surveys were: Kennebec, 
Nov. 30; Saco, Dec. 10, and Andros­
coggin, Dec. 30.
Tire surveys were ordered in the 
Omnibus Flood Control bill passed 
last session. At the War Department 
it was reported former surveys were 
being examined, although field 
studies are being made to determine 
the extent of damage during the 
disastrous floods this year, and the 
nature of flood control works neces­
sary to prevent their repetition.
After the surveys several years ago, 
the War Department reported floods 
or. the Maine rivers improbable.
oyXs
JUNE 29-JULY 25
The dear old soul watched the 
gayly clad cowboy dexterously swing- 
! ing his lasso in the grounds of the 
circus.
“What a long rope,” she said at 
last. “What do you use it for?”
“Waal, lady." he replied, “when I’m 
out West on the ranch I use it for 
catching cows.”
“Catching cows?" she echoed. “How 
very interesting. Tell me, what bait 
do you use?”
July Sale—A $2 Value for $1
WHITE DECKLE EDGE VELLUM
PRINTED STATIONERY
SMART NEW LETTERING STYLES . . . NEW MONO­
GRAM STYLES ... AND COLORS OF INK . . . AND—
Flat Sheets 6!4xlOtv. Envelopes 4x644
Double- iUe usual ctuaulil^-I
100 SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
Name and Address on Flat Sheets and Envelopes . . . 
Monograms Rytex-Hylited on Folded Sheets (Enve­
lopes plain).
Folded Sheets 4'/jx7. Envelopes 3!4x4'/4
Orders Filled in about Ten Days
Postage 
10c Extra
THE COURIER GAZETTE
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
